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Chapter 1.

Introduction
This thesis deals with the design and analysis of error-correcting codes. Apart from
this introductory chapter, it consists of seven chapters, most of which have been
published in journals or conference proceedings.
• Chapter 2 is based on two joint articles with Stan Baggen. One of them [1]
was presented at the Tenth Symposium on Information Theory in the Benelux,
Houthalen, Belgium, May 25 & 26, 1989. The other one appeared in Discrete
Mathematics, Vol. 106/107, 1992 [2] and was reprinted in [3].
• Chapter 3 is based on a joint unpublished manuscript with Henk Hollmann
from the end of 1990. Hollmann did most of the work for the first five sections,
I am responsible for the three last sections. Parts of the results were presented
at the Twelfth Symposium on Information Theory in the Benelux, Veldhoven,
The Netherlands, May 23 & 24, 1991 [4].
• Chapter 4 was presented at Eurocode 1992, Udine, Italy, October 23 30, 1992

[5].
• Chapter 5 is joint work with Stan Baggen, and was presented at the Sixth Joint
Swedish-Russian Workshop on Information Theory, Molle, Sweden, August
22~27, 1993 [6].
• The results on binary codes in Chapter 6 are based on my master's thesis
[7], and two short articles in IEEE Transactions on Information Theory, in
September 1987 [8] and November 1991 [9], respectively. The results on quaternary codes are new.
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• Chapter 7 is joint work with Kees Schouhamer Immink and Henk Hollmann
that appeared in the November 1995 issue of IEEE Transactions on Information Theory [10].

• Chapter 8 is joint work Stan Baggen and was submitted to IEEE Transactions
on Information Theory. It was partly presented at the 16-th Symposium on
Information Theory in the Benelux, Nieuwerkerk a/d IJssel, The Netherlands,
May 18 & 19, 1995 [11], [12], and at the 1995 IEEE International Symposium
on Information Theory, Whistler, Canada, September 17-22, 1995 [13].

We assume familiarity with the basic theory of error-correcting codes, as described
in many textbooks [14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. In this introductory chapter, we will first
describe the place of error-correcting codes in a digital communication system. Next,
we mention some basics of coding theory and establish our notation. Subsequently,
we focus on cooperating error-correcting codes, and conclude with an overview of
the remainder of the thesis.

1.1

Error-correcting codes in a digital communication system

The aim of error-correcting codes is the protection of digital data against errors
occurring in storage applications such as the Compact Disc (CD) system, the Digital
Compact Cassette (DCC) system and computer tapes, and in transmission channels
such as telephone cables or with mobile telephony. The rapid advances in digital
circuitry have made possible the implementation of good algorithms for powerful
codes. As far as the relevance of error-correcting codes in digital communication
systems is concerned, we quote that "it is not an exaggeration to say that, without
error-correcting codes, digital audio would not be technically feasible" 1 .

1

K.A. Schouhamer Immink, [19, Chapter 4, page 42]
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The place of error-correcting codes in a digital communication system is depicted in the following diagram, which is called Figure 1.1 in [15] (and in many other

r----------------,

I

Communication
System

Noise

books on the subject). First, the data have been represented more compactly by
a source encoder. The channel encoder transforms a sequence of source codewords
into another sequence called the channel codeword, which is longer and has more
redundancy than the source codeword. For practical systems, each symbol in the
channel codeword is represented by a bit or a group of bits. The modulator converts
each symbol from a channel code word to a symbol from a finite set of physical
quantities. In the CD system, for example, the symbols from the channel codeword
are eight bit bytes which the modulator maps on a pattern of pits and lands that
is conveniently described by a runlength limited sequence of fourteen bits [20], [21],
[19, Ch. 4]. The sequence of physical quantities is transmitted over the channel. Because various types of errors can occur during transmission, the channel output may
differ from the channel input. The demodulator translates each received channel
output signal into one of the channel codeword symbols. It may also declare that
no reliable translation is possible. The demodulated sequence of symbols is called
the received word, which may be different from the transmitted channel codeword.
The channel decoder exploits the redundancy in a channel codeword for correcting
the errors in a received word and thus produces an estimate of the source codeword.
Finally, the source decoder performs the inverse operation of the source encoder and
delivers its output to the user.
If many errors occurred, the channel decoder either makes an incorrect estimate,
or it indicates that it cannot produce an estimate. The first event can have detrimental consequences; in the latter case, post-processing techniques (interpolation or
concealment in case of audio and video signals) can be beneficial [20], [21].
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In this thesis, we will simply say encoder, codeword and decoder instead of
channel encoder, channel codeword and channel decoder.

1.2

Coding preliminaries and notations

This thesis almost exclusively deals with block codes. That is, all codewords have
finite and equal length, n; their symbols are from a finite alphabet Q. In other
words, a code is simply a subset of Qn. A code is called q-ary if its symbol alphabet
Q has q elements. If q =2, we speak of a binary code. A code is often systematic.
That is, k symbols of a codeword carry the information; they are called information
symbols. The remaining n - k symbols are called the parity symbols. The parity
symbols of course depend on the information symbols.
If q is a power of a prime, the symbol alphabet Q can be identified with the finite
field with q elements, denoted by lFq or GF(q). The mathematical structure of the
finite field can then be used to define linear codes over lFq: an [n, k]linear code over
lFq is a k-dimensional subspace of ~. The integer k is called the dimension of the
code. The rateR of an [n, k] code is the fraction of symbols that carry information,
so R ~· Algebraic techniques can be used to design and analyze linear codes. A
generator matrix G for the [n, k] code C is a k x n matrix whose rows generate C.
That is, any word of C can be written as a linear combination of rows of G:
C

{mG I mE~}.

A linear code can also be described by a parity check matrix, defined as follows. The
(n k) x n matrix H is a parity check matrix for the [n, k] code C if it has rank
(n- k) and all its rows are orthogonal to all words of C. In other words, H should
satisfy G HT = 0. A parity check matrix of a code is useful for decoding. Indeed,
suppose the codeword c is transmitted, and the vector r is received. The receiver
can compute the so-called syndrome s=r HT. We write c= c+e; e is called the error
vector or error pattern. Clearly, we have that

So the syndrome only depends on the error pattern, not on the transmitted word.
Most decoding algorithms for linear codes start with computing the syndrome.
In general, coding cannot produce error-free communication. This is so because,
whatever code we choose, the channel can transform a codeword into a different
codeword. The design of a coding system should therefore start from a definition
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of the acceptable output behaviour. This output behaviour may be described by
parameters as (average) output error rate and the mean time between failure. In
order that an error correcting scheme shows an acceptable output behaviour, the
designer should have least an idea of the errors that are dominant in the system.
Quite often, this is not so. It is often difficult to describe the error-behaviour of a
real-life system in a way that is both reasonably accurate and reasonably simple.
Even if this is possible, it may be too complicated to determine the output behaviour
analytically and simulations may be necessary.
A very popular channel model is the q-ary symmetric channel. Here it is assumed
that errors are independent of the transmitted codeword, and that in each position,
the transmitted symbol is received with probability 1-p; all other symbols are received with probability
. Consequently, if codewords have length n, then p(rlc),
the probability that the vector r is received, given that c is transmitted, satisfies
p(r

I c) =

c1)
p

d(c,,)

(1 -

p)n-d(c,<),

Here d(c,r) denotes the Hamming distance, or simply distance, between c and r,
that is, the number of positions in which c and r differ. If all codewords have equal
probability to be transmitted, then the most likely transmitted codeword, given
that r was received, is the codeword c that maximizes p(ric). If p :::; 1- ~' then
maximizing p(ric) is equivalent to selecting the codeword c with minimal Hamming
distance to r.
For describing the error-correcting capabilities of a code C on a q-ary symmetric
channel, we use its minimum distance d( C), defined as the minimum Hamming
distance between any pair of different words from C. That is,

d(C) = min{d(a, b) I a E C, bE C,a =/= b}.
We will denote a linear code of length n, dimension k and minimum distance d as
an [n, k, d] code.
The minimum distance of a code can be used as a yardstick for judging its-error
correcting capabilities: a code C with minimum distance d can correct L~(d- 1)J
errors. 2 A bounded distance decoder for C corrects all error patterns with at most t
errors, where 2t:::; d- 1, and makes no effort to decode more than terrors.
Sometimes, information is available on the reliability of one or more received
symbols. If a symbol is unreliable, it may be erased. The following theorem shows
that this is worthwhile.
2

Here and in the sequel,

lxJ

denotes the largest integer smaller than or equal to x.
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Theorem 1.2.1 Let C be a code with minimum distance d. Suppose c is transmitted, and r is received. Let r be erased in e positions and have t errors outside the
erased positions. If 2t+e5:_d-1, then c can be retrieved from r.

We see that erasure assignment really helps: as compared to errors-only decoding,
one error counts for two erasures. A heuristic explanation is the following. For an
error we need to determine both its value and its position; for an erasure, we only
need to determine the value of the erased symbol. 3
Reed-Solomon codes constitute a popular class of codes. This is so because they

have the largest possible minimum distance, given their redundancy, and because
efficient decoding algorithms are available. They are defined as follows. Let a be a
non-zero element in 1Fq of order at least n, that is, ai =I= 1 for 15:_ i 5:_ n - 1. The
[n, k] Reed-Solomon code has parity check matrix
1
1
1
1

1

1

1

1

a
a2

a2

an-2

an-1

a4

a2(n-2)

a2(n-1)

an-k-1

a2(n-k-1)

a<n-k-l)(n-2)

oJn-k-l)(n-1)

In other words, c=(c0 , c1 , ... , Cn-d is a codeword if and only if
ciaii = 0 for
05:_ j 5:_ n- k - 1. When receiving a word r, one first computes the syndromes
Si
I:i::l riaii, 0 5:. j 5:. n - k - 1. These syndromes then are the input for
the decoding algorithm, the most popular ones of which are the Berlekamp-Massey
algorithm and the Euclidean algorithm.

1.3

Cooperating codes

The term "cooperating codes" in the title of this thesis indicates that we combine
several codes into one single code. This new code can be handled with the encoders
and decoders for the constituent codes. In this way, we may obtain a powerful code
that is relatively easy to decode.
The simplest example of a code obtained from combining codes is a product code.
It calls for two codes over the same alphabet, an [nn kn dr] code Cr and an (nc, kc, de]
code Cc. The product code CP of Cc and Cr consists of all matrices with all rows in
3

For binary codes this heuristic explanation fails.
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the row code Cr and all columns in the column code Cc. This is illustrated in the
following figure. Here we assume that Cc and Cr carry their information positions

---------------nr----------------------k , - - - - - - - -

k

n

c

r

m

Information

Row checks

t
olumn checks

-

1-

r-

-

r- -

~eckson rchecks

I I

in the leftmost kc, respectively kn positions. The 'checks on checks' are the same
regardless of whether the row or column code is applied first.
The reason for the popularity of product codes is their simplicity combined with
their remarkable error correcting capabilities. They are very well suited to combat
error patterns consisting of combinations of burst errors ("clustered" errors, for example because of a scratch on disc) and random errors.
Traditionally, product codes are frowned upon because of their poor minimum distance. Although the minimum distance of a code is a very important parameter, its
practical relevance may be a little overestimated. Surely, "it is not a disgrace for
a code to have a large minimum distance" 4 , but in a practical situation, a larger
minimum distance does not necessarily imply a better performance. The reason is in
the decoder. For a code with a large minimum distance, one often has to be satisfied
with a bounded distance decoder. With product codes, however, simple decoding
schemes correctly decode large portions of error patterns of weight exceeding half
the minimum distance. So although product codes have a relatively low minimum
distance, their performance can be excellent, even on a channel suffering from random errors5 . Asymptotically, for very small input error probabilities, product codes
are outperformed by codes with a large minimum distance. But at the point where
codes with a large minimum distance take over, both codes perform satisfactorily.
Moreover, product codes tend to show a certain robustness in that they still perform
well under less friendly channel conditions and on channels displaying a mixture of
random errors and burst errors.
4

R.M.J. McEliece during the EIDMA mini-course "Coding for NASA", 1995
already observed in the classical paper [22], that introduced product codes.

5 As
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Decoding of product codes is done by judiciously combining decoders for the row
code and column code. VIle start to decode all columns. Next, we decode the rows,
taking into account information from column decoding. For example, if a certain
column could not be decoded, it necessarily still contains many errors. Therefore, all symbols from this column are erased in the row decoding step. Symbols
from columns which could be decoded by correcting many errors are much less reliable than symbols from columns which were decoded by altering just a few, or no,
symbols. 6 Depending on the number of columns with a certain number of observed
errors, symbols from these columns may also be erased. Note that we assumed
that burst errors occur in column-wise direction. A well-chosen column code corrects columns with a few (random) errors and simultaneously acts as a "burst error
pointer".
Another example of a code obtained by combining codes is a concatenated code.
Also here two codes are required, an [n, k, d] code Ci over IB'q and an [N, K, D] code
Co over IB'qk. The codes Ci and Co are called the inner code and the outer code,
respectively. By replacing each of the symbols in the words of the outer code by
codewords from
we obtain an [Nn, Kk] code over IB'q that is called the concatenation of Ci and C 0 • The minimum distance of the concatenated code is at least dD.
Concatenated codes were introduced by Forney [23]. He obtained a sequence of
codes whose probability of incorrect decoding decreases exponentially with increasing code length. The decoding complexity, however, increases only algebraically in
the code length. Justesen [24] employed concatenated codes for a beautiful explicit
construction of a sequence of codes of growing length with the property that both
the rate of the codes and the ratio of minimum distance and code length is bounded
away from zero.
With the generalized concatenated code construction from Blokh and Zyablov [25],
[16, Ch. 18, Sec. 8], many codes can be obtained that have largest known minimum
distance for their length and dimension. 7
The Cross Interleaved Reed-Solomon codes (CIRC), applied in the Compact Disc
system [20], [21], [19, Ch. 4], provide another example of cooperating codes. The
final chapter of this thesis gives an improvement on this construction.

6 Chapter
7

4 of this thesis provides more information.
A few examples can be found in Chapter 6 of this thesis.

1.4
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Overview of the thesis

In Chapter 2, we investigate the potential of product codes. We describe error patterns that are closer to the all-zero word than to any other codeword and hence are
decoded correctly by a minimum distance decoder. The number of low-weight words
of a product code is expressed in the number of low-weight words of its constituent
codes. This number of codewords is very small, which supports the observation that
product codes have a good performance, despite their relatively small minimum distance. By way of examples, it is shown that the weight enumerator of a product
code is not uniquely determined by the weight enumerator of its constituent codes.
In Chapter 3, we describe the method of generalized minimum distance decoding
(gmdd) due to Forney. Gmdd is a method for taking into account reliability information on each of the received symbols. It applies to codes for which efficient
methods for error-and-erasure decoding exist. Vve show that gmdd decodes a much
larger class of error patterns than was known before. We apply these results to the
decoding of product codes and generalized concatenated codes. As a result, we find
that gmdd correctly decodes the error patterns from Chapter 2.
If transmission introduces more errors than a bounded distance decoder can
handle, there are two alternatives. Either the received word is far away from all
codewords, or it is close to a codeword different from the transmitted one. In the
first case, an error is detected; in the second case, an incorrect codeword is put out
and we say a miscorrection occurs. A miscorrection is an undesirable phenomenon.
It may cause a flash in a video scene or a clearly audible click in an audio fragment.
In concatenated codes, a miscorrection in outer decoding yields an incorrect symbol
for the inner code, while error detection would yield an erasure, which, according
to Theorem 1.2.1, is more favourable for decoding. A similar thing happens with
product codes. In Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, we consider the probability that a
bounded distance decoder produces a miscorrection.
In Chapter 4, we show that a well-known upper bound on the miscorrection probability for Reed-Solomon codes holds under very general conditions. The bound
holds for all codes, not just for Reed-Solomon codes, and it does not only hold for
a q-ary symmetric channel but on a channel that we term "error-value symmetric".
That is, all error patterns affecting the same set of symbols are equiprobable. This
allows application of the bound for a bursty channel as well.
In Chapter 5, we consider a well-known modification of the Berlekamp-Massey
algorithm for speeding up the decoding of BCH codes up to half their designed minimum distance. The essence of this modification is that low-weight errors can be
retrieved from a subset of the syndrome equations; the remaining syndrome equa-
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tions are then satisfied automatically. If, however, many errors occurred during
transmission, omission of checking these remaining syndrome equations increases
the probability of incorrect decoding. We determine this increase, with a special
emphasis on Reed-Solomon codes. The overall increase in miscorrection probability
is not very large, but the number of corrected errors gives only a weak indication of
the reliability of the decoded word. This can be very undesirable, e.g. in multi-stage
decoding of product codes or concatenated codes, where often information from inner decoding is used with outer decoding.
In Chapter 6, we present some "good" linear codes, that is, codes that have a
large minimum distance given their length and dimension. Bounds on the minimum
distance of binary linear block codes that appeared since the original time of writing are included. The results on quaternary codes have not been published before.
Many of these codes were constructed by combining other good codes, most notably
by generalized concatenation and small modifications of codes so obtained.
Chapter 7 describes block codes for partial response (PR) channels, a popular class
of models for certain magnetic recording channels. The relevant distance measure
for aPR channel is completely different from the Hamming distance. We give a list
of bounds on the size of codes of small length with prescribed minimum distance,
and give construction methods for codes matched to the PR channel. We find upper
and lower bounds on the size of codes for the PR channel with minimum distance
larger than one. Unfortunately, these bounds diverge for increasing code length. We
included this chapter in the thesis as one of the constructions is in fact a concatenation: symbols of an "ordinary" Hamming distance increasing code are replaced by
words from a code matched to the PR channel.
Finally, in Chapter 8, we describe a new class of cooperating codes, the so-called
Diamond codes. These codes combine the small memory requirements of CIRC, the
code of Compact Disc, and the correcting power of product codes. More specifically,
iterated decoding makes sense for these codes. We describe the code construction,
encoding and decoding. Encoding is rather special: the encoder has feedback and
so it has the structure of a linear system with an infinite impulse response structure.
If both constituent codes are shortened cyclic codes, then the encoder has a finite
impulse response, that is, a finite number of information symbols gives rise to a
finite number of non-zero parity symbols.
Diamond codes were originally devised for read-only applications. For re-writable
applications, however, in which data is written in block, they are less well suited.
We give several block variations of Diamond codes with their pros and cons.
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Chapter 2

Chapter 2.

On the correcting capabilities and the
weight enumerator of product codes

2.1

Introduction

In this chapter we show that a product code is much more powerful than generally
is expected. We do not give powerful decoding algorithms; we only study the error
correcting capabilities of a product code.
Let Cc and Cr be two codes over the same field. The product code Cp=Cc x Cr
consists of all matrices over this field for which all columns are in the "column code"
Cc and all rows are in the "row code" Cr. If Cc and Cr are linear codes with lengths
nc and nr, dimensions kc and kr and minimum distances de and dr, respectively,
then CP is a linear code with length nrnc, dimension krkc and minimum distance
drdc [1], [2, Thm. 10.1.2], [3, p. 568], [4].
Product codes generally have a poor minimum distance- that is, there may exist
codes of the same length and dimension with a higher minimum distance. Still, we
think that product codes are of great interest for two reasons. Firstly, a product
code may be decoded by combining decoders for the constituent codes. This may
lead to simple implementations. Secondly, many error patterns of weight exceeding
half the minimum distance of the product code can be decoded correctly, even with
relatively simple algorithms (see [5] for a specific example). So despite the poor
minimum distance, product codes may still offer a good performance, see also [1].
In this chapter we concentrate on the latter feature- the capability of obtaining a
good performance. In the second section, we characterize the low weight words of a
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product code. In this way, we can express the number of words of Cp of weight w in
the number of low weight words of Cr and Ce, provided that w < drdc +max( dr, de).
This enables us to give upper bounds on the number of error patterns of low weight
that a nearest neighbour decoder does not necessarily decode correctly. By way of
examples, we show in the third section that it is impossible to derive the number of
words of weight w in Cp from the weight enumerators of Ce and Cr if w does not
satisfy the above inequality. In the fourth section, we present a class of error patterns
which have the all-zero word as closest codeword. This class suggests possibilities
beyond those already known for the simultaneous correction of burst errors and
random errors. In the final section are some concluding remarks.

2.2

Low weight words of a product code

In this section the low weight words of a product code are characterized. Using this
characterization, we can upper bound the number of low weight error patterns that
a nearest neighbour decoder for the product code cannot correct.
\Ve define the supporl of a word as the set of coordinates where this word is
nonzero. The following lemma is in fact well known; it is used, for example, in the
determination of the weight distribution of Reed-Solomon codes [2, p. 432].
Lemma 2.2.1 Let d be the minimum distance of a given linear code. If x andy

are two codewords of weight d with the same supporl, then x is a multiple of y.

#0 and define a:=xdYi· Then c:=ay-x is a codeword
with zeros outside the support of x and at least one zero inside the support of x,
viz. on position i. Consequently, the weight of c is less than d and so c=O. D

Proof. Let i be such that Yi

Theorem 2.2.2 Let X be a non-zero word in Cp of weight less than (dr

There exist a word erE Gr of weight d,. and a word CeE Cc such that Xi,j
for all i and j.

+ 1)de.

= (Ce)i(Cr )j

Proof. As the weight of any non-zero row of X is at least dr, X has at least dr
non-zero columns. If X would have at least dr+ 1 non-zero columns, then X would
have weight at least dc(dr+1), as each non-zero column of X has weight at least de·
As the weight of X is less than dedr +de, X has exactly dr non-zero columns. So any
two non-zero rows of X have weight dr and the same support. From Lemma 2.2.1, it
follows that two such rows are multiples of each other. Consequently, there exists a
word crECr and scalars a(1),a(2), ... ,a(nc) such that the i-th row of X equals a(i)cr.
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The j-th column of X equals (cr)j(a(l),a(2), ... ,a(ne)f and is a column code word.
As there is some j such that (cr)j :f:O, (a(l),a(2), ... ,a(ne))T is in fact a column code
word. 0
By interchanging the roles of rows and columns in Theorem 2.2.2, we obtain the
following theorem.
Theorem 2.2.3 Let X be a non-zero word in Cp of weight less than (de+ l)dr.

There exist a word CeE Cc of weight de and a word erE C, such that
for all i and j.

Xi,j

( cc)i( c, )j

Using Theorems 2.2.2 and 2.2.3, we can completely classify the codewords of weight
less than drdc + max( d,, de). In particular, we can count the number of such code
words. This is done in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2.4 Let Ac(w}, Ar(w) and Ap(w} denote the number of wor-ds of weight
w in Cc, Cr and Cp respectively. Suppose that dr :::; de. If
A (w)
P

={

if w is not divisible by d,
Ae(wldr)A,(d,)l(q- 1) if w is divisible by d,

0

Here, q denotes the cardinality of the field over which the codes are defined.
Proof. Let X be a non-zero code word of weight w < drdc+dc. From Theorem 2.2.2,
it follows that there exist a word c,ECr of weight d, and a word CcECc such that Xi,j
= (cc)i(cr)J. This implies that wt(X)=drwt(cc), sow is a multiple of dr. Clearly,
for each non-zero scalar a we have Xi,j=(o:cc)i(a- 1cr)j, so X may be "represented"
at least (q - 1) times. More representations are not possible as all non-zero rows of
X have the same support as Cr and therefore are multiples of Cr (as Cr has weight
dn cf. Lemma 1). As there are Ar (d,) words of weight dr in Cr and Ac (w I dr) words
of weight w I dr in Cc, the theorem follows.
0
Corollary .2.2.5 If drdc < w < d,dc
no words of weight w.

+ min(dn de),

then the product code contains

Let N(h) denote the number of error patterns of weight h that are at distance h
or less from some non-zero codeword, i.e. the number of error patterns of weight h
which a nearest neighbour decoder does not necessarily decode correctly. We upper
bound N(h) using the following well-known method [2, pp. 439-441]. Let N(w, h; s)
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denote the number of error patterns of weight h at distance s from a particular word
of weight w [2, p. 441]. If E is an error pattern of weight h at distance s from a
word C of weight w, then w=d(C,O):Sd(C,E)+d(E,O)=s +h. We conclude that for
the product code at hand,
h

N(h) :S

s+h

L L

2h

Ap(w)N(w, h; s)

=

L

h

Ap(w)

L

N(w, h; s).

(2.1)

s=w-h

If 2h < drdc + max(dn de), then all terms of the right hand side of (2.1) are known,
so N(h) can be upper bounded (if the number of low weight words of Cc and Cr is
known). An important characteristic of product codes is that their number of low
weight words is very small. This implies, together with (2.1), that the fractions of
error patterns of weight just exceeding half the minimum distance that a nearest
neighbour decoder does not necessarily decode correctly, are very small.
Example 2.2.6 We take dr = dc=3. It follows from Lemma 2.2.1 that Ar(3) :S
(~)(q- 1) and that Ac(3) :S (~c)(q- 1). Combining these two inequalities and

Theorem 2.2.4, we find that Ap(9) :S (n;)(~c)(q -1). From Theorem 2.2.4 it also
follows that Ap(10)=0. Finally, it is easy to show, either directly or by using Theorem 14.2.2 from [2], that N(9, 5; 4) = (~) and N(9, 5; 5) = 5(~) (q- 2). After sub-

(n;)

stituting in (2.1 ), we find that N(5) :SL, where L=( q- 1)
(~c)(!) (1 + 5( q- 2) ).
So the fraction of error patterns of weight 5 that a nearest neighbour decoder does
not necessarily decode correctly is

This last fraction is very small if q, nr and nc are large. If, for example, q = 28 and
nr = nc=25, then the last fraction equals 2.6 10-lO.

2.3

The weight enumerator of a product code is
not determined by those of its constituent
codes

In the previous section we expressed the number of words of weight w in CP in the
weight distribution of the constituent codes, under the condition that w < drdc +
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max(dn de)· In this section, we will show that this cannot be done for w ~ drdc
max(dr, de)· We do so by giving specific examples of product codes with an unequal
number of words of weight drde + max(dn de), although the weight enumerators of
their constituent codes are equal. The first example is simple and deals with binary
codes.
Example 2.3.1 Let C 1 be the binary [6,3,2] code with generator matrix (III), where

~::::te(s ~~~~~~)3. i::::t:0:::r::~:ei:~t :::~e:::0:i::z::::.::: :.:•:1::

001111
the binary [3,2,2] even weight code. It is obvious that the weight of a word of C 1 x B
is a multiple of four: its columns have even weight and its first, second and third
column equal its fourth, fifth and sixth column, respectively. So surely, C 1 x B does
not have a word of weight six. However. C 2 x B has six words of weight six. They
T
T 0 0 0 (a + a ) 1') ,
may be described as
( a1 a
1
2
2

where a 1 and a 2 are two different non-zero words of B.
In fact, the weight enumerators of the two product codes can easily be found by hand;
C1xB has weight enumerator 1+9z4+27z 8 +27z 12 and C2xB has weight enumerator
1+9z 4+6z 6 +9z8 + 18z 10 + 21z 12 .
One might wonder if something can be said on the weight enumerator of CP if the
constituent codes enjoy some additional properties. Our next example shows that
even product codes whose constituent codes are MDS and isometric 1 need not have
the same weight enumerator.
Example 2.3.2 Let m ~4, and q

2m.

aE JF9 be such that

a#O and

a 21 #1.

1
1 1
1
1
O
O
\).
) and (
011a
Olla
respectively. Because 1F9 has characteristic two, the mapping ¢:(x1 ,x 2,x3 ,x4) 1--4Let C1 and C2 be the [4,2,3] codes generated by (

( xl2 ,x22 ,x32 ,x42)

preserves Hamming distance and maps C1 onto C 2 ; hence, C 1 and C 2 are isometric.
1

The codes C and D are called isometric if they have the same number of words and there exists
a mapping ffrom V=(GF( q))n into itself that preserves Hamming distance (i.e. d(f(x),f(y) )=d(x,y)
for all x,yEV) and maps C onto D.
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Both C 1 xC 1 and C 1 xC 2 have 4(q 1)(q 3) words of weight twelve with one
all zero row. Indeed, such a word is uniquely determined by the position of its allzero row, which can be chosen in four ways, and its upper non-zero row, which can
be chosen in Ar(4) = (q- 1)(q 3) ways. (Note that any [4,2,3] code over 1Fq has
(q-l)(q-3) words of weight four [3, Ch. 11, Thm. 6], [2, Thm. 14.1.2].) In the same
way it is shown that both product codes under consideration have 4(q- 1)(q- 3)
words of weight twelve with one all zero column.
The code C 1 x C 1 has, up to scalar multiples, two words of weight twelve with no
all zero row and no all zero column. Those two words are

[1

1 1
0 1
1 0
1 /3

ll

and

[l

1 (J
1 0
0 (J
(J (J

:l'

where (J

1+

Q;,

o;(J

The code cl Xc2' however' has no such words. One way of showing this is writing
down all 4!=24 ways to place zeroes in a 4x4 array with one zero in each row and
each column, starting to make a word of C 1 x C2 and seeing that in all cases it cannot
be completed. We give a slightly more elegant proof. Suppose that C1 xC 2 contains
a word of weight twelve with no all-zero row and no all-zero column. We describe
this word as
M
[aT I bT I aT+ bT I aT+ o;bT] with a, bE c2.
Let ij denote the index of the zero in the j-th column of M. Then all ij's are distinct
and ai 1 = bi 2 = ai3 + bi3 = ai 4 + abi 4 = 0, so

Now note that the weight three words of C 2 are the scalar multiples of (0,1,1,a 2 ),
(1,0,1,1) ,(1,1,0,1+a 2 ) and (a 2 ,1,1+a 2 ,0). This implies that if a is a word of weight
three in C 2 with a 1 a2 #0, then ai/a 2 E{l,a 2 }. As a# a 2 and a# a- 2 , (*)cannot
hold for {i3 ,i4 }
{1, 2}. One easily checks that for the other choices for {i3 ,i4 }, ( *)
does not hold either, due to the fact that a 0 and o;21 # L
Remark. It is common [3] to call two codes C and D over lFq equivalent if they have
the same cardinality and there exists a permutation o-ESn and non-zero elements
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.\1, ... ,An in lFq such that

Clearly, equivalent codes are isometric. It is also easy to see that Ax C is equivalent
to BxD whenever both A is equivalent to B and C is equivalent to D. (Remember
that all codes are linear!) As equivalent codes have the same weight enumerator,
this observation implies that the isometric codes C 1 and C 2 from Example 2.3.2 are
not equivalent. In [6], it is shown that two isometric linear codes over a prime field
are necessarily equivalent.

2.4

A class of correctable error patterns

In this section we present a class of error patterns which have the all-zero word as
closest code word. In other words, error patterns from this class would be decoded
correctly by a nearest neighbour decoder. Roughly speaking, an error pattern is in
this class if its dr heaviest columns (or its de heaviest rows) are not too heavy. It is
irrelevant what happens in the other columns (or rows). Typically, one can think of
error patterns consisting of a combination of burst errors and random errors.
Theorem 2.4.1 Let E be a matrix whose i-th row has weight
column has weight

Vj.

f.Li

and whose j-th

Suppose that at least one of the following conditions holds:

a) for each d,.-subset A of column indices we have

or b) for each de-subset B of row indices we have

1

L

min( de, vj) < -drde,
2
jEA

L

min( dn J.Li) < !drde.

iEB

2

Then E is closer to the all-zero word than to any other word from Cp.

Proof. We assume that condition a) is satisfied. If condition b) is satisfied, then
the proof is analogous: only the roles of rows and columns should be interchanged.
Let C be a non-zero word from CP. We denote the j-th column of C and E by cj
and ej, respectively. We define J 1 := {j I Cj #0 and Vj ~de}, J 2 := {j I c1 #0 and
Vj <de} and I:= { i I the i-th row of C #0}.
We should prove that

jEh

jEh

21
We estimate each of the two sums in the above equation separately.
Using the triangle inequality and the definition of the set I, we find for each j:
Vj
d(ej,O)::; d(cj,ej) d(cj,O) = d(cj,ej)
wt(cj)::; d(c;,ej)+ Ill (Here, as
usual, III denotes the cardinality of the set I.) Using this inequality we find
l:(d(cj,ej)- vj)
jEh

2 -IIII·ftl.

(2.3)

Using the triangle inequality again, we find for each j: wt(cj)
d( Cj, ej) + d( ej, 0) - d( Cj, ej) + Vj. Consequently,

(2.4)
jEh

jEh

jEh

We estimate both sums of the right-hand side of (2.4) separately. \Ve remark that
IJ 1 1+ IJ2I2 dr as C has at least dr non-zero columns, and that IJ 1 1< ~dn because
condition a) is assumed to be satisfied.
First we will estimate the first sum of the right-hand side of (2.4) in two ways.
Then we will combine these two estimates to the final estimate (2.5). For each
,
Cj is a non-zero column code word, whence I:jEh wt(cj) 2 de IJ 2 1. Each non-zero
row of C has at least dr non-zero symbols; at most IJ 1 1 of these symbols are in
the positions indexed by J 1 , the other symbols are in the positions indexed by J 2 .
So each of the III non-zero rows of C has at least (dr IJ 1 1) non-zero symbols in
the positions indexed by J 2 . Consequently, I:jEh wt(cj), the number of non-zero
symbols in the positions indexed by J2 , is at least III (dr IJ 1 1). Combining these
two estimates, we find (note that the fractions appearing below are non-negative):

so

'""'
L,; wt(cj)
jEh

2III[Jll +

dr 2 IJ1l
dr-IJII de

[J2I·

(2.5)

Let D be any (dr- IJ 1 1)-subset of J2 (due to the remarks concerning the sizes of
J 1 and J 2 , such a subset exists). We have

I:
jEJ1UD

min(vj, de) <

~drdc.
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The last inequality holds as condition a) is assumed to be satisfied. Consequently,
we have L.jED Vj < ~(dr 2IJII)dc. In particular, the average weight of the (dr- IJ11)
heaviest J 2-indexed columns of E is less than ~dc(dr- 2 IJ 1 1)/(dr- IJd). So surely
the average weight of all J2-indexed columns of E is less than this number, that is
(2.6)
By combining the equations (2.2), (2.3), (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6), the theorem is proved.
0

2.5

Concluding remarks

1) Theorem 2.4.1 generalizes an old theorem of Burton and \Veldon [4], [2, Thm.
10.1.3]. According to this theorem, a product code can simultaneously correct all
error patterns of weight less than !drdc and all bursts of length nc l ~ (dr- 1) J if these
bursts appear in columns.
2) Theorem 2.4.1 can be extended in order to cope with the case that the received
matrix contains erased symbols as welL The extension reads as follows.
Theorem 2.5.1 Let E be a matrix whose i-th row contains Jli non-zero symbols and
erased symbols and whose j-th column contains Vj non-zero symbols and Pi erased
symbols. Suppose that at least one of the following conditions holds:

cri

a) for each dr-subset A of column indices we have

I: min(2dc, 2vj +Pi) < drdc,
jEA

or b) for each de-subset B of row indices we have

I: min(2dn 2Jli + cri) < drdc.
iEB

Then E differs in less non-erased positions from the all-zero word than from any
other word of CP

The proof of Theorem 2.5.1 is analogous to the proof of Theorem 2.4.1.
3) The number of low weight error patterns that a nearest neighbour decoder does
not necessarily decode correctly can be upper bounded in two ways: one can use
either Inequality(2.1) or Theorem 2.4.1. Especially for large q, the first method gives
a much smaller upper bound. This is most easily seen by an example.
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Example 2.5.2 Suppose that dr = de = 3. In Example 1 we found that N(5),
the number of error patterns that a nearest neighbour decoder does not necessarily
decode correctly, satisfies N(5):SL, where L:=(q -1)(n;))(~c) (!)(1 + 5(q- 2)).
Let M denote the number of weight 5 error patterns which do not satisfy the
condition of Theorem 2.4.1. From Theorem 2.4.1, it follows that N(5):::;M. We will
show that, if q is large, this bound is more loose than the bound N(5):SL by showing
that L<M. We do this by counting N, the number of weight 5 error patterns having
three non-zero rows and three non-zero columns. Clearly, M>N.
Fix three rows and three columns. Let A be the set of weight five error patterns
with their non-zeros in these particular rows and columns. The cardinality of A
clearly equals (;) (q- 1) 5 = 126( q- 1) 5 . The number of error patterns from A with
only two non-zero columns equals 18(q- 1) 5 : there are three ways to choose the
non-zero column and six ways to choose the position of the remaining zero. Also
the number of error patterns of A with only two non-zero rows equals 18( q- 1) 5 . So
the number of elements of A having three non-zero rows and three non-zero columns

90(n;)

(~c) (q- 1) 5 .
equals (126-2·18)(q- 1) 5 = 90( q- 1) 5 . We conclude that N =
Hence, L/M < L/N = 7(5q- 9)/5(q- 1) 4 and so for large q, Lis much smaller
than M. If, for example, q = 28 , then this last fraction equals 4.2 10- 7 . So we should
not use Theorem 2.4.1 for estimating the number of low weight error patterns that
a nearest neighbour decoder decodes correctly: it is useful for indicating classes of
high weight (bursty) error patterns that can be decoded correctly. In other words,
especially for large q, many more error patterns are decoded correctly by a nearest
neighbour decoder than guaranteed by Theorem 2.4.1.
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Chapter 3.

Improved conclitions for Generalized
Minimum Distance decoding, with
applications to the decoding of product
codes and generalized concatenated codes

We present a new condition for Generalized Minimum Distance decoding to guarantee correct decoding, and we investigate its relation to various other known conditions. Then we apply our results to the decoding of product codes and generalized
concatenated codes. We present generalized concatenated codes in a unified way,
which allows us to deal with block codes and codes for block coded modulation
simultaneously. It is shown that the class of error patterns that is correctly decoded
by a slightly adapted version of the well-known decoding algorithm for generalized
concatenated codes is much larger than was known up to now.

3.1

Introduction

In a famous paper [1], G. David Forney, Jr., introduced the concept of Generalized
Minimum Distance Decoding. This decoding method for error correcting block codes
with an erasure-and-error decoding algorithm (e.g., BCH codes [2], [3], [4, Ch. 7],
[5, Ch. 9]) applies to the situation where some side information is available on the
reliability of each received symbol (soft decision information). The method can be
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described briefly as follows. (For a more detailed description, we refer to Section 2
or to [1], where also further background information can be found.) From a received
word, a number of "candidate" codewords is generated by successively erasing the
least reliable symbols and then applying erasure-and-error decoding. 1 The decoder
then chooses from these candidates the codeword that is "closest" to the originally
received word. Here, the word "closest" refers to a generalized distance as introduced
in [1], in which a difference between a symbol of a codeword and the corresponding
symbol in the received word is weighted according to the reliability of the received
symbol.
Intuitively, this method is very appealing. It seems probable that this method
will decode correctly if the received word is close enough to the originally transmitted
codeword. Indeed, Forney showed in [1] that if a certain "closeness criterion" is
satisfied, then the following holds.
1. The correct codeword is closer to the received word than any other codeword,

and
2. the correct codeword is among the candidates generated by the successive
erasure decoding algorithm.
Forney's paper has stimulated some further research. In a number of papers ([11],
[12], [13]) Forney's result has been derived under weaker conditions and has been
generalized for applications to Q-ary output channels c.q. Q-ary symbol alphabets.
In this paper we first present a common generalization of all these results. Then
we apply this result to the decoding of product codes and generalized concatenated
codes.
The contents of this chapter are as follows. In Section 2 we introduce our terminology and we state Forney's result. In Section 3 we will derive Properties 1 and
2 above under a much weaker condition, using
much the same methods as in
[1]. This result is then further generalized in Section 4. The relations between these
various conditions (i.e., ours and those in the papers cited above) are discussed in
Section 5.
It turns out that our result includes the main result in [13] and [14]. We believe
that our methods are both interesting and simpler than those in these references.
We will also show that all previous results can be derived from our result or from the
results in [13] and [14]. We will also take this opportunity to correct some mistakes
in [13], [14] and [12].
1

For Reed-Solomon codes, successive erasure decoding can be implemented with a complexity
not much larger than conventional error-and erasure decoding [6], [7], [8],[9], [10].
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The method of generalized minimum distance decoding is not only useful for
practical applications, but also for theoretical investigations. For example, this
method can be used to devise an algorithm to decode product codes up to the
minimum distance. (Indeed, the method as described in [4], [15], and [16] is a
direct translation to product codes of the methods in [1].) We shall discuss the
consequences of our improvements to the decoding of product codes in Section 6.
(In fact, we were led to these results by an effort to better understand the results of
[17], which is Section 2.4 of this thesis.) As a second example, strongly related to
the first one, we will discuss a (slightly adapted) decoding algorithm for generalized
concatenated codes, originally introduced by Blokh and Zyablov. We shall present
generalized concatenated codes in a unified way, which allows us to deal with block
codes and codes for block coded modulation simultaneously. It is shown that the
class of error patterns that are corrected by this algorithm is much larger than was
known before.

3.2

Background and definitions

Let us assume that an error correcting block code C C Qn is used to transmit messages over a noisy communication channel, where Q denotes the symbol alphabet of
C. We will furthermore assume that C has an erasure-and-error decoding algorithm
that can correct any combination of f erasures and e errors for which f + 2e < d,
where dis a lower bound for the minimum Hamming distance of C. (For example, C
could be a BCH code with designed distance d.) Recall that the Hamming distance
OH(X, y) between two WOrds X andy in Qn is defined as

Let Q denote the output alphabet of the channel. For convenience, we will assume
that Q C Q, i.e., we consider Q as embedded into Q.
Now suppose that a codeword c E C is transmitted, and let r E
be the
received word. We will assume that at the receiver end of the channel a hard-decision
estimate r E Qn for r (and hence for c) is obtained, together with a reliability vector
a= (a 1 , ... , an), ai 2: 0. The quantities ai can be thought of as measuring in some
sense the reliability of the estimate ri for ci. Large values of ai will correspond to
highly reliable estimates. The idea is to use the soft-decision information contained
in a in the decoding of r.
We now introduce some useful terminology (see e.g. [12]). Let 6 denote a given
distance measure on Qn. The concept of successive erasure decoding (SED) with

<r
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respect to a refers to a decoding procedure based on the following method. The
decoder successively considers the k least reliable positions, k = 0, 1, ... , d 1, in
r (i.e., the k positions associated with the smallest values of ai, where an arbitrary
choice is made in the case where some of the ai are equal) as erasures and applies
the erasure-and-error decoding algorithm for C to r, thus producing a number of
tentative codewords cC0), ... , c<d-l). (In fact, it is easily seen that it is sufficient to
consider only the cases k = d- 1, d 3, .... ) Then, a successive erasure minimum
distance decoder (SEMDD) with respect to a and 8 decodes r as c(i), where
. . .
8( r, C(k)) , k -- 0 , ••• , d1•
minimizes
·
A second procedure termed successive class erasure decoding (SCED) with respect to a, which is similar to SED, refers to the following. The coordinate positions
of the code are partitioned into classes F 1 , ... , Fm of equally reliable positions. That
is, if i E
and j E Fk, then ai
aj. We assume that the classes are ordered in
increasing order of reliability (so F 1 contains positions with minimal a-value). Now,
the decoder successively considers the positions i contained in the sets
p(k)

(3.1)

k
1, ... , m, in r as erasures and, as before, applies the erasure-and-error decoding algorithm for C to ·r, thus producing a (mostly smaller) number of tentative
codewords c(l), ... , c(m). Then, a successive class erasure minimum distance decoder
(SCEMDD) decodes r to the tentative codeword that has smallest distance tor.
We will mainly concentrate on the case that 8 has the form
n

o(x, y)

8cx,p(x, y) =

L

a;p(xi, Yi),

(3.2)

i=l

where p is a distance measure on Q. In the case where p is the Hamming metric,
we write Oa instead of Oa,p, so
n

8a(x, y) =

L ai8H(xi, Yi)·

(3.3)

i=l

In a famous paper [1], Forney has shown that SCEMDD with respect to a and 000 ,
or generalized minimum distance decoding (GMD) as he called it, decodes correctly
(i.e., correctly retrieves c from r) whenever 0 :::; ai :::; 1 for all i, and
n

28a(c, r)

+ 2.:(1- ai) < d.
i=l

(3.4)
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In Section 3, we will prove that G MD decodes correctly under a condition on r that
is weaker than (3.4). In fact, Forney originally formulated his condition as

r(c, r) < ~d,
where r(x, r)

(3.5)

"'y(x·t' r·)
and
1.

(3.6)
It is easily seen that (3.4) and (3.5) are equivalent.
Moreover, instead of Oa, Forney used a measure oF, expressed in quantities f3ci, l3ei
with 0 ~
:; f3ei :; 1 and f3ei- f3ci
ai, defined as 8F(x, r) := 2::~= 1 8F(xi, ri),
where
if Xi= ri;
if Xi ri.

For decoding it is irrelevant that the relationship a;i
f3ei - f3ci does not uniquely
determine f3ei and ,Bci· This is so as OF and Oa differ by the constant 2::~= 1 f3ci and in
SCEMDD the decoder compares distances to r. So it makes no difference whether
we work with DF or with Oa. In order to prove that SCEMDD decodes correctly if
(3.5) holds, Forney proved the two following results. Let E denote the set of error
positions, that is,
(3.7)
E := { i I ci ri},
and let the sets
defined in (3.1).

p(k)

be the union of the k most unreliable classes of positions as

Theorem 3.2.1 If {3.5} holds, then ba(c, r) < oa(c', r) for all codewords c'

c.

Theorem 3.2.2 If {3.5} holds, then

JF(t)J

+ 2JE \ p(t)J < d

holds for some inte9er t, 1::::; t :; m, or, in other words, c = c(t) for some

t.

Theorem 3.2.2 states that the correct codeword c is present among the candidate
codewords generated by SCED; Theorem 3.2.1 implies that it can be recognized as
the candidate which is closer to r than any other codeword. The proof of Theorem 3.2.2 depends on an elegant convexity argument.
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In the literature, see e.g. [4J, [15], [16], a variation on S(C)EMDD is sometimes
proposed; in that case, in order to lower the probability of miscorrection, the codeword proposed by S(C)EMDD is rejected if it does not satisfy Condition 3.5. 2 \Vhen
this variation is used, it would be very desirable to have a weaker condition than
(3.5) which still guarantees correct decoding.
problem will be addressed in the
next section.

3.3

A new condition for SCEMDD

It turns out that Theorems 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 remain true if the condition (3.5) in these
theorems is weakened. Our method of proof will be the same as Forney's, with small
refinements in both proofs.
In what follows, the reliability class F 1 contains all positions i for which ai = 0.
(We allow the case where F 1 = 0.) Let

(3.8)
denote the cardinality of F 1 • Of course, we assume that f < d. Furthermore, we
write Fi for the set of positions with a-value larger than 0, so

(3.9)
VVe introduce a new measure r* as follows. For x, y E Qn and PC { 1, ... , n }, let
rP(x, y) :=

2:: r(xi, Yi),

(3.10)

iEP

where r(xi, Yi) is as defined in (3.6), and put
r*(x, y) := max rp(x, y).

(3.11)

PCF{

IPI=d- J

We will show that the conclusions of Theorems 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 hold if

f < d,

and r*(c, r) < (d-

f)/2.

following proposition shows that (3.12) is a weaker condition than (3.5).
Proposition 3.3.1 If 0
2

~

ai < 1 for all i, then ( 3. 5) implies ( 3.12).

This is not the usual description, but is equivalent to it.

(3.12)
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Proof. Suppose that (3.5) is satisfied. Let P c Ft. As "t(Ci, ri)
have

~

0 for all i, we

Consequently, we have that
(3.13)
As "'/(c, r) ~ 0, (3.13) implies that d > f. By taking for P a subset of Ft
of size d-f (such a set exists, as d > f) with "IP(c, r)
l'*(c, r), we see that
l'*(c, r) < (d f)/2. D
In general, (3.12) does not imply (3.5): in the proof of Propostion 3.3.1 we saw
that l'(c, r) ~ f /2 I'P(c, r) for all PC Ft, so l'(c, r) ~ f /2 + l'*(c, r), and equality
need not hold.
We give an equivalent formulation of (3.12). For notational convenience, we put

d'

d- j,

(3.14)

E' := EnFt

where E is the set of error postions as defined in (3. 7).
If P is a subset of Ft of size d', then

-12 ( L

iEPnE'

a

~

-

L

ai).

iEP\E'

Consequently, (3.12) holds if and only if

f < d, and for each P c

F! of sized- j,

L
iEPnE'

ai <

L

ai.

(3.15)

iEP\E 1

From (3.15), we see that (3.12) is scaling independent: if it holds for a vector a then
it also holds for the vector Aa, for each real positive A. Therefore, we may assume
without loss of generality that
0 ~ ai ~ 1.
(At this point, refer to [11], Section II.) Note that Forney's condition (3.4) is not
scaling independent!
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Theorem 3.3.2 Condition (3.12} holds if and only if
f < d,

and for all PC F! with

IPI = d',

Proof. Suppose that (3.16) holds. Let PC

L

O!i

iEPnE'

$

L

Fi

8a(c, r) <

(3.16)

have size d'. Then we have

L

8a(c,r) <

O!i

L ai.

O:i·

iEE'

Consequently, (3.15) holds, and so (3.12) holds.
, E' has
Conversely, suppose that (3.12) holds. As 1(ci,ri) ~ ~ whenever
cardinality less than d'. Let P c Fi have d' elements. Let Q be a subset of P \ E'
with IPI - IE'I = d'- IE'I elements (such a set exists, as d' > IE'I), and let R be
the set Q U E'. As R \
Q C P \ E', we have

L: =L:ais; L: ai·
iEP\E'

iEQ

As E' C R, we have that

8o:(c, r) =

L

L

ai

ai.

iERnE'

iEE'

As (3.12) holds, (3.15) holds as well, and so, as R is a subset of

L:
iERnE'

<

L:

Fi of sized',

ai.

iER\E'

Combining the three foregoing inequalities, we see that (3.16) holds.

D

We are now in a postion to show that the condition in Theorem 3.2.1 can be
weakened.
Theorem 3.3.3 If {3.12} holds, then 601 (c,r) < 6a(c',r) for all codewords c' =/::.c.
Proof.
c' be a codeword different from c. Let D := { i E Ft I ci =/::. c~ }. As C
has minimum distance d, D has size at least d f = d'. For i E D \ E', we have
that ci c~ and Ci ri, so
c~

=/::. ri for all i

E

D \ E'.

(3.17)
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Let P be a subset of D of size d'. We have

15a(c',r)

L

L

aidn(c~,ri) 2:

aidn(c~,ri)

(3.18)

iEP\E'

The inequality in (3.18) holds as ai 2: 0 for all i and as (P\E') c
, the final equality holds because of (3.17). According to Theorem (3.3.2), LiEP\E' ai > 15a(c, r), so
3.18 implies the theorem. D
We now aim at showing that SEC:MDD generates the transmitted codeword c if condition (3.12) is satisfied. vVe first repeat the setting. Let the sets Fk, k = 1, ... , m,
be the reliability classes as defined in the previous section. We define aZ as the
common a-value of the elements of Fk. We take ai equal to zero; we allow the
situation that F 1 = 0. The ordering of the reliability classes implies that
aZ+l,
k::; m 1. Remember that F(k) uj= 1Fj.

az ::;

Theorem 3.3.4 Let P C { 1, ... , n }. If a~

<

1, there is an integer t, 1 ::; t ::; m,

such that

(3.19)
Proof. For x = (x1, x 2 , •..

, Xm-1)

E lRm-l,

we define

m

F(x)

:=

2::[(1 + xj_I)JE n Fj

n PI+ (1- xj_ 1 )J(Fj \E) n PJ].

j=2

Observe that for all vectors
p

x(l),

xC 2), ... , x<P) E

we have
p

n

F(L A.ix(i)) = L A.iF(x(i)) ,
i=l

JRm-l,

whenever

L Ai = 1.

(3.20)

i=l

i=l

Let a* denote the vector (a;, ... , a~). By definition, we have

For 1::; t ::; m, aCt) is the vector of length m
t-1

1 defined by
m-t

a(t) := ~,G},
We claim that

(3.21)
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Indeed, direct computation shows that
t

F(a(t))

m

2)1E n Fj n PI+ I(Fj \E) n PI]

2

j=2

I:

IEnFjnPI.

j=t+l

As the j-th term of the first sum equals

IFj n PI,

t

F(a(t))

I: IFj n PI +
j=2

m

2

I:

IE n Fin Pl.

j=t+l

As the sets F1, F 2 , ••• , Fm are disjoint, we obtain

As, by definition, F(t) uj= 1Fj, and Ujr; 1Fj = {1,2, ... ,n}, (3.21) is now proved.
The idea of the proof is that a* is in the convex hull of the aCt), t 1, ... , m. Indeed,
let

AI

*
a2,

*
a;, 2:::; t:::; m
At ·- at+l
*
Am ·- 1 am.

2"·? (c, r) =

m

F( a*)

F(2: Ata(t))
t=l

1,

m

I: AtF( a<t)).

(3.22)

t=l

As 0 at :::; a2 :::; ... :::; a~ :::; 1, All A2 , ••• , Am all are non-negative. Moreover, by
definition, 2::~ 1 At 1. Combining this with (3.22), we see that there is at least one
t such that F(aCt)) :::; 21P(c, r). The theorem now follows from (3.21). o
Corollary 3.3.5 If (3.12} holds, then

for some integer t, 1 :::; t :::; m, or, in other· words, c

c(t)

for some t.

Proof. As (3.12) is scaling independent, we assume without loss of generality that
a~
1. Let P be a subset of the positions, IPI = d', of the form

P

= E' u F 2 U ... U Fk u R,
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with 1 :::; k :::; m -1 and R C Fk+l· (Note that, as remarked before, condition (3.12)
implies IE'! < d', so that a set P of this form can indeed be found.) According to
Theorem 3.3.4, there is an integer t, 1 :::; t :::; m, such that (3.19) holds. We claim
that t:::; k. Indeed, if t would exceed k, then we would have

contradicting Theorem (3.3.4) and the fact that 2r(c, r) :::; 2r*(c, r) < d'. Hence,
t:::; k and so

As IF(t) \

Fd

IF(t)l-

f, and

(3.12) is satisfied, the corollary follows.

0

As a consequence of Theorem 3.3.3 and Corollary 3.3.5, we find that SCEMDD
correctly retrieves c from r if condition (3.12), or equivalently, condition (3.16),
holds.

3.4

A generalization for Q-ary signaling

In this section we generalize our results to the situation as investigated in [13]. (As
it turns out, the main result of [13] is just the SEMDD, no erasures, case of our
generalization.) As before, we suppose that a code c from a code C C Qn with
minimum distance at least d, is transmitted over a noisy channel, and that f E (f
is the received word at the output of the channel. Assume also that for all i and
q E Q, we are given a quantity a(q, fi), that measures the reliability of the harddecision estimate q for
Let ri, i = 1, ... , n, be any symbol q E Q minimizing
a(q, fi), and put r = (rb ... , rn)· We will assume that a(q, fi) is normalized such
that
To give an example of the above situation, imagine that we are given a distance
measure 6 on Q, extended to (f by
n

6(x, y)

:=

2: 6(xi, Yi)·
i=l

(A typical example is the case where Q is a finite subset of IIi, Q = IIi, symbols are
transmitted over a channel suffering from additive white Gaussian noise and 6 is the
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squared Euclidean distance.) Then we let ri be a symbol q E Q minimizing b(q,r•i),
and we define
(3.23)
We extend a by defining, for all words x E Qn,
n

a(x, r)

La( xi, i\).
i=l

Finally, define the vector a;min := ( ajin, ... , o~in) by
aimin :=

·
mm

( -)
aq,ri.

qEQ,#ri

So afin is the minimum penalty if ri is not equal to the i-th transmitted symbol.
We now state our generalization of the results of the previous section. As before,
we let E := { i I ci ::/= ri } , and we assume that the set of all positions is partitioned
into sets F 1 , ... , Fm, where only F 1 may possibly be empty, such that if i E Fk
then afin
a'k, where ai 0 :::; a2 S ... :::; a~. Also, recall that p(t) =
1 Fj,
t=l, ... ,m,Ft {l, ... ,n}\F1,E' EnFt,andd' d-f,f
IF1I·

u;=

Theorem 3.4.1 Suppose that for each P C F 1 of size d',
a(c, f)

<

L

ofin.

iEP\E'

Then we have
1. o(c,f) < a(c',r) (and 8(c,r) < b(d,f), if a is based on a measure bon Q as
in (3.23)) for all codewords c' ::/= c, and

2. there is an integer t, 1 S t S m, such that

IF(t) I + 2IE \

p(t) I

< d,

and as a consequence, SCEMDD with respect to amin and a (orb) correctly decodes
r as c.

Proof. 1. Completely analoguous to the proof of Theorem 3.3.2. Let D := { i E
Ft I ci ::/= c~ }. As C has minimum distanced, IDI ;:::: d'. Let P c D, IPI d'. As
(P \ E') C Ft, we have

a(c',r)

= 2::::

a(c~,ri);::::

2::::
iEP\E'

a(c~,ri);::::

2::::
iEP\E'

arin.
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(The last equality holds as for each iE(P \ E'), c~ -I fi, cf. (3.17) in the proof of
Theorem 3.3.2). The condition of the theorem implies that o:(c', f) > o:(c, f).
2. For each i E E, ci -:/: fi, so a(ci, fi) ~ o:inin. Consequently, if P C Ft, IPI=d',
then
n

Oamin(c, f)=

L
i=l

O:~indH(ci, fi) =

L

a~in

:S o:(c, r) <

L

a~in

iEE

(The last inequality is simply the condition of the theorem we are proving). Now we
apply Theorem 3.3.2, where we set ai to o:iin. Theorem 3.3.2 implies that (3.12) is
satisfied, and now Corollary 3.3.5 implies 2. D
Remark that if, in the above theorem, we set a(q, fi) to a/;H(q, ri), then by Theorem 3.3.2, Theorem 3.4.1 reduces to Theorem 3.3.3 and Corollary 3.3.5.
Our result obviously generalizes the main result from [13] which states that,
under the same condition as in the above theorem, SEMDD decodes correctly.
However, it would be more honest to say that the results are equivalent. Indeed, first
observe that considering the class of true erasures F 1 can be avoided; the erasure
case follows immediately by applying the no erasure case to an appropriate shortened
code. Next, a more important observation is the following. If SED generates c,
respective of the order in which equally reliable positions (i.e., positions which are
contained in the same class Fh for some j) are erased, then SCED also generates c.
follows easily by considering the worst possible order for SED, where positions
in
\ E are always erased before positions in Fj n
Therefore, SEMDD with
respect too:, and SCEMDD with respect to a, are in a certain sense "equivalent"
in the case where o(c, r) < o(d, r) for all codewords c' c. On the other hand, in
that case SCEMDD should always be preferred, since it generates a smaller list of
candidates.

o

3.5

o

Comparison with previous results

In this section we compare our results to similar results contained in [11], [12] and
[13]. We also take the opportunity to correct some mistakes in [12] and an inaccuracy
in [13]. As it turns out, our results generalizes the results from these references.
Let us begin by listing conditions on the transmitted word c, the received word
f and the hard-decision estimate r, in the notation of this paper. We list here our
conditions, denoted by3 (HT) and (HT)', together with the conditions (ES) and
3 The

first letters of the family names of the authors
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(ESBDD) from Einarsson and Sundberg[12] and (TP) from Taipale and Pursley
[13],[14]. (For the sake of convenience, we assume that F 1 0.)
(TP):

o:(c, r) <

(HT):
(HT'):

LiED

LiED\E

o:iin, for all D such that

1(ci, ri) < ~d, for all D such that

8a(c, r) <

LiED\E

o:i, for all D such that

IDI =d.
IDI = d.
IDI =d.

8(c,r) < ~minc'Eco(c,c').

(BDD):

c 1 f=c

20a,p( c, r)

(ES):
(ESBDD):

+ pmin L?=l (1

o:i) < Pmind.

28a,p(c, r) < pmin LiED o:i, for all D such that

IDI

d.

(For the definition of Oa,p, refer to (3.2).) Remark that condition (ES) only applies
to the case where 0 ::;; o:i ::;; 1 and p is a metric on Q. (In that case, pmin denotes
the smallest non-zero distance between symbols from Q.) The letters BDD mean
bounded distance decoder. Observe also that all conditions except (BDD) imply
that lEI< d.
In (13] the authors already observed that their result includes the improvement
introduced in [11]. In [12] it was observed that (ESBDD) implies (BDD), and, in
the case where (ES) applies, also that (ES) implies (ESBDD). In Section 3.3, we
have shown that (HT) and (HT') are equivalent conditions. In order to compare
these conditions further, we consider in condition (TP) the special case that
o:(ci, fi)

o:ip(ci, ri)·

Then (TP) reduces to
(TPS):

O:iPiin, for all D such that

where Piin :=min{ p(q, 1\) I q E Q, q

IDI

d,

}.

Proposition 3.5.1 If (ESBDD) holds, then (TPS) holds.
Proof. Suppose that (ESBDD) holds. Then we have for all D such that

8a,p(c, r) < pmin 2.: O:i

8a,p(c, r)

iED

< pmin 2.: O:i

prnin

iED

< pmin

2.:

L
iEE

O:i

iED\E

<

2.:

iED\E

aiprrin

D.

O:i

IDI

d
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The reverse implication in Proposition 3.5.1 does not hold. In fact, (TPS) does even
not imply condition (BDD), which is implied by (ESBDD). As an example, take for
C the binary [5,2,3] code with generator matrix
11100)
G = ( 00111 .

Suppose o: 1 = ~' o: 2 = o: 3 = o: 4 = o: 5 = ~'cis the all-zero vector and r=(1,0,0,0,0).
As Da(c, r) = ~ and for any set D of size 3, LiED\E o:i 2: ~' (TPS) is satisfied.
Condition (BDD), however, is not satisfied, as
28a(c, r) = 1 = o:3

+ o:4 + o:5

= Da(OOOOO, 00111).

This clearly shows that the remark following the statement of Theorem 1 in [13] and
[14], is false: if (TPS) holds, there need not be a codeword satifying (BDD). On the
other hand, Proposition 3.5.1 shows that SEMDD provides an algorithm to verify
whether or not there exists a codeword c satisfying condition (ESBDD).
In [12], succesive erasure bounded distance decoding refers to succesive erasure
decoding, followed by selecting from the candidates the codeword c that satisfies
(BDD). The relations between the various conditions that we have established here
also imply the following result from [12].
Proposition 3.5.2 [12] If condition (ES) holds, then succesive erasure bounded dis-

tance decoding is succesful.
There is something wrong with the proof given in [12]. Indeed, Inequality (1.13) in
[12] implies, but is not implied by condition (ES). On the other hand, it seems that
the authors try to prove more than is needed according to their own definition of
succesive erasure bounded distance decoding.

3.6

Application ofGMD to the decoding of
product codes

We wish to apply our previous results to the decoding of product codes and generalized concatenated (GC) codes. In fact, a product code can be seen as a special
case of a GC code. The description of a product code is so much easier than that of
a GC code, and the result we will obtain is so much easier to understand, that we
think that it is justified to treat the decoding of product codes separately; that is
done is this section. In the next section, we will treat GC codes and their decoding.
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Let Cc and Cr be two codes over the same alphabet of length nc and n1., respectively, and minimum distance de and dn respectively. The product code Cp=Cc x Cr
consists of all nc x nr matrices with all rows in Crandall columns in Cc. vVe describe
a small modification of a well-known decoding algorithm for product codes. First,
all columns of the received matrix are decoded with an erasure-and-error decoder
for Cc· The reliability aj of each symbol in column j is defined as
if no decoding could be made in column j,
otherwise.
Here, PJ and Wj denote the number of erasures and the estimated number of errors
in column j, respectively. \Ve assume that 2wj + PJ <de, as otherwise we do not
expect to be able to do a decoding. Next, SCEMDD with respect to a and the
generalized distance Da is applied to each row of the column-decoded matrix. It can
be shown that any error matrix with p erasures and 7 errors is corrected, provided
that p+2r < drdc ([16]; in [15], the no-erasures case is treated). As Cp has minimum
distance drdc ([18], [4, Thm. 10.1.2], [5, Ch. 18, Sec. 2]), this decoding scheme
corrects up to the correcting capabilities of Cp.
Let us add a few comments here. In [4, Ch. 10, Sec. 3], [15], and [16], the
authors consider only the case where the above algorithm generates a codeword
satisfying (3.5). For this reason the algorithm depicted in [4, Fig. 10.2] may fail to
halt and is therefore incorrect.
We note that in both [15] and [16] Forney's results ([1]) are invoked. As we
improved on Forney's result, we should be able to improve on the results from [15]
and [16]! This is indeed the case. In the proof of the error correction capabilities
of SCEMDD, when judiciously applied to product codes or GC codes, the following
lemma is important. We state the lemma more general than is required here as in
the next section we apply it to the decoding of GC codes as well.

Lemma 3.6.1 Let V be a non-empty set and let 8: Vx V---. lE. be a metric. Let Cc V
and let d be such that any two different words from C are at distance at least d. Let
rEV and let xEC, yEC be such that w 8(x, T)<~d and 8(y, T) = v.

Next, let p?:_J, let a:= 1Then 1::::; min(1, ~

e:Y and let I

If

X =I=

e:r).

y, then 2"y=l+a

~1:
2

Proof. As o:s:; a ::::;1, it is obvious that I

e:r.

{

2

. If

if X= y
if X=/= y.

y, then 21 = 1

e:r::::; eddzwy e:r.
X=

<

a

e~

r

Here, the first
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inequality follows from the convexity of the function
holds as d~b(x,y)~ b(x,r) + 6(y,r)= w + v. 0

x~--+xP.

The second inequality

For the decoding of the product code Cp, we apply SCEMDD in each row of the
matrix after column decoding. Let F 1 denote the set of columns with a-value 0, and
let pj and Vj denote the number of erased and erroneous positions, respectively, in
the j-th column of the received matrix.
Theorem 3.6.2 If f=IF1I<d,., and if for each (dr - f)-subset P of {1, ... ,nr} \F1

we have

L

min( de, Vj

jEP

then the correct codeword is retrieved.
Proof. Let Cj and rj denote the j-th column of the transmitted matrix and the
received matrix after column decoding, respectively. We consider the decoding of the
k-th row of the received matrix after column decoding. Vve will apply Lemma 3.6.1
C=Cc and 15 the generalized Hamming distance (that is, the distance
with
between two vectors equals the sum of the number of non-erased positions in which
then (c1 )k=(r1 )k and so
they differ and half the number of erased positions). If
1'((c1)k,(r1)k) = 1'· If Cj =/=r1, then 1'((c1)k,(r1)k) < ')'. Combining these observations
2
with Lemma 3.6.1, we find that 1'((c1 )k,(r1)k) ~ ')' ~ min(1, v2~Pi ). So for each
(dr--f)-subset P of {1, ... , nr} \ Fb we have
""'
. ( 1, 2v1 d
+ P1 )
L...t ')' ( c1 , Tj ) ~ ""'
L...t rum
jEP

2

jEP

c

< 21 ( dr

f).

According to the results in Section 3, the above inequality implies that SCEMDD
correctly retrieves the transmitted codeword in each row. 0
Corollary 3.6.3 If for each dr-subset P of {1, ... ,nr} we have

L

min( de, Vj

jEP

+ -2 Pj) < ~drdc,
2
1

then the correct codeword is retrieved.
Proof. As v1 +!Pj~ !de for each jEF1 , the conditions of the corollary imply the
conditions of Theorem 3.6.2. 0
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Corollary 3.6.3 may be interpreted as follows. An error matrix is decoded correctly
if its dr most seriously corrupted columns are not corrupted too seriously. It does
not matter what happens in the other columns. One may typically think of combinations of burst errors, corrupting a few columns, and random errors corrupting
the other columns.
Theorem 3.6.2 guarantees correct decoding for a larger class of error patterns
than Corollary 3.6.3. For example, assume that exactly (dr - 1) columns contain at
least Idc/2l errors. We cannot invoke Corollary 3.6.3 order to guarantee correct
decoding (take for P any set dr-set containing the indices of these columns with
many errors). If, however, all these columns are detected by the C 1-decoder, we
can invoke Theorem 3.6.2 (with f
dr- 1) to guarantee correct decoding. If the
C 1-decoder has large probability of detecting Idc/2l or more errors, Theorem 3.6.2
guarantees correct decoding of a large fraction of the error patterns with (dr - 1)
columns of weight at least Idc/2l -while Corollary 3.6.3 could not be invoked for any
of these error patterns. In other words, by combining Theorem 3.6.2 with bounds on
the miscorrection probability for Cc, we obtain "probabilistic" bounds on the error
correcting power of SCEMDD when applied to product codes.
In order to lower the probability of miscorrection when S(C)EMDD is applied,
each row-candidate could be tested on condition (3.12). Also, upon completing the
decoding of a received matrix, each column could be tested for membership in C,:,.
It is interesting to note that in the non-erasure case, that is, if pj=O for all j,
the received matrix is closer in Hamming sense to the transmitted codeword than
to any other codeword if the condition of Corollary 3.6.3 is fulfilled ([17]).

3. 7

Generalized concatenated codes - introduction

The remainder of this chapter will be devoted to generalized concatenated (GC)
codes and their decoding. GC block codes were introduced by Blokh and Zyabiov
in 1974 ([19]). Special cases of GC block codes are product codes and (ordinary)
concatenated codes. Many best-known codes, that is, codes with the highest known
minimum distance given their length and dimension, may be obtained as GC codes
or as small modifications thereof ([20), [21], [22]). Also some schemes for block coded
modulation may be described as a form of GC codes ([23],[24]).
vVe present GC codes in a unified way, allowing us to deal with block codes and
modulation codes simultaneously. Next, a well-known decoding algorithm for GC
codes ([25],[26],[27], [24]) is described using the language of GMD. It will be shown
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that this algorithm is much more powerful than was known up to now. That is,
the class of error patterns for which the correct codeword is retrieved is shown to
be considerably larger than was known up to now ([28],[29],[25]). We also improve
upon the hitherto known results for the case that the GC code is an unequal error
protection code ([29],[30]).

3. 7.1

Definition and basic properties of GC codes

Let V be a non-empty set, and let V 11 ... ,Vm be m non-empty sets. Let b denote
an injective mapping from V 1x V2 x ... x V m to V and let B denote its range, that
is B:={b(v1,... ,vm)l VjEVj for 1~j~m}. For 1~j~m and b=b((vl,v2,···,vm)EB,
we will call Vj the j-th information symbol of b. Finally, for j = 1, 2, ... , m, let Aj
be a block code of length n with symbols from vj.

Definition 3. 7.1 For a 1EA 1, ... , amEAm, z(a1, ... , am)Esn has as i-th component b((ai)i, ... , (am)i)· Here, aj = ((aj)I, ... , (aj)n) for j=l, ... , m.
So in words, z(a1,... ,am) is constructed as follows:
(1) Write down them x n matrix with ajEAj as j-th row.
(2) Replace each column of this matrix by the corresponding word from B.

Definition 3.7.2 The code Z is defined as Z:={z(a1, ... , am) I ajEAj, j=l, ... , m}.
From Definition 3. 7.2 it is immediate that the so-called generalized concatenated
code (GC code) Z is a subset of Bn. If all Aj have finite cardinality, then Z has
Ilj= 1 IAj I words. If z=z(a1, ... , am), we call, for 1~j~m, aj the j-th information
word of z.
Next, let d: VxV-----+ lR be a metric. We fix p 2::1 and define dP: yn xvn -----+ lR by

It is easy to check, using Minkowski's inequality, that dp is a metric.
Of the many possible choices for dp, three are of special interest:
(1) Take V=Q 1, Q a finite set, let d be the Hamming distance on V and take p = 1;
then dp is simply the Hamming distance on yn=Q 1n.
1
(2) Take
. V=(Qu{ *} ) , where Q .a finite set not containing*· Take p = 1 and let d
denote the "generalized Hamming distance":

d(x,y) := l{i 11 ~ i ~ l,xi # *,Yi #*and Xi# Yi}l
+~I {i I 1 ~ i ~ l, Xi = * or Yi = *}I·
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Then dp is simply the generalized Hamming distance on (Qu{ *} )1n. The generalized
Hamming distance is of importance for erasure-and-error decoding, where an erasure
corresponds to the symbol *·
(3) Take V=R2 , let d denote the Euclidean distance and take p 2. Then dv simply
denotes the Euclidean distance in R2n. This distance is of importance for block
coded modulation.
For j = 1, 2, ... , m, let d~) denote the minimum Hamming distance of the code
Aj. Furthermore, d~) is defined as the infimum of the distance between two different words of B that agree in their first j - 1 information symbols, that is,
d~) = inf {d(b(VlJ ... , Vj-b Vj, .. . , vm),b( v1 , .•. , Vj-l, vj, ... , v:n)) I vk
for some
k ~ j}.
Clearly, d~) is non-decreasing in j. In order to avoid trivialities, we assume in
the sequel of this chapter that dp) is positive.
Next, we derive the well-known distance properties of Z ([28], [29], [30], [5, Ch.
18, Sec. 8.2]). The following quantities turn out to be important.
Definition 3.7.3 The j-th designed distance 8j of the code Z is defined as 8j:=
min{(d~i))lfpdbi) 11 : : ; i ::::; j}.
Lemma 3.7.4 Let ~,a~EAi, J::::;i::::;m. If j is such that ai
for
aj =f:aj, then dp(z(a 1 , ... ,~), z(a~, ... ,a:n)) ~ (d~))lfp<4j) ~ 8j.

i:::=;j

1 and

Proof. We denote the two vectors involved by z and z', respectively. If Zk and z~
are different, then d( Zk ,z~) ~dij). As aj and aj differ in at least d~) positions, z and
z' have at least d~) different components, whence (dp(z,z'))P =
(d(zk,zD)P ~
d~) (dbj))p. 0
Corollary 3. 7.5 For 1::::; i ::::; m, let ~,a~ EAi. Let z:=z(a11 ••• , am) and let
z':=z(a~, ... ,a:n). Ifaj =f:aj, then rlp(z,z') ~ 8j.
Proof. Suppose that z=f:z' and let i:=min{ k lak
dp(z,z') ~ 8i ~ 8j. 0

=f:a~}.

From Lemma 3.7.4, we have

Corollary 3. 7.6 The minimum distance of Z is at least 8m.
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10000111
01001011
Example 3. 7.1. ([20]) Let B be the binary code generated by G
00101101
11111111
3
Let f3 denote a primitive element in GF(8) satisfying /3 =1+/3. We define
b: GF(8)xGF(2)-+B by b(l:T=oXi/3i, x3)
(xo,x~,x2,X3)TG, where all Xi are in
GF(2).
1
2
It is easy to see that d~ )=4 and d~ )=8.
Next, let A 1 be a [7,2,6] code over GF(8) and let A2 be a binary [7,4,3] code. We
represent words of Z as 8x7 matrices, which have their columns in B. The binary
code Z has length 56 and 82 · 24 = 210 words. Using the definition of b and the fact
that A1 and A2 are linear codes, it is easy to see that Z is a linear code. It follows
from Corollary 3.7.6 that the minimum distance of Z is at least min(4x6,8x3)=24. As
M(O,a2) is the 8x7 matrix for which each row equals a2, wt(M(O,a2)) = 8 wt(a2) and
so Z has a word of weight 8x3=24. We conclude that Z is a [56,10,24] code. Note that
neither a [56, 10, 25] code ([31]) nor a [56, 12, 24] code ([32]) exists. It is not known if
a [55,10,24] code or a [56,11,24] code exists.

If not all 81 are equal, Z is an unequal error protection code ([29},[30]). If y is
a corrupted version of z at distance t from z, where 81+1 :::; 2t <81, then it is
theoretically possible to retrieve a 1 , .•. , a 1 correctly. The decoding algorithm we
will describe actually does so. Correct retrieval of ai+b ... ,am, however, cannot be
guaranteed in this case.

3.8

Decoding of generalized concatenated codes

We describe an algorithm for decoding a GC code using the terminology of G~1D
decoding. In earlier descriptions of this algorithm for p
1 ([25],[26],[27]) and
p
2 ([24]) (in which no explicit mention of GMD decoding is made) SCED is
used and a decoding is accepted if its generalized distance to the input word is
smaller than a predetermined number independent of the reliability vector o:. We
give a description of this algorithm for general p 2::1 and propose to use SCEMDD.
Following Ericson ([25]), we will call the decoding algorithm the BZ-algorithm (after
Blokh and Zyablov). We will prove that the BZ-algorithm is much more powerful
than was known up to now. That is, we will indicate a large class of error patterns
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that are corrected by the BZ-algorithm. Our results imply all previous results on
decoding GC codes.

3.8.1

Description of the BZ-algorithm.

The BZ-algorithm is a multi-step procedure for finding the closest word from Z to
a given vector yEVn, provided that this closest codeword is not too far away. Let
z( a 1 , .•. , am) denote this codeword. Then the algorithm successively tries to find
a1 ,a2, ... ,am··
We describe the j-th step of the algorithm. vVe assume that estimates a1, ... ,aj-l
for a 1 , ... ,aj-l have been found in the previous steps. It is our task to find an estimate for aj. Let 1~k~n. As we assume that y is a small perturbation of z(a1 , ... ,am)
and that ai=ai, i 1, 2, ... ,j-1, it is natural to decode Yk toxk, the nearest word
of the subcode of B consisting of the words with (ih)k, ... , (aj-I)k as (j 1) first
information symbols. (In fact, Xk only needs to be generated if Yk has distance less
than ~d~Hl) to this code). Let r;k) be such that xkEB((a1 )k, ... ,(aj-l)k,r)kl), and
1
we define wk as wk := d(xk,yk)· Finally, we apply SCEMDD on rj:= _(rj \ ..• , fJn))
with respect to a, where ak

max(O, 1- ( ~

r).

(In [28], a decoding result aj is

accepted if rj and aj satisfy Forney's condition (3.4); the case where no such code
word is found is not discussed.)
,
This completes our description of the BZ-algorithm. We will analyze its power
in the next section. But first we present an example of the application of the BZalgorithm in order to give a feeling for it.
Example 3.8.1.

We consider the [56,10,24] code from Example 3.7.1. We assume

without loss of generality that 1110000 is a word from the [7,4,3] code A2 . Let the
all-zero matrix be transmitted and let the received matrix Y have (11110100)T as first
and second column, (1000000)T as third, fourth and fifth column and zeroes elsewhere.
In the first step of the BZ algorithm, the first and second column of Y are decoded
to 10110100 = b(/3,1); the other columns are decoded to the all-zero column. Hence,
!3.800000. Moreover, wk=l for 1~k~5 and
hence, ak
~ for 1~k~5 ·
and a6=a7=l. Both decoding trials for a 1 , viz. with no erasures and with the leading,

h

2:J=

ai)
five symbols as erasures, yield 0 as decoding for.al· As 2da(rl,O) +
1 (1
1
4~ < 6 =d~ ), Forney's condition3.4 is satisfied sq also the earlier algorithms would
have accepted 0 as estimate for a 1 .
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Next, all columns should be decoded to the nearest word from the code consisting
of all words from B with 0 as first information symbol, i.e., to the nearest word from

{0,1}. This implies that r2 = 1100000. Moreover,

WI=W2=3,

W3=W4=W5=1 and

Hence, 0:1 =o:2=h 0:3=o:4=o:5=i and o:6=o:7=l. In the first decoding
trial, no symbols are erased and hence a~1 )=1110000; da(a2(1),r2)=o: 3=}. In the
second decoding trial, the two leading symbols of r 2 are erased and hence a2 ( 2 )=0. As
do:(a2 C2 ),r 2) = o: 1 +
a2 <2)=0 is selected as definite decoding for a 2.
We see that the BZ-algorithm correctly decodes the above error pattern; this is a direct
consequence of the results of the forthcoming section, in particular of Corollary 3.8.6.
Note that the weight of the error pattern, 13, exceeds half the minimum distance of
w6=W7=0.

Z. Furthermore, note that 2da(r2,0) + 'LJ= 1 (1- o:i) = 3! > 3=d~ >. So Forney's
condition (3.4) is not satisfied. (Hence some of the earlier .algorithms would not have
accepted 0 as estimate for a 2 .)
2

3.8.2

Error correcting capabilities of the BZ-algorithm

In this section, we will give a condition on yEVn and z=z(a1 , ... ,£tm)EZ such that
the j-th step of the BZ-algorithm, when applied toy, equals aj. This will be shown
with the results from Section 3.3. The condition we pose on y and z is considerably
weaker than the conditions which up to now ([28],[25]) were known to be sufficient.
Definition 3.8.1 Let 1 ~ j ~ m. The vectors yE lf'1' and z=z(a1 , ... , am)EZ are
said to satisfy cj if
{ k I wk ~ ~d~j)} has cardinality Pj < a<jl, and for each
~ =ai for
... , j-1, F 1
(d~)- pj) subset A of {1, ... ,n}\F1 , we have
min((d(yi,Zi))P,2(~d~j))P) < (d~)- Pj)Gd~j))P.

Somewhat imprecisely put into words: y and z satisfy Cj if the first j 1 information
words a 1 , ... ,aj-l of z have been retrieved correctly by the BZ-algorithm, not too
many symbols are initially erased, and the (d~) - Pj) most seriously corrupted nonerased symbols are not too seriously corrupted. It does not matter how seriously
corrupted the other non-erased symbols are. The next lemma shows a more easily
checked condition for two vectors to satisfy Cj. It has the advantage that the set F 1
need not be known.
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Lemma 3.8.2 Let 1:5:j<5_m. Suppose yE vn and z=z(a 1 , ... , am) are such that ai=ai
for i=1, ... ,j~1, and

2: min((d(yi, zi))P, 2( -12 d~j))P) < d~)( -21 d?))P

iEA

for each d~) -subset A of { 1, . .. , n}. Then y and z satisfy Cj.
Proof. This follows from the fact that d(yi, zi) 2: ~d~j) for all iEF1, cf. Proposition 3.3.1. 0
Theorem 3.8.3 JfyE vn and z=z(ab ... , am)

satisfy condition Cj, then aj=aj.

Proof. Let 1< k :5: n. \Ve will apply Lemma 3.6.1. We take for C the subcode
of B consisting of all words that have (a 1 )k,(a2 )k,· .. ,(aj~lh as first j - 1 information symbols. Moreover, we take
, x=xk,
, w = Wk and a
ak. If
xk=Yk, then h=(aj)k and so "f = 'Y(Y~)~k). If xk 1-Yk, then "f(Yk,f:k) :5: "f. So
'Y(Yk,f:k) <5. 'Y :5: min(1,~
where d=d~j) and v=d(yk,zk)· Combining this inequality with Definition 3.8.1, we see that the results of Section 3.3 imply that
aj=aj. 0

e: y),

Combination of Lemma 3.8.2 and Theorem 3.8.3 yields the strongest result known
up to now ([28]).

Corollary 3.8.4 If yE yn and z( a 1 , ... , am) are such that ai =
L:~=l min((d(yi, Zi))P, 2(~d?)))P) < dfj)(~J/))p, then aj=aj.

~

for 1:5: iS:_j~ 1 and

Note, however, that the sum in Corollary 3.8.4 extends over all i, while it is sufficient
that it extends over the d~) i's for which the summand is largest. Combining
Lemma 3.8.2 and Theorem 3.8.3, we obtain the main result of this section.

Theorem 3.8.5 Suppose yE vn and z=z(a 1 , ... ,am)EZ are such that for j
and each d~) -subset A of { 1, . .. , n}, we have

Then the BZ-algorithm correctly retrieves

a1, ...

,ak.

1, 2, ... ,
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bf Proof. Using Lemma 3.8.2, we see that y and z satisfy C 1 . From Theorem 3.8.3,
it follows that a 1 =a1 . So, again using Lemma 3.8.2 , we see that y and z satisfy C 2
and so a2=a2. But then y and z satisfy C3 and so a3=a3, etc. D
Taking k = m in Theorem 3.8.5, we obtain a sufficient condition on yEVn and
such that the BZ-algorithm decodes y to z.

vn

Corollary 3.8.6 Suppose that yE
and zEZ are such that for j = 1, 2, ... , m and
each Jj) -subset A of { 1, . .. , n}, we have

L

min((d(yi, zi)P, 2 · (~d~j))P) <

d~)(~d~j))P.

iEA

Then the BZ-algorithm decodes y to z. In particular, if rip(y,z)< ~6m, then y zs
decoded to z.

From Theorem 3.8.5 and the definition of the j-th designed distance Dj, we immediately have the following corollary, which says that the BZ-algorithm corrects up to
the correcting capabilities implied by Corollary 3.7.5.

Corollary 3.8.7 ([80]) JfyEtf'l and z(a1 , .•• ,am) EZ have distance less than ~{)j,
then ai
for i=1, ... ,j.

3.9

Concluding remarks

!(

1. In the BZ-algorithm, we require in principle d~) 1) decoding passes to retrieve
aj. In [29] it is examined what to do if less decoding passes are allowed. 4 It is
analyzed which symbols are to be erased such as to maximize the number of errors
that are guaranteed to be decoded correctly. Also for this case, theorems taking into
account only the (d~) Pj) most seriously corrupted symbols may be derived.
2. Bossert ([26],[27]) has given a simplification of the BZ-algorithm. The idea is to
use information from the computation of a1, ... ,ai in the computation of aj+l· In
this way, the number of times that a decoder for B((a1)k,· .. ,(aj)k) is to be applied
is reduced. It is easy to see that his extension correctly decodes all error patterns
that are correctly decoded by the BZ-algorithm. So, in particular, all theorems on
the error correcting capabilities remain valid for his simplification.
4

For Reed-Solomon codes, this is not very interesting, considering the one-pass GMD decoding
algorithms mentioned in Footnote 1.
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3. The authors gratefully acknowledge the inspiring work of their colleague Stan
Baggen. Baggen conjectured and formulated Corollary 6.3 in the non-erasure case
and suggested an ingenious but involved proof very different from ours.
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Chapter 4.

A tlniversal upper bound on the
n1iscorrection probability with bot1nded
distance decoding for a code used on an
error-value symmetric channel

ABSTRACT
The well-known upper bound on the miscorrection probability with bounded distance decoding for a Reed-Solomon code is shown to hold for any code, assuming
that error patterns are equiprobable if they have equal support, i.e. if they corrupt
the same set of positions. In previous papers, it was assumed that error patterns of
equal weight are equiprobable; this prevented application of the bound if the code
is used on a bursty channel.
Moreover, it is shown that for the case of MDS codes, the number of error vectors
with given support that yield a miscorrection, only depends on the size of the support.
A generalization to error-and-erasure decoding is included.
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Introduction

If an error-correcting code with a (fixed) decoding algorithm is to be used in prac-

tical situations, it is very important to know its performance for various channel
characteristics. Such knowledge enables us to judge if the performance satisfies the
system demands, and to do some fine tuning in the decoding algorithm for improving
the performance if necessary;
One aspect of performance estimation is estimating the probability that the
decoding algorithm retrieves the transmitted codeword. A more subtle, but also very
important aspect is the estimation of the failure and miscorrection probabilities. If
the received word is far away from the transmitted codeword, then it is either far
away from all codewords, or it is close to a codeword different from the transmitted
one. In the first case, an incomplete decoding algorithm reports a decoding failure:
it cannot decode the received word. In the latter case, a miscorrection occurs: the
decoding algorithm delivers a codeword different from the transmitted one.
In many applications, a miscorrection has a much more serious effect than a
decoding failure. In a concatenated code, for example, a decoding failure in the
decoding of the inner code gives rise to an erased position in the outer code, whereas
a miscorrection possibly yields an error in a position of the outer code; a similar
situation occurs for other kinds of coding schemes where error correcting codes are
combined, such as product codes or the CIRC in the Compact Disc players [1].
Another example occurs in the situation that a powerful post-processing is available
for words that cannot be decoded; typically, one can think of concealment techniques
if codewords represent audio samples or (parts of) a video scene. Incorrectly decoded
codewords would yield a very annoying click in the audio or a flash in the video scene.
Hence, determination of the miscorrection probability is of great practical interest.
In [1] and [2], an upper bound is given on the number of error patterns of (Hamming) weight r that are miscorrected by a t-error decoder for t ::; ! (d-1) for the case
where the error correcting code is a (shortened) Reed-Solomon code with minimum
distance d. In [3], an exact formula for this number is given, using the principle
of inclusion and exclusion. The bounds from [ll and [2] imply an upper bound on
the miscorrection probability of a t-error decoder for shortened Reed-Solomon code
if the channel is such that error patterns of equal weight are equiprobable. They
do not, however, imply a bound on the miscorrection probability if the channel is
bursty, that is, if introduced errors tend to be close to each other.
In this chapter, we show that the bounds from [ll and [2] hold under much more
general conditions on the channel. It is sufficient that the channel is error-value
symmetric, i.e., that error patterns are equiprobable if they have equal support
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(i.e., if they affect the same set of positions). So a burst error affecting b (fixed)
consecutive positions may be much more likely than the occurence of b errors in
b (fixed) scattered positions; all bursts affecting exactly these b fixed consecutive
positions, however, are required to be equiprobable. Moreover, we show that the
bound holds for all codes, not just for Reed-Solomon codes.
Next, it is shown that for MDS codes on an error-value symmetric channel, the
conditional probability that an error pattern induces a miscorrection given that it
has support R, only depends on the the cardinality of R. Moreover, for MDS codes,
a lower bound on the miscorrection probability is provided.
In the last section, we generalize the results to error-and-erasure decoding.

4.2

Counting words close to codewords.

Let C be an error correcting code of length n with minimum distance d over an
alphabet Q with q elements. For each codeword c, each subset R of {1, ... , n} and
each integer s ::; ~ (d- 1), let 1( c, R, s) denote the number of words that differ from
c exactly in the positions of R and are at distance s from a codeword different from
c. As fewer than d- s errors cannot move c within distances of another codeword,
1(c, R, s) = 0 if IR I< d- s. (Here and in the sequel, lXI denotes the cardinality of
the set X.) It is our aim to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 4.2.1
(a) If IRI2: d- s, then r(c,R,s)::; (:)(q

(b) Ifd s:SIRI:Sd-1, then"((c,R,s)S(q l)IRI+s-d+l

l)IRI+s-d+I.

L

IRI-(d-s)
j=O

(n-

(1 R. 1) . IR..
1)
}

S

J

Note that the formula in (b) is a sharpening of the formula in (a): the sum equals
the number of s-subsets of {1,.· .. ,n} with at most IRI-(d-s) elements in R, which
surely is at most (:), the number of s-subsets of {1, ... ,n}.
In order to simplify the proof, we assume without loss of generality that OEQ and
that c=O.

Definition. The support of a word xEQn, denoted by supp(x), is the set of indices of its non-zero positions, that is supp(x) = {iE{l, ... ,n} I xi i:O}.
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Definition. The number of vectors with support W at distance s from a fixed
vector with support R is denoted by f (R, W, s). 1
Lemma 4.2.2 If R and Ware two subsets of { 1, ... ,n}, then

(q

l)iRif(R, vV, s) = (q- 1)1Wif(W, R, s).

Proof. The equality is obtained by counting in two ways the number of pairs of
vectors (r,w) satisfying supp(r)=R, supp(w)=W and d(r, w) = s. 0
Definition. The number of codewords with support W is denoted by Aw.
With the above notations, '"'t(O, R, s) can be expressed as follows:
r(O,R,s)

I:

L

I {xI supp(x) = R,d(x,c) = s} I

Awf(W,R,s).

W:IWI?::d

cEC\{0}

Using Lemma 4.2.2, we find
"t(O, R, s) =

L

Aw(q

1)1RI-1Wif(R,

w, s).

(4.1)

W:IWI?::d

In order to find an upper bound to '"'t(O, R, s), we first give an upper bound on Aw.
Lemma 4.2.3 If I W] 2:: d, then Aw, the number of codewords with support W, is
at most (q -l)IWI-d+ 1 .

Proof. Let Cw be the set of codewords with support W. By deleting the zeroes
from the words of Cw, we obtain a code Ctv of length IWI over Q\{0} that has
minimum distance at least d. According to the Singleton bound, we have: ICwl =
ICwl :::; (q l)IWI-d+l. o
From Lemma 4.2.3 and Equation (4.1), we obtain
r(O, R, s):::; (q

t)IRI-d+l

L

f(R, W, s).

(4.2)

W:IWI?::d

All we are left with is bounding the sum in (4.2). Clearly, it is at most the number
of all vectors at distance s from a fixed vector with support R; that is, it is at most
(;)(q -1) 8 • So we have proved part (a) of Theorem 4.2.1. For proving part (b), we
need one more lemma.
1 It

is easy to see that
selected.

f (R, W, s) is independent of the specific vector with support

R that is
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Lemma 4.2.4 If R is a subset of { 1, ... ,n}, then

L

f(R, W, s) ::; (q-

W:IWI~d

1Y IRI~-s) ( ~~)
1

J

j=O

(n-~ ~
8

1
).

J

Proof. Let r be a vector with support R. By definition, we have

L

f(R, W, s)

I {w I d(r, w)

s, lsupp(w) 12: d}

I.

W:IWI;?:d

Let w be a vector with support W at distances from r, and suppose that IWI 2: d.
Let S denote the set in which w and r differ. If W \ (W n R), then wi ::fO and
ri=O, so iES. Hence we have
W \ (W n R) c S \ (S n R).

From this inclusion relation, we conclude that IW I - IW n R I ::; IS I - IS n R j.
As IS I= s, llV I 2: d and IW n R I ::; I R J, we find that IS n R I ::; I R I -d + s.
Consequently, we have

{w I d(r, w)

s, lsupp(w) I 2: d} C

u

S:ISnRI:S:IRI-d+s

As each of the sets in the above union has (q- 1 ) 8 elements, Lemma 4.2.4 holds. 0
Part (b) of Theorem 4.2.1 now follows by combining Lemma 4.2.4 and (4.2).

4.3

Consequences for miscorrection probabilities

In this section, we discuss the relevance of Theorem 4.2.1 to the miscorrection probability for a bounded distance decoder for C if it is being used on a error-value
symmetric channel. We will derive an upper bound on the probability that a received word is at distance s from a codeword different from the transmitted one.
This upper bound is independent on the probability distribution of the supports of
the error patterns on the channel; all we require is that the channel is error-value
symmetric.
Suppose Cis used on an error-value symmetric channel. Let cEC be transmitted
and let R c {1, ... , n} have cardinality at least d s. As the (q- 1) IRI error patterns
affecting c in the positions of R are equally likely, the conditional probability that
the received word is at distance s from C, given that it differs from c in the positions
of R, equals 1(c, R, s) j (q 1)IRI. Using Theorem 4.2.1, we see that this last number
is at most (;) / (q- 1)d-s-l. So we have the following theorem.
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Theorem 4.3.1 Suppose a code C of length n with minimum distance dis used on

! (d

1). The probability that the received
word is at distance s from a codeword different from the transmitted one is at most

an error-value symmetric channel. Let

(;)

(q- 1)d-s-l P(l R
where P(l R 12': d
in at least (d

12 d- s),

s) denotes the probability that the transmitted word is affected

s) positions.

Theorem 4.3.1 has the following corollary.
Corollary 4.3.2 If a code of length n and minimum distance dis used on an errorvalue symmetric channel, then the probability that the received word i8 at distance
s~

! (d

1) from a codeword different from the transmitted one is at most

Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 4.3.1, as P(l R 12': d
probability, is at most 1. D

s), being a

The upper bound from Theorem 4.3.1 will yield a much smaller value than the
bound from Corollary 4.3.2 if the channel is such that error patterns affecting at
most d s 1 positions are very likely. A typical example of such a channel is a q-ary
symmetric channel with small error probability. The bound from Corollary 4.3.2,
however, has the advantage that it holds for all error probability distributions on
an error-value symmetric channel.

4.4

Conditional miscorrection probabilities
for MDS codes

In [3], exact formulas are given for the number of error patterns of weight u 2': d- s
at distance s from C for the case that C is an MDS code, i.e. , if ICI qn-d+I. If
C is used on a channel for which error patterns of equal weight are equiprobable,
then Ps(u), the conditional probability that an error pattern is at distance s from
C, given that it has weight u, is found by dividing this number by (~)(q- 1)u, the
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number of error patterns of weight u.
Now suppose Cis used on an error-value symmetric channeL The conditional probability that a vector is at distance s from C, given that it has support R, is denoted
by Ps(R). The following theorem implies that Ps(R) only depends on the cardinality
of R.
Theorem 4.4.1 Let C be an MDS code of length n and minimum distance d. If C

is used on an error-value symmetric channel,
~ (d - 1), and R and T are two
subsets of { 1, ... ,n} of equal cardinality, then Ps(R) = Ps(T) .
Proof. \Ve explicitly compute Ps(R). As C is used on an error-value symmetric
channel, we have

Ps(R)

= 1(0, s, R)j(q- 1)1RI =

L

Aw(q -1)-!Wif(R, W, s),

W:!W!2::d
where we used Formula 4.1 to obtain the second equality.
Now we use the basic fact that in an MDS code, Aw only depends on IWI. This
is most easily seen by considering the MDS code Cw of length IWI and minimum
distance d that is obtained by shortening C outside the positions of W. Clearly, Aw
equals the number of weight IWI words in Cw; this number is exactly known [4, Ch.
11, Thm. 6], [5, Thm. 14.1.2]. Using Aw to denote the number of words in C with
a given support of size w, we find
n

Ps(R) =

L
w=d

Aw(q- 1)-w

L

f(R, W, s).

W:IW!=w

The inner sum in this formula equals the number of vectors of weight w at distance
s from a given vector with support R; clearly, this number only depends on IRI . D
As a consequence, if C is an MDS code, then Ps(R) = Ps(IRI), so we can apply
the formulas from [3] to find the exact conditional miscorrect.ion probabilities.

4.4.1

A lower bound for miscorrection probabilities with
MDS codes

Throughout this subsection, C is an MDS code over a q-ary alphabet of length n
and with minimum distance d, containing 0, and
~(d- 1). In this section, we
will derive a lower bound on r(O, R, s), provided that I R 12 d s. In doing so, we
require the following lemma.
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Lemma 4.4.2 For IWI~ d, Aw ~ (q

d)(q- 1)1WI-d.

Proof Without loss of generality, we take W ={n - w + 1, n - w + 2, ... , n }. Let
x 1 , x 2 , ... , Xw-d be non-zero letters. As any n- d + 1 positions form an information
set for C (the basic property of MDS codes), q words in C start with n w zeroes
and have symbol Xi in position n- w + i fori= 1, 2, ... , w- d. Any two such words
differ in all their final d positions; hence, among these q words, any symbol occurs
at most once in each of the final d positions. Consequently, at most d of these words
have a 0 in one of their final d positions, so at least q- d of these words have support
W. As x 1 , ... , Xw-d were chosen arbitrarily, the lemma follows. D.

Combining Lemma 4.2.3 and Lemma 4.4.2, we see that for MDS codes we have:
(q- d)(q- 1)1WI-d sAws (q 1)1WI-d+I, so the upper and lower bound are close
if dis small compared to q.
Now we are in a position to give a lower bound to ry(O, R, s).
Theorem 4.4.3 Let C be a q-ary MDS code of length n with minimum distance d.

If

Hd

1), and IR I> d + s, then
ry(O,R,s)

~

(:)(q-d)(q-1)1Ri+s-d.

Proof From Lemma 4.4.2 and Equation 4.1, we find that
ry(O, R, 8) ~ (q- d)(q 1)1RI-d I:w:IWI~d f(R, lV, 8).
As all vectors at distance 8 from a word with support R have weight at least
IRI s ~ d, the last sum equals the number of words at distance s from a word with
support R, i.e., it equals (;)(q- 1y. D

Note that the bounds from Theorem 4.2.1 and Theorem 4.4.3 are close if dis small
compared to q.

4.5

Generalization to error-and erasure decoding

The foregoing results can easily be generalized to bounds on miscorrection probabilities for error-and-erasure decoding (cf. [1]).
Suppose that upon reception, the positions of the set E are erased, i.e. marked as
unreliable, and that e =IE !:::; d 1. If outside E at most !(d- e - 1) errors
occurred, then the transmitted codeword can be retrieved. For important classes of
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codes such as BCH codes and RS codes, efficient algorithms for error-and-erasure
decoding exist [5, Sec. 9.2].

Definition. For s:::; ~(d e -1), cEC and R C {1, ... , n} \ E, IE(c, R, s) denotes
the number of vectors that outside E differ from c in the positions of R and in s
positions outside E from a codeword different from c.
Clearly, CE, the code of length (n- e) obtained by puncturing C in the positions
from E, has minimum distance at least d-e. Therefore IE( c, R, s) is upper bounded
by the expression for 1(c, R, s) from Theorem 4.2.1, where n- e and d e should
be substituted for for n and d, respectively. 2
The generalization of Theorem 4.3.1 is obvious: if the channel is error-value symmetric outside E, then the probability that a received word differs in s positions
outside E from a codeword different from the transmitted one, is at most

(q

e- s),

where P(l R 12 d e s) denotes the probability that outside E the transmitted
word is affected in at least (d e s) positions.
Also the generalization of Corollary 4.3.2 is obvious.
Finally, if C is an MDS code, then the exact formula for IE( c, R, s) is obtained
from the exact formula for 1( c, R, s) from Section 4, substituting n- e and d e for
n and d, respectively. This is due to the fact that C E is an MDS code of length n e
and minimum distance d e. Also the obvious generalization of Theorem 4.4.1 is
valid. That is, let c be transmitted and suppose the channel is error-value symmetric
outside E. The probability that the received word differs in s positions outside
from a word from C\ {c }, given that outside E it differs from c in the the positions
of R, only depends on IR I·

2

The upper bounds from Theorem 4.2.1 are decreasing in d; therefore, the proposed bound for
'/E(c, R, s) remains valid if the minimum distance of CE is larger than d e.
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Chapter 5

Chapter 5.

Decoding speed versus miscorrection
probability
We consider a well-known modification of the Berlekamp-Massey algorithm for
speeding up the decoding of BCH codes up to half their designed minimum distance. The essence of this modification is that low-weight errors can be retrieved
from a subset of the syndrome equations; the remaining syndrome equations are
then satisfied automatically.
If, however, many errors occurred during transmission, omission of checking these
remaining syndrome equations increases the probability of incorrect decoding. Vve
determine this increase, with a special emphasis on Reed-Solomon codes. The overall
increase in miscorrection probability is not very large, but the number of corrected
errors gives only a weak indication of the reliability of the decoded word. This can
be very undesirable,
in multi-stage decoding of product codes or concatenated
codes, where often information from inner decoding is used with outer decoding.

5.1

Introduction

In 1971, Tzeng et al. proposed a modification of the Berlekamp-Massey algorithm
for speeding up the decoding of BCH codes up to half their designed minimum
distance [1]. The same modification, obtained from a different point of view, was
given by C.L. Chen [2]. The essence of the method is that low-weight errors can
be retrieved from a subset of the syndrome equations. The remaining syndrome
equations are then satisfied automatically. Consequently, the average decoding time
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can be lowered substantially if low-weight errors are dominant on the transmission
channel.
A decoding algorithm, however, should not be judged by its speed alone. Also
its residual error rate after decoding is of prime importance. If just a few errors
occur during transmission, then the transmitted codeword will be retrieved from the
received word. If many errors occur, then the decoding algorithm either fails, that is,
it reports that it cannot decode properly, or it makes a miscorrection, i.e., it decodes
the received word to a word different from the transmitted one. Since in many
applications, a miscorrection has more detrimental consequences than a decoding
failure, it is of great practical importance to keep the miscorrection probability as
low as possible.
It turns out that the increase in speed of the modified Berlekamp-Massey (mBM)
algorithm is paid for by an increase in miscorrection probability. In the next section,
we describe the mB:VI algorithm, giving the quite natural derivation from [1]. We
describe the set of error patterns that are decoded by the mBM algorithm for a given
BCH code in terms of sets of error patterns that are decoded by the BerlekampMassey (BM) algorithm for related BCH codes. In the final section, we discuss the
impact of our results on miscorrection probabilities, with a strong emphasis on ReedSolomon codes. The increase in miscorrection probability has serious consequences if
the number of corrected errors is used as an indication of the reliability of a decoded
word, as in multi-stage decoding of product codes or concatenated codes.

5.2

The modified Berlekamp-Massey algorithm
and its basic properties

In this section, we introduce the notation to be used
this chapter. We give a
derivation of the mBM-algorithm due to [1] and discuss its basic properties.
q be a prime power and let aEGF(qm). Let n be such that 1,a, a 2 , •.. , an- 1
are different. Let Cs denote the (shortened) BCH code oflength n over GF(q) whose
words have a, a 2, ••• , as as zeroes, so

n-1

ck.=

{(co, c1, ... Cn-1) E (GF(q)t

I 2:: CiO:'ij = 0,

1::; j::; s}.

i=O

The BCH bound implies that Cs has minimum distance at least s+ 1; hence t errors
L~J.
can be corrected, where t
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Suppose cECs has been transmitted and r=c+e has been received. The j-th
syndrome sj equals

sj

=

n-1

n-1

i=O

i=O

z::: riaij L

eia:ij, 1 ~ j ~ s.

Let e have e non-zeroes, say in the positions i 1 , i 2 , ... ie. The error locator polynomial
cr is defined as
e
e

a(x) =

rru- a:iix) = L:crjxi.

j=l

j=O

So the error locations correspond to the inverses of the zeroes of a.
The well-known Berlekamp-Massey(BM) algorithm is an efficient iterative procedure for finding the characteristic polynomial A of a linear feedback shift register
of minimum length L that generates S 1 , S 2 .•. , S 5 • If at most t errors occurred,
then A is a scalar multiple of a; in that case, L=deg(A) [3, Sec. 7.4]. The following
pseudo-Pascal description of the BM algorithm is a slight modification of [3, Fig.
7.5]: we allows to be odd and, wishing only to correct tor less errors, we reject the
output A if its degree is more than t.
A(x) := 1; r := 0; L := 0; B(x)
while r < s do
begin r := r + 1; ~r := I:J=o AjSr-ji
if ~r = 0
then B(x) := xB(x);
else begin T(x)
A(x) ~rxB(x);
if 2L:::; r 1
then begin B(x) := ~; 1 A(x);A(x) := T(x);L := r - L
end
else begin A(x) := T(x); B(x) := xB(x)
end
end
end;
if ( (deg( A) =!= L) or (L > t) ) then halt: too many errors;
\Ve repeat the motivation for the mBM algorithm from [1]. Let Lr denote the value
of L in the BM algorithm after iteration r (so L0 =0 and Ls is the final value of L ).
Suppose r is such that Lr+t ~ r (the existence of such an r is proved in Lemma 5.2.1
below). If ~j=O for all j ~ r 1, then the final output is already obtained after
iteration r. On the other hand, suppose not all discrepancies ~j, j ~ r + 1, equal
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zero. Let j ~ r + 1 be minimal such that ~rrfO. Then
Lr :::; r- t and
so 2Lj-l :::; (r- 2t) + r :::; r ::s; j-1. Hence, Lj = j
~ j
(r- t) ~ t + 1.
Consequently,
:_: : Li ~ t 1 and hence more than t errors occurred.
So if r~Lr +t, then either· the correct error locator polynomial has been obtained, or
at least t+1 errors occurred. This key observation from [1] (phrased and obtained in

another, less direct way in [2]), implies that stopping the BM algorithm as soon as
r ~Lr + t, retrieves the correct error locator polynomial if at most terrors occurred.
The mBM algorithm for decoding Cs is obtained from the BM algorithm for decoding
Cs by stopping earlier: the condition "r < s" is replaced by the condition "r <L+t".
For the sake of completeness, we prove the following lemma.
Lemma 5.2.1 There is an index r such that r

~

Lr

+ t.

Proof If s :_: : Ls t, then we can chooser s. If, on the other hand, s ::SLs + t - 1,
let r ::S s be such that Lr #Lr+l=Ls. Then
= r + 1-Lr and so Lr =
r + 1-L8 ::S r (s- t) :::; r- t. 0

If the output A of the mBM algorithm has degree L, then only L+t syndromes
have been used; so we might as well have used
the BCH code with zeroes
2
a, a , ... , aL+t. This observation immediately implies the following theorem.
Theorem 5.2.2 Let A be a polynomial of degree
LfJ, and letrEGF(qr. The
mBM algorithm for Cs, applied to r, has A as output if and only if the BM algorithm
for CL+t, when applied tor, has A as output.

5.3

Consequences for miscorrection probability

Suppose that the BM algorithm for Cs finds a purported error locator polynomial
A of degree at most t = l~J. For decoding the received word to a word from C 8 , it
is necessary and sufficient that the following conditions are satisfied:
(A) A has deg(A) different zeroes in { a-i I 0 ::s; i :::; n- 1}, and
(B) Forney's formula for error evaluation [3, Thm. 7.5.2] finds non-zero values in
GF(q) in all zeroes of A.
Now suppose we use the mBM algorithm for C 8 , find a purported error locator
polynomial A of degree e :::; t and conditions (A) and (B) are satisfied. After
subtracting the error vector with the error values obtained by Forney's algorithm,
we obtain a word c. The same word c would have been obtained if we had decoded
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with the BM algorithm for Ce+h so c is a word from Ce+t· However) c should of
course only be accepted if it is in C8 !
We work out how this undesirable aspect of the mBM algorithm, i.e. producing
outputs that are no words from C 8 , influences miscorrection probabilities. We focus
on Reed-Solomon codes. 1 It has been shown [4, 5, 6] that, under quite general
conditions on the transmission channel, the probability that an error pattern of
weight at least d- r is at distance r from an [n, n d 1, d] code over GF(q) is at
most
(

~) / (q _

1) d-l-r.

(5.1)

If q is large compared to d, the upper bound (5.1) is quite sharp [7, 6], so we will
use it as an approximation for the miscorrection probability.
Suppose that the BM algorithm is applied for C2t, combined with checking (A) and
(B). An approximation for the probability that e errors are (mis)corrected, given
that more than t errors occurred, is given by (5.1) with r e and d = 2t + 1, i.e.,
by
1) 2t-e. Now suppose we apply the mBM algorithm for C 2t and combine
it with checking (A) and (B). If o::; e < t, then all error patterns at distance e from
Ce+t are corrected. So the probability that e errors are (mis)corrected, given that
more than terrors occurred, is approximately (:)/(q l)t, i.e. (q 1y-e times as
large as with the BM algorithm!
The overall miscorrection probability with the EM-algorithm combined with (A)
and (B), given that at least t 1 errors occurred, is approximated by

(;)/(q

1

( q - 1)2t

(n)

~ e (q t

1) e

•

With the mBM algorithm, combined with (A) and (B), the corresponding miscorrection probability is approximated by

For reasonable values of n,q and t, both approximations are close to (~)/(q
so the overall miscorrection probabilities do not differ very much.
1

-ll,

For the more general case of BCH codes, much less can be said; for example, for obtaining
bounds on the probability that a received word happens to be a codeword, bounds on the dimension
of BCH codes are required to be a codeword, bounds on the dimension of BCH codes are required.
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However, the number e of symbols altered by the mBM algorithm only gives a
weak indication of the reliability of the decoding result (the upper bound equals
(:)f(q -1)t). This is markedly in contrast to the BM-case, where the upper bound
equals (;)/(q- 1) 2 t-e, i.e., strongly increasing in e. Application of the mBM algorithm may yield serious problems if decoding results in which a few changes were
made are interpreted as being much more reliable than decoding results differing
in many positions from the received word. This may be the case in multi-stage
decoding of product codes or, more generally, of concatenated codes, where we may
wish to erase symbols in the outer code if the inner decoder observed many errors.
Moreover, if e symbols were altered, then a miscorrection with the EM-algorithm
can only take place if at least (s + 1 - e) errors occurred. If Ce+t has a word of
weight e+t+1 (as happens with Reed-Solomon codes), then the mBM algorithm can
already produce such a miscorrection with only t+ 1 errors on the channel. (Indeed,
words of weight t+ 1 at
let c be a word of Ce+t of weight e + t + 1. There are (
distance e from c, and the mBM algorithm decodes each such word to c.) This observation implies that Forney's Generalized Minimum Distance Decoding algorithm
[8], applied to decoding concatenated codes [9] or product codes [10], in general does
not decode up to half the minimum distance if we use the mBM algorithm instead
of the BM algorithm for decoding the constituent codes.

e+!+l)

Remark. Literally a few hours before posting the final version of this paper, the
authors became aware of [11]. In this reference, Sarwate and Morrison obtain our
Theorem 1. They find similar theorems for decoding with the Euclidean algorithm
(also obtained independently by the present authors) and for decoding with the
Peterson-Gorenstein-Zierler algorithm. The consequences for miscorrection probabilities obtained in Section 3 of the present paper seem to be new, especially the fact
that the number of purported errors is no longer a measure for the reliability of the
decoder's output.
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Chapter 6.

Good linear block codes

In this chapter we describe some good block codes, that is, codes with large minimum
distance, given their length and dimension. Most binary codes were described earlier
[1, 2, 3] and were at that time best known [4], [5]. vVe have grouped the codes in
different sections, according to the way in which they were constructed.
Nowadays, there is a readily accessible electronic database of bounds for linear block
codes over the binary, ternary and quaternary fields [6]. Now that benchmarking
is possible, we applied the constructions for quaternary codes and obtained good
quaternary codes as well. All quaternary codes are new as compared to [6].
In the final section, we compile the parameters of the obtained codes, mention where
the binary codes were published first, and compare with the most recent bounds.

6.1

The Blokh-Zyablov construction

We describe a construction due to Blokh and Zyablov ([7]). In fact, our description
was inspired by Zinov'ev ([8]; see also [9, Ch. 18, Sec. 8]), who generalized this
construction. vVe will call this construction the Blokh~Zyablov construction, or the
BZ construction, for short. The codes so obtained will be called Blokh-Zyablov
codes, or BZ codes. 1 The description we present here makes use of a generator
matrix rather than of systems of embedded codes. It describes a wider class of codes
than [7], but a smaller class of codes than [8].
1

In literature, BZ codes also go under the names "generalized concatenated codes'' and "multilevel codes".
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Let G beak x N matrix of rank k with entries from GF(q).
For i=1,2, ... ,r, let Bi be an (n, IBil,di) code over GF(qa;) and let Wi : GF(qa;) ~
(GF(q))a; be a bijection. Finally, suppose that 2::~= 1 ai = k.

Definition. For i=1,2, ... ,r, the i-th block of a k x l matrix is the ai x l sub matrix
consisting of the rows numbered by the elements of {j I 2:::~~ as < j :.s; 2:::= 1 as}·
Definition. For i=1,2, ... ,r, let xi E(GF(qa;))n.
The k x n matrix M(x 1,... ,xr) is the matrix whose i-th block corresponds to xi.
That is, if Xi=(xi 1,... ,xin), then for each jE{1, ... , n }, the j-th column of the i-th
block of M(x1, ... ,xr) is (wi(Xij)f.
The N X n matrix C(x1, ... ,xr) is defined by C(x1, ... ,xr) := GTM(x1, ... ,xr ).
After these introductory definitions we are able to define the Blokh-Zyablov code Z.
Codewords of Z are written as N x n matrices.

Definition. The code Z is defined by Z := {C(b 1,... , br) I hiEBi, 1 :.s; i :.s; r}.
Clearly, the code z has length nN and rr~=11 Bi I words. Furthermore, if for each
iE{1, ... , r }, Bi is a linear code of dimension ki and Wi is a GF(q)-linear function,
(that is, wi(aa + bf3) =a· wi(a) + b · wi(f3) for all a, b EGF(q) and a, {JEGF(qa;)),
then Z is a linear code of dimension 2::~= 1 aiki· In view of this last property, we
always assume that for each iE{1, ... , r }, Wi is GF(q)-linear. In fact, in order that
Z is linear, it is sufficient that each code Bi is GF(q)-linear, that is, ac+bd should be in
Bi whenever c and dare in Bi and a,b are in GF(q). The theory of GF(q)-linear codes is
much less developed than the theory of linear codes (interesting references are [10]) and
[11 ]), and in the sequel we will take all codes Bi linear.
To give a lower bound on the minimum distance of Z, we need the following
definition.

Definition. The code generated by the last (r- i + 1) blocks of G is denoted
by Ai, that is, Ai := {mG I mE (GF(q))k,m1=0 if 1::::; j :.s; 2::~~~ as}·
The minimum distance of Ai will be denoted by ei.

Theorem 6.1.1 The minimum distance d(Z) of Z satisfies:
d(Z)'?_ min{ diei 11 :.s; i :.s; r} [7], [8], [9, Ch. 18, Thm. 14].
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Proof. Let X=C(b 1,... ,br) E Z, Y=C(cl, ... ,cr) E Z such that X#Y. Let i be
such that bj = Cj if 1~ j ~ i - 1 and hi # ci. Because d(bi,ci)~ di, M(b 1,... ,br)
and M(c 1,... ,cr) have at least di non-identical columns, whence X-Y contains at
least di non-zero columns. Because all columns of X-Y are codewords from Ai, each
non-zero column of X-Y has weight at least ei, so d(X,Y)~ diei. D
Example 6.1.2 Take q = 2, r = 3,a1=a 2 =3,a3=1.
I

Let G:=

11000000
10100000
10010000
10111000
11010100
11100010

. We have that e1=2, e2 =4 and e3=8.

11111111
Let B1 be a [9,4,6] doubly extended RS-code over GF(8), let B 2 be a [9,7,3] doubly
extended RS-code over GF(8) and let B3 be the binary [9,8,2] even weight code.
The BZ construction yields a binary linear code Z of length 8·9=72 and dimension
3·4 + 3·7 + 1·8= 41. The minimum distance of Z is at least equal to min{2·6, 4·3,
8·2}=12.
Example 6.1.3 Take q = 2, r = 3, a 1=a3=1 and a 2 =2.

1000
Let G:=

1100
1010
1111

Let 1~ j ~ 5. Let B1 be the binary [30- j, 1, 30- j] code, let B2 be a [30- j, 15- j, 12]
code over GF(4) (obtained by shortening the [30,15,12] extended QR code [12])
and let B3 be a binary [30 - j, 19 - j, 6] code (obtained, for example, from the
[31,20,6] BCH code with zeroes 1,a and a 3 , where a is primitive in GF(32)). The

BZ construction yields a [120 - 4j, 50 - 3j, 24] code.
For j = 5, we can do better, as a binary [24,14,6] code exists ([13]). Therefore B3
may be chosen such that each of its words ends in a zero. This implies that for each
h1EB1, hzEBz, b3EB3 we have that (M(b 1, h 2 , b 3 )) 4 ,25 = 0 and consequently that
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(C(b 1 , b 2 , b 3 )) 4 ,25

0. Deleting this position in all words of Z, we find a binary

[99,35,24] code.
Taking for B1 the binary [24,1,24] code, for B2 a quaternary [24,9,12] code and for
B3 a binary [24,14,6] code, a [96,33,24] code is found.
Example 6.1.4 Take
100000

110000
101000
Let G =
1aa100
aa1010
111111
Taking for
a [12,1,12] code, for B2 a [12,7,6] RS code over GF(16), for B3 a
[12,10,3] code and for B4 a [12,11,2] code, we obtain a (72,46,12] code. Taking
[17,4,12], [17,12,6], [17,15,3] and [17,16,2] codes, we obtain a [102,74,12] code.
Finally, taking [17,13,4], [17,16,2], [17,17,1] and [17,17,1] codes, we obtain a [102,96,4]
code.

6.2

Shortening and puncturing of codes

Let C be an [n, k, d] code. Shortening C in a set J of positions is the process of taking
all words of C that have zeroes in all positions of .J, followed by discarding these
positions. Clearly, the resulting code C(J) has length n- IJI, minimum distance at
least d, is linear and has dimension at least k- IJI. The inequality may be strict.
Suppose, for example, that .J is the support of a word b from C_t_, the dual of C,
that
J
{jl bi 0}. Then for every word cEC we have
n

0

= LbjCj
j=l

So every word of C that has IJI 1 zeroes in .J, automatically has zeroes in all
positions of J, so dim(C(J))2: k- IJI
. Taking for J the support of a word of C_t_
of minimum weight, we obtain the following theorem, known as "Construction Y1"
[9, Ch. 18, Sec. 9].
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Theorem 6.2.1 If the dual of an [n, k, d] code has minimum distance d.L, then there
exists an [n d.L, k d.L 1] code with minimum distance at least d.
Puncturing a code C in set J of positions is the process of discarding all symbols
from J from all words of C. In general, the minimum distance of the punctured code
is !Jiless than the minimum distance of C. Sometimes the reduction of the minimum
distance is less.

Theorem 6.2.2 Let C be a binary [n, k, d] code, d ~ 3. If the dual code C.L contains
a word of weight 3, then there exists a binary [n- 3, k] code with minimum distance
at least d- 2.
Proof. We assume without loss of generality that 0 ... 0111EC.L. All words of C
end in 000, 110, 101 or 011. By deleting the three final positions of each word of C,
an [n - 3, k] code is obtained with minimum distance at least d 2. D
We want to apply these theorems to a BZ-code. The following theorem states
the existence of words of certain weight in the dual of a BZ-code Z.

Theorem 6.2.3 Suppose the matrix G has theforrn G = [

~ ~ ]• where 0 denotes

the (k - ar) x a,. all-zero matrix and I denotes the a,. x a,. identity matrix. Suppose
B/: contains a word x such that
GF(q) for j = 1, ... , n. The the Nxn matrix D
with bottom row x and zeroes elsewhere is a word of weight wt(x) in z.L.

Proof. For bl EBI,· .. ,brEBn we partition M=M(bl,. .. ,br) into [
M(l)

and

We have

M( 2 )
T

l[ l [

l

z~~~ l) where

are a (k - ar) x n matrix and an ar x n matrix, respectively.
_

G M -

[ pT

0

QT

I

M(l)
NJ(2)

pTM(l)

QTM(2)

M(2)

·

Let .A1P) denote the i-th column of Af(Z). Because 0=2:?= 1 xi(br)i and Wr is GF(q)linear, we have that O=Wr(O) = Wr(I:i=I Xi(br)i)
I:i=l XiWr((br )i) = 2:~ 1 xiMi(Z).
Combination of these two observations shows that D and GT A1 are orthogonal. As
b 1 ,. .. ,br were chosen arbitrarily, this implies that DEZ.L. D

Example 6.2.4 Let q = 2, a 1 =3 and
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Let G:=

10111000
11010100
11100010
11111111

. We have that e1=4 and that

Let B 1 be a [10,3,8] code over GF(8) and take for B 2 a binary [10,5,4] code. The
BZ construction yields a binary [80,14,32] code Z. We wish that Zj_ has a word of
small weight, which surely is so if Bf has a word of small weight. To obtain this,
we take for B2 the [10,5,4] generated by the matrix G 2 =(I I P), where I is the 5 x 5
11100
11010
identity matrix, and P:= 00111 . As the sum of the first and second column of
01011
01101
G 2 equals its sixth column, the word (1,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0) is in Bf. According to
Theorem 6.2.3, this implies that Zj_ has a word of weight 3, and so, according to
Theorem 6.2.2, a [77,14,30] code exists.
Example 6.2.5 This is a continuation of Example 6.2A We now choose for B2
01110
10110
the binary [10,5,4] code with generator matrix (I!P), where P := 11010 . As the

11100
11111
fifth column of G 2 equals its tenth column, Bf has a word of weight two and so,
according to Theorem 6.2.3, Zj_ has a word of weight two. Theorem 6.2.1 implies
that there exists an [80-2=78,14-(2-1 )=13,32] code.
Let us consider Z more closely. Its codewords are 8x 10 matrices. Let M be a matrix
in Z. All its columns are in A1 , the code generated by G; in particular, the rightmost
column is in A1 • As a 2 +a3 +a4 +a8 =0 for each aEAb we have
1\1!2 ' 10 + M3 ' 10 + M4 ' w + 1\Js ' 10 = 0.

Ms,5

Afs,w·

(6.1)

(6.2)
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The set S of matrices LEZ with L3 ,10 =L 4 ,10 =L 8 ,10 =0 has at least IZI/2 3
elements. If 1\1 is in S, then, from (1) and (2), 1\12 ,1 0 = M8 ,5 =0. By deleting
the positions from U:={(2,10),(3,10),(4,10),(8,5),(8,10)} from the matrices inS, we
obtain a [75,11,32] code.
Next, we consider the set T of matrices LEZ for which L8 ,10 =0; T has 213 elements. If 1W. is in T, then, from (1) and (2), 1\18 ,5 = 1\18 ,10 = 0 .M2 ,w+l\13,10 +1\14,10·
Consequently, j\12 ,10 , 1\t/3 ,10 and ~1\14 , 10 are not all equal to one, so a matrix in T has at
most two ones in the positions from U. So by deleting the positions from U from the
matrices in T, a [75,13] code is obtained with minimum distance at least 32~2=30.

6.3

Lengthening of codes

Construction X [9, Ch. 18, Sec. 7] adds tails to codewords in order to increase the
minimum distance. In the case of linear codes, which we consider here, it is easy
to explain. Let C 1 and C2 be an [n, k1 , dt] code and an [n, k2 , d 2] code, respectively,
such that C 1 cC 2 . There is a generator matrix G for C2 such that its k1 top rows
generate C 1 ; the matrices consisting of the k1 top rows and the k2 k 1 bottom rows
of G, respectively, are denoted by G 1 and G 2 . Let U be a generator matrix for an
[m, k2

k1 , d 1

-

d 2 ] code C 3 • Now we consider the matrix V

(

~~ ~).

Any

non-zero linear combination of the k1 top rows of V has weight at least d1 . Any
linear combination of rows of V including at least one non-zero multiple of the k2 - k1
bottom rows has weight at least d 2 in the leftmost n postions, and weight at least
d 1 - d2 in the rightmost m postions; hence the weight is at least d1 . Consequently,
V generates an [n + m, k2 ] code with minimum distance at least d 1 .
Example 6.3.1 Take for C 1 the [85,17,29] code that is the dual of the binary cyclic
[85,69] code with zeroes 1,ci and a 9 , where a is a primitive 85-th root of unity,

and take for C2 its [85,16,32] even weight subcode (see [14], line with code "006").
Taking for C3 the [3,1,3] code, we obtain an [88,17,32] code.
Similarly, take for C 1 the binary cyclic [91,51,14] code with zeroes 1,p, p3 , p9 and p 13
([14], code "007'') and for C 2 the [91,54,12] code with zeroes 1, p, p3 and p9 ([14],
code "207"), where, of course, p is a primitive 91-st root of unity. Taking for C 3 the
[4,3,2] code, a [95,54,14] code is obtained.
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Example 6.3.2 Let a be primitive in GF(64). We define A 6 as the cyclic code
of length 63 over GF( 4) with zeroes a, a 2, ... , a 6 - 2 , and B as the cyclic code over
6

GF( 4) with length 63 and zeroes 1,a, a 2, ... , a 6 - 2 . By the BCH bound, the minimum
distances of A 6 and B6 are at least 8- 1 and 8, respectively. Vie define the code D6
as
62
D6 ={(co, c1, ... , c62,
ci) I (co, ell ... , c62) E A6}·

L

i=O

The minimum distance of D 6 is at least 6. Indeed, let c=(c0 , c1, ... , c6s) E D 0 ,
c:f:O. If c63 =0, then (c0 , CIJ ... , c62 ) E B 15 , and so wt(c);:: 6. If c63
0, then
wt(c)= 1 + wt(c0 ,ciJ ... ,c62 );:: 6, as (c0 ,c1 , ... ,c62 ) E A6. Table 6.3.2lists the
dimension k of D6. In [15] and [16], the codes D6 were lengthened with codes with

0

k
3 60
4
57
6
54
7 51
8 48
10 45
·n
~ 42

0
12
14
15
16
22
23
24

k
39
36
33
30
27
26
23

k
27 20
28 17
31 14
32 11
43 8
44 7
48 4
8

Table 6.1: Dimension k of D15

minimum distance one and good codes were obtained 2. We will extend with codes
with minimum distance exceeding one and only mention examples yielding codes
unknown in [6]. The suffix codes can be found in [6].
The [64,45,10] code D 10 is a subcode of the [64,48,8] code D 8 • Extending using
a [4,3,2] code, we obtain a [68,48,10] code. We denote this by D 10 CD8 , [4,3,2] =?
[68,48,10]. Similarly, the following codes are obtained.
D14CD12, [4,3,2] => [68,39,14]; D 22 CDt 5 , [12,6,6] => [76,33,21]; D22CD1s, [14,6,7] =>
[78,33,22]; D22CD16, [6,1,6] => [70,28,22]; D22CD16, [9,3,6] => [73,30,22]; D24CD22,
2

Moreover, for small 8, D 15 was lengthened, by adding columns to an explicit parity check matrix,
with the aid of a computer. In this way, a [70,57,7] code and a [126,116,5] code were obtained in
[15], and a (82,73,5] code and [93,81,6] code in [16].
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[5,4,2] =?- [69,27;24]; D21CD2 4 , [5,3,3] =?- (69,23,27]; D 21CD23, (10,6,4] =?- (74,26,27];
D31 cD21,

[10,6,4] =?- [74,20,31].

A more sophisticated method for code lengthening is proposed in [17]. The idea is
to use a linear unequal error protection code ([18],[19]) as suffix code. Before giving
our own description of the linear case of [17], we require two definitions.
Definition Let G be a matrix over GF(q) with k rows. For i
define the numbers si(G) and di(G) by

si(G) = min{wt(mG) I mE (GF(q))\ mi
di(G)

min{ wt(mG) I mE (GF(q))k, m

#

0 and

# 0},

mj

1, 2 ... , k, we

and

= 0 for 1 ::; j < i - 1.}.

Here, as usual, wt(x) denotes the (Hamming) weight of the vector x. The vector
(s 1 (G), s 2 (G), ... , sk(G)) is known as the separation vector of the matrix G [18, 19].
Theorem 6.3.3 Let G 1 be a generator matrix for an [n, k] code, and let G2 be a
k x m matrix. The minimum distance of the [n + m, k J code C with generator matrix
G- (G1 I G2) is at least min{di(G1) + si(G2) 11::; i::; k}.
Proof. Let c=mG be a non-zero word in C. Let i be the minimal index for which
mi
0. By definition, mG 1 has weight at least di( G 1 ) and mG 2 has weight at least
si(G 2 ), and so the weight of cis at least d.i(G 1 ) + si(G2 ). D
Example 6.3.4 Let C 1 be the binary cyclic [63,36,11] code with zeroes a, a 3 , a 5 , a 7
and a 9 . Let C 2 be the binary cyclic (63,39,9] code with zeroes a, a 3 , a 5 and a 7 .
Finally, let C3 be the binary cyclic [63,45,7] code with zeroes a, a 3 and a 5 . (For all
these codes, the minimum distance equals the designed distance [20, App. D].)
As C 1 cC 2 cC 3 , there exists a 45x63 generator matrix G for C3 whose last 36 rows
generate C 1 and whose last 39 rows generate C 2 . Let A be the 43x63 matrix obtained
if1<i<4
7
by deleting the first two rows of G. We have that di(A) ~
9
if 5 ::; i ::; 7
{

11 if i ~ 9.
Let B be a 7x 11 matrix with separation vector (4,4,4,4,2,2,2) ([21]), and let G2

be the 43xll matrix obtained by placing 36 all-zero rows below B. Clearly, G 2
has separation vector (4,4,4,4,2,2,2,0, ... , 0). According to Theorem 6.3.3, the code
generated by (AIG 2 ) is a [74,43] code with minimum distance at least 11.

81
Example 6.3.5 For lengthening some codes D 8 from Example 7 and Table 6.3.2,

we will use a quaternary 6x8 matrix G 2 with separation vector (3,3,3,2,2,2), for
000
A
000
000
, where A generates a [5,3,3] code.
00001 100
00001 010
00001 001
We have that D 10 C D 8 C D 7 ; the parameters of the codes are [64,45,10], [64,48,8]
and [64,51,7], respectively. So there exists a 51x64 matrix G such that
7 if 1 < i < 3
example [1] the matrix G2 =

di (G) ~

if 4 ~ i ~ 6
10 if i > 7
Extending with G 2 (extended with 45 all-zero rows), we obtain a [72,51,10] code.
Similarly, from D 8 , D 10 and D 11 , a [72,48,11] code is obtained; D 11 , D 12 and D 14
produce a [72,42,14] code; D 12 , D 13 and D 15 produce a [72,39,15] code; D 23 , D 24
and D 27 produce a [72,26,26] code; and from D 27 , D 28 and D 31 , a [72,20,30] code is
obtained.
{

8

Example 6.3.6 Let V generate a [11,3,7] code, and let G 2 be the 4x12 matrix
0
given by G 2 = (
V
) . Clearly, G 2 has separation vector (7,7,7,1). With
00 ... 0 1
D1 6 , D22, D 23 and G2, a [76,30,23] code is obtained.

T

Example 6.3.7 Let T generate a [6,3,4] code, and let G 2

Clearly, G 2 has separation vector (4,4,4,1,1,1).
[73,23,28] code is obtained.

With D 24 , D 27 ,

0
0 ... 0 100
0 ... 0 010
0 ... 0 001
D 28 and G 2 , a
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Summary of the results

In this section, we list the codes described in this chapter. In fact, we have two lists,
one for binary codes, and one for quaternary codes.
The column headed by 'Ex.' shows the number of the example in this chapter in
which the code in question was constructed. The column headed by 'Ref.' shows
where the codes appeared earlier. This column is absent for the list with quaternary
codes, as all these codes are new. The column headed by 'Comment' shows in four
cases improvements obtained after earlier publication of our codes; in all other cases,
our codes still are best. The number in the column headed by Ub is the upper bound
from [6] on the minimum distance of a code with length and dimension as depicted
in the leftmost column. With quaternary codes, in the column 'Bounds' the upper
and lower bounds from [6] are depicted. If there is only one number, it is the upper
bound, as our code has already been incorporated in [6].
[n,k,d]
72,41,12
74,43,11
75,11,32
75,13,30
77,14,30
78,13,32
88,17,32
95,54,14
96,33,24
99,35,24
104,38,24
108,41,24
112,44,24
116,47,24
120,50,24

Ex.

Ref.

6.1.2
6.3.5
6.2.55
6.2.5
6.2.4
6.2.5
6.3.1
6.3.1
6.1.3
6.1.3
6.1.3
6.1.3
6.1.3
6.1.3
6.1.3

[1, 2, 8]
[1, 2]
[3]
[3]
[1, 2]
[1, 2]
new
new
[1, 2, 22]
[1, 2]
[1, 2, 22]
[1, 2, 22]
[1, 2, 22]
[1, 2, 22]
[1, 2, 22]

Comment

Ub

[76,12,32] exists [6]

14
14
32
32
32

[79,16,30] exists [6]

[117,49,24] exists [23]
[117,49,24] exists [23]

33
36
18
30
30
31
32
32
32
32

Table 6.2: Binary codes constructed in this chapter

Acknowledgement I thank Andries Brouwer for sending me [15] and [16], which
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encouraged me to work on extensions of quaternary codes.

[n,k,d]
68,39,14
68,48,10
69,23,27
69,27,24
70,28,22
72,20,30
72,26,26
72,39,15
72,42,14
72,46,12
72,48,11
72,51,10
73,23,28
73,30,22
74,20,31
74,26,27
76,30,23
76,33,21
78,33,22
90,39,24
96,44,24
102,96,4
102,49,24
102,74,12

Ex.
Bounds
6.3.2 13-22
6.3.2 9-14
6.3.2 25-34
6.3.2 23-31
6.3.2 20-31
6.3.5 28-39
6.3.5 24-34
6.3.5 24
6.3.5 13-22
6.1.4 11-19
6.3.5 17
6.3.5 9-15
6.3.7 25-37
6.3.2 20-32
6.3.2 29-40
6.3.2 24-36
6.3.6 22-34
6.3.2 20-32
6.3.2 21-33
6.1.4 23-37
6.1.4 23-38
6.1.4 3-4
6.1.4 23-38
6.1.4 11-19

Table 6.3: Quaternary codes constructed in this chapter
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7.0

Chapter 7.

Constructions and Properties of Block
Codes for Partial-Response Channels

Abstract- We report on block coding techniques for partial-response channels with
transfer (1 Dm), m = 1, 2, .... We consider various constructions of block codes

with prescribed minimum Euclidean distance. Upper and lower bounds to the size of
a code with minimum squared Euclidean distance greater than unity are furnished.
A table is presented of cardinalities of codes of small length with prescribed minimum
squared Euclidean distance.
Keywords: spectral null code, recording code, partial-response channel
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Chapter 7

Introduction

Partial-response (PR) channels can be fruitfully used to model certain magnetic
and optical recording channels. A great variety of partial response channels has
been described. In this correspondence, we will specifically consider the simplest
PR channel that can be described by the transfer function (1 =t= Dm), m = 1, 2, ... ,
where Dis the unit-delay operator. Coding techniques for improving the reliability
of digital transmission over noisy partial response channels have received increasing
attention in the literature [1 J, [2], [3], [4]. Wolf and Ungerboeck [1] showed that
conventional Hamming distance codes can be transformed, using a simple precoding
operation, into codes that exhibit Euclidean distance. Karabed and Siegel [2] showed
that Euclidean distance properties can be improved by matching the spectral nulls
of both the power density function of the coded sequence and the partial response
channel. Hole and Ytrehus [3] optimized the generator polynomials of convolutional
codes with respect to Euclidean distance properties. Immink [4] considered the
concatenation of Hamming distance improving codes and de-balanced codes.
Given the complexity of the Euclidean distance measure, it is not a trivial task to
find code sets with prescribed minimum distance. Useful tables that list the (upper
or lower bound to the) maximum cardinality of code sets with prescribed minimum
Hamming distance have been published [5]. Similar tables for codes with prescribed
minimum Euclidean distance are not available.
After a section with preliminaries and definitions, we will proceed as follows.
The precoding technique for trellis codes from [1] is applied to block codes. The
distance properties of [2] will be shown to hold for code word sets with fixed, not
necessarily zero, moments as well. This offers the possibility to obtain code sets
larger than in [2]. A new construction, generalizing the concatenation scheme from
[4], will be given. It will be shown that, provided that n :=:; 10 or n = 12, the set of
words of minimum disparity is maximal, i.e. addition of a single word to the given
set will reduce the minimum Euclidean distance. For n = 11 and n 2:: 13, it will be
shown that certain codewords having a constraint on the maximum runlength can
be used to enlarge the set of words of minimum disparity without reduction of the
minimum Euclidean distance. Upper and lower bounds to the size of codes with
minimum squared Euclidean distance greater than unity will be furnished. We end
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with listing, for small code lengths, the maximum cardinality of sets achieving a

given minimum Euclidean distance.

7. 2

Preliminary

Let u = (u 1 , ... , un) and v = (v1 , ... , vn) be two n-tuples over <I> = { -1, 1}. Define
the difference vector e = (e 1 , ... , en+m) for the PR channel with transfer function
(1

+ aDm), m

= 1, 2, ... , and a= =F1, as

(7.1)

By convention, the undeclared variables are set to unity. The squared Euclidean
distance d~,m (u, v) between u and v pertaining to the PR channel with transfer
function (1 + aDm), m = 1, 2, ... , a= =F1, is defined by
1 n+m

d~m(u, v) =-Lei.
,
8 i=l

(7.2)

The normalization constant, 1/8, has been chosen such that the minimum distance
between distinct n-tuples equals unity. Obviously, the components of e are in {-4,-

2,0,2,4}. Their sum is a multiple of four, as

n+m
n+m
n+m
n
Lei= L (ui- vi) + a· L (ui-m- Vi-m)= (1 +a) l:(ui- vi)·
i=l

i=l

i=l

i=l

Consequently, ei = ±2 for an even number of indices i and hence d~,m as defined in
(7.2) is an integer.
It is well known [2] that sets of words with certain distance properties for the (1 +aD)
channel can be transformed into corresponding sets for the (1 + aDm) channel,
m = 2, 3, ... by an m-fold interleaving operation. Sets matched to the (1 - D)
channel can be transformed to sets matched to the (1 +D) channel by negating the

odd (or even) numbered symbols of all their words. To that end, let u and v be two
n-tuples found by negating the odd numbered elements of then-tuples u and v, i.e.
ui = (-1)iui and vi= (-1)ivi. After a simple substitution, we have
d~ll(u,
v) = di ,l(u, v).
,
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Consequently) we can without loss of generality concentrate on the (1- D) channel
-and we will do so. In order to reduce clerical work, we will write d2 (u, v) in lieu
of d~1,1 (u, v ).
The minimum squared Euclidean distance of S c <I>n, denoted by d~in (S), is
defined as the minimum d2 (u, v) between any pair of distinct u, v E S.
It is immediate that d2 ( u, v)
1 if u and v have Hamming distance 1. As a
consequence, any set whose minimum squared Euclidean distance exceeds one has
certain error correcting or detecting capabilities for the full response channel as well.

7.3

Coding Techniques

Three construction methods of block coding for the PR channel will be described.
The first method uses a precoding technique for transforming Hamming-distancebased codes into codes matched to the PR channel. The second method is based
on higher-order spectral null codes, and the third one employs a concatenation of a
code matched to the PR channel and a Hamming distance increasing code.

7.3.1

Precoding

In [1], a technique called precoding was used for transforming Hamming-distancebased convolutional codes into trellis codes matched to the 1 D channel. The
same technique can be fruitfully applied in conjunction with block codes. Indeed,
let c=(c1 ,c2 ,···,cn) E {0,1}n. First, cis precoded to the word c that has i-th
bit c1 c2 • • • EEl ci, where EB denotes modulo two addition. Subsequently, c is
transformed into c* by substituting -1 for 0. As in [1], one can show that for two
vectors c and d of length n with Hamming distance dH, we have
d 2 (c*,d*)

=

rd; 1+ 2·l{i E {1,2, ... ,n}

I Ci =

di

= 1 and cl EEl ... EEl Ci

dl

As a consequence, precoding a binary code C of minimum Hamming distance d
yields a code with d~in ~ r~l· If c is linear, equality holds.
If m and tare integers such that 2m- mt ~ 2, a primitive [2m- 1, k, d] BCH code
exists with k ~ 2m- mt- 1 and d ~ 2t + 1 [5, Ch. 9, Thm. 1]. Consequently, by
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choosing m sufficiently large, we find that for each fixed t, codes exist with d;,in 2:: t
and rates arbitrarily close to unity.

7.3.2

Spectral null codes

Karabed and Siegel [2] showed that Euclidean distance can be made by matching
the spectral nulls of both the power density function of the coded sequence and
the partial response channel. For the (1 -D) PR system at hand this means that
coded sequences with a spectral null at zero frequency may serve our purpose. In
this section, it will be shown that the idea above can be generalized. Let u
(u 1 , •.. ,un) E cpn_ The kth order moment, denoted by ]I;J(k), ofu is defined by
IVJ{k)

(7.3)

A word u = (u 11 ... , un) E <Pn is said to have a Kth order null at zero frequency [6]
if the first K + 1 moments are zero, i.e.,
Af(k)

0, for k

0, 1, ... , K.

(7.4)

The set of all Kth order spectral null words is denoted by S](. It is obvious that
SQ'
0 if and only if n is even, and it is well-known [6] that 51 0 only if n is
divisible by four. The relationship between the (non)-emptiness of S}( and n has
been explored by Roth et al. [7]. Karabed and Siegel [2] have shown, using results
from number theory, that the minimum Euclidean distance of S]( is bounded from
below by

(7.5)
As the number of codewords rapidly decreases with increasing order K, the practical
usefulness of higher-order spectral null codes rapidly declines with increasing K.
The proof of Equation (7.5) in [2] is based on the fact that for u , v E S](, the
difference vector e as defined by Equation (7.1) has K 2 zero moments, i.e.
n+l

L

i=l

iiei

0, for j

= 0, 1, ... , K

1.

(7.6)
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Table 7.1: Improved codes with constant moments

n ao al
size size for zero moments
a2
12 0 6
78
5
2
16 0 8 136
22
14
20 0 4 84
98
48
617
24 0 0 -12
592
28 0 2 58 4481
2886

With an elementary substitution it can be verified that Equation (7.6) also holds
for code sets consisting of words with non-zero, but fixed, moments, i.e. words that
satisfy
M(k)

= ak, for k = 0, 1, ... , K.

(7.7)

Consequently, the distance property Equation (7.5) also applies to sets of words of
fixed, not necessarily zero, moments. This result is of particular interest for values
of K and n for which the set of zero-moment words is empty.
For n=8, 12, 16, 20, and 24 we investigated by computer if the choice ak=O for
k
0, 1, ... , K in (7.7) maximizes the size of the codes. ForK = 1, this is indeed
the case. ForK= 2, however, improvements were found, as depicted in Table 7.1.
For comparison, we tabulated in the rightmost column the size of the code for all
moments equal to zero, a result taken from [8, Table 9.1]. For n = 12, 16 and 20, we
optimized over all triples (a0 , a 1 , a 2 ); for n = 24 and 28, we fixed a0 =0 and optimized
over all pairs (a 1 , a 2 ).

7.3.3

Concatenation

In [4], good codes for the 1 - D channel were constructed by a concatenation of binary random error correcting codes and the bi-phase code. This was accomplished by
simply replacing the symbols 0 and 1 in the error correcting code by the bi-phase
words 1,-1 and -1,1 respectively. In this section, we elaborate on the idea of concatenating an error correcting code and a code matched to the 1 D channel. Again,
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symbols from the error correcting code are replaced by codewords from the code
matched to the PR channeL After giving a more formal description, we will derive
a lower bound on the minimum squared Euclidean distance of the concatenated code.
Let C be a code of length m over a I P 1-ary alphabet A, and let 1/J be a one-to-one mapping from A to P. The code 7/J(C) is
defined as
Construction Let P

c

q,n.

Clearly, 7/J(C) is a code of length mn over <I> with ICI words. In order to give a
lower bound on d~in(1/l(C)), we require some simple results. We use the following
notation: if xE<l>n, say x=x1 ... Xn, and yE<l>m, say Y=Y1 ... Ym, then xyE q,n+m is
the vector x1 ... XnYl ... Ym·
Lemma 7 .3.1 Let a, bE q,n, and let u, vE q,m. Let x and y denote the vectors au
and bv, respectively. We have

Proof. By definition, we have
2

n+m+l

8d (x,y)

L

(xi-Yi-Xi-l+Yi-l?·

i=l

Splitting this summation, we obtain
n

8d2(x, y) = L(ai-bi-ai-1 +bi-1)

2 + (ul-vl-an+bn) 2 +

i=l

m+l

L (ui-Vi-Ui-1 +vi-1) 2

i=2

Corollary 7.3.2 Let a and b be vectors of equal length over <I>, and let x andy be
vectors of equal length over <I>. If u is a vector of length

~1

over <I>, then
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Proof. As au and bu end in the same symbol, Lemma 7.3.1 implies that d2 (aux, buy
d2 (au,bu) + d2 (x,y). Lemma 7.3.1 also implies that d2 (au,bu) d2 (a, b). D
Remarks.
Classical constructions for obtaining shorter codes from a given code include shortening and puncturing [5, Ch. 1, Sec. 9].
When shortening, one takes all words of a code that agree in a certain position and
subsequently discards this position. Clearly, shortening does not decrease the minimum Hamming distance of a code. Lemma 7.3.1 implies that shortening a code in
its first or final position does not decrease d~in· Combining it with Corollary 7.3.2,
we see that shortening in a position different from the first or final one decreases
d~nin by at most one. For example, if we shorten the code {111 1-1} in the second
position, d~in drops from 2 to 1.
When puncturing, one simply discards a certain position from all words of a code.
Clearly, puncturing decreases the minimum Hamming distance of a code by at most
one. Lemma 7.3.1 implies that puncturing a code in its first or final position may
result in a decrease of d~.in by two. Repeated application of Lemma 7.3.1 shows that
puncturing a code in a position different from the first or final one decreases d~in
by at most four. For example, consider the code C={1-11,-11-1}. If we puncture C
in its first or final position, d~in drops from 5 to 3; if we puncture C in its second
position, d~.in drops to L
By repeating codewords, the minimum Hamming distance of a code can be
doubled; the rate of the code of course halves. A similar result can be obtained
for d~in. Let C be a code of length n. Clearly, the code

JCI

words. It readily follows from Lemma 7.3.1 that d~in(D) E
{ 2d~in (C), 2d~in (C)+ 1}. So while the rate of the code halves, d~in at least doubles.

has length 2n and

Corollary 7.3.3 Fori

1, 2, ... , m, let xi and Yi be vectors over <P of equal length.

Ijx=x1x2 · · ·Xm andY

Y1Y2 · · ·Ym, then
m

m

L d (xi,Yi)- (m- 1) S d (x, y) S 2:d (x.i, yi) + (m
2

i=l

2

2

i=l

1).

1.3
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Proof. Lemma 7.3.1 implies that

2
2
d (x, y) 2:: d (x1 .. · Xm-1 1 Yl · · · Ym-1)
Iterating, we find that d2 ( x, y) ;::::
The other inequality follows in the same way.

+ d2(Xm, Ym)

- 1.

D

Theorem 7.3.4 Let x=x1x2 · · ·Xs and let Y=Y1Y2 · · ·Ys, where Xi and Yi are vectors over <P of equal length, and suppose that x=fy. Let I:={i I Xi =f Yi}· If k denotes
the minimum number of disjoint intervals (=sets of consecutive integers) in which
I can be partitioned, then

k

+I: [d (xi, Yi) 1] '5: d (x, y) ~ -k + L [d (xi, Yi) + 1] .
2

2

2

iEl

iEI

Proof. Let I be partitioned into the intervals I1 , I 2 , ... , h, where IiUij is not an
interval if i j. By x(j) we denote the vector consisting of the components xi with
i Eij. Corollary 7.3.2 implies that
k

d 2 (x, y)

L d2(x(j), yUl).
j=l

Application of Corollary 7.3.3 to d2 (x(j), y(j)) for j = 1, 2, ... , k proves the theorem.
D

With the previous results, we are in a position to give a bound on d:nin (1;0( C)).

Theorem 7.3.5 The minimum squared Euclidean distance of 1/J(C) is at least
1 + d(C)(d:nin(P)- 1), where d(C) is the minimum Hamming distance of C.
Proof. Let x andy be two different words from 1;0(C). We partition x andy into m
vectors oflength n, say x=x 1 x 2 • • • Xm and y=y 1 y 2 • • • Ym· Clearly, in Theorem 7.3.4,
k is at least one, whence

d (x, y) ;:::: 1+ L [d (xi, Yi)- 1] ,
2

2

iEI

where I={ i !xi :fyi}· If xi and Yi are different, then their contribution to the above
sum is at least d:nin(P). As x andy are two different words in 1/I(C), I has at least
d( C) elements. D
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Example 7.3.6 [4] Take n 2, and take P to be the bi-phase code, that is, P =
{(1, -1), 1, 1)}. Clearly, d~in(P) = 3. If we use a binary code C oflength m and
minimum distanced, we obtain a code for the 1-D channel of length 2m with ICI
words and d~in ~ 1 2d.
A specific choice for C is the
of all binary words of length m. In this way, we
obtain a code of length 2m with 2m words and d~in ~3.
If we choose C to be the set of the even weight binary words of length m, we obtain
a code of length 2m with 2m- I words and d~.in ~ 5.
Example 7.3.7 Let n be even, and take P
S 0. We know that d~~in(P) = 2.
Let C be the code over ZIPI consisting of the m-tuples whose components add to a
multiple of IPI· We obtain a code of length nm with d~in ~ 1 + 2(2- 1) = 3. The
number of codewords equals

As a consequence, a code rate arbitrarily close to unity can be obtained by choosing
m and n sufficiently large.
We wish to add vectors to codes obtained by concatenation. The following proposition gives a lower bound on the Euclidean distance of a certain vector to any
concatenation of bi-phase words.

Proposition 7.3.8 Let xE<1? 2n be such that x2 i = -X2i-l!
vector with Y2i=Y2i-l =
l)i- 1 . Then d2 {x,y) ~ n.

2, ... , n. Let y be the

Proof. Let e(=Xi-Yi· By definition, we have
2n+l
2

8d (x, y) =

L

i=l

n

2n

(ei-

ei-1)

2

2·

L:el
i=l

2·

L

eiei-1·

(7.8)

i=2

From the properties of x andy, it follows that (e 2i-be2i) E {(0,2 · (-l)i),(2 ·
er = 4n. Moreover, if i is even, then eiei_ 1 =0; if
( -1)\ 0)}. As a consequence,
i is odd, then eiei-l E {0, -4}. Consequently, eiei-l ::=; 0. Plugging in these results
in (7.8), we obtain the proposition. 0
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Corollary 7.3.9 If a binary code of length n with minimum Hamming distance d
and with M words exists, then a code for the 1-D channel of length 2n exists with
M+2 words and d~in;:::: min{2d + 1, n}.
Proof. Concatenate the binary code with the bi-phase code and add the words
11-1-111. .. and -1-111-1-1.... D
Example 7.3.10 Adding the words 11-1-111. .. and -1-111-1-1. .. to the concatenation of the bi-phase code and the binary [n, n, 1] code, we obtain a code of length
2n with 2n +2 and d~in ;:::: min { n, 3}. So if n 3, we obtain a code P of length six
with ten words and d~in=3. A computer search revealed that P is unique in that
no other set of ten words of length six has d~in ;:::: 3. Concatenating P with the code
consisting of all m-tuples over z 10 , we obtain a code of length 6m with 10m words
with d~in ;:::: 1 1 · (3 1) = 3. Using the construction of Example 7.3.6, a code of
length 6m with d~in=3 would have been obtained with only 23m words. Similarly,
concatenating P with the code over z10 consisting of all words of length m whose
components add to a multiple of ten, a code is obtained of length 6m with wm-l

words and d~in ?::: 1 + 2 · (3- 1) 5. Form;:::: 8, this code has more words than the
corresponding code obtained in Example 7.3.6.

7.4

Codes with d~in

>2

By application of the construction methods given in the previous sections, codes can
be designed with prescribed length and minimum distance. It is not at all clear how
'good' these constructions are. It would therefore be of interest to have an upper
bound on the cardinality of codes with prescribed parameters. The main difficulty
in deriving such an upper bound is the fact that the number of words at certain
Euclidean distance from a given word x depends on x, unlike in the Hamming
distance case.
In this section, we study what might seem the simplest case, namely codes with
d~,in ?::: 2. We will study the maximum cardinality, F(n), of a code of length n with
minimum Euclidean distance at least two. We start with the construction of such
codes. Next, we give an upper bound, Sn, on F(n). The bounds so obtained are
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tabulated for n ::; 24. They are close for small n, but seem to diverge for larger
n. The divergence is supported by the asymptotical behaviour of the bounds. The
asymptotical behaviour of Sn is given without proof, as the derivation is lengthy
and the applied methods are beyond the scope of this thesis. Finally, we make a
connection between codes with d~in 2:2 and codes detecting unidirectional errors.

7 .4.1

Construction of codes with d~in

>2

From the results in the section on spectral null codes, it readily follows that sets
with constant zero-th order moment have d~in 2: 2. That is, sets of words of
fixed Hamming weight
number of ones), have d~in 2: 2. Hence we have the
following bound on F(n), where Stirling's approximation of n! is used to obtain the
asymptotical behaviour.

Proposition 7.4.1 F(n}

~

(

l;J) ~

2"/{Fi, n

~ oo.

We will investigate if words can be added to the set of words of weight L¥J without
reducing the minimum distance. We start with a characterization of the property
that two words have Euclidean distance 1. We denote the weight of the vector x
(i.e. its number of ones) by wt(x).

Theorem 7.4.2 Let x andy be two vectors of equal length. If wt(x)2:wt(y ), then
d2 (x,y) = 1 if and only if wt(x)>wt(y) and there exist vectors a and b (possibly of
length 0) such that
x =all ... lb and y

a- 1- 1 ... - lb.

(7.9)

Proof. From Lemma 7.3.1, it is immediate that x andy have Euclidean distance 1
if they satisfy (7.9).
Conversely, suppose d2 (x,y)=l. Let i and j be the smallest and largest index,
j, then (7.9) holds.
respectively, of the positions in which x and y differ. If i
Suppose that i < j. By definition, we have
j+l

2

8 = 8d (x, y) = L)xk- Xk-1- Yk
k=i

2
Yk-1) .
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As Xi- 1
Yi- 1 , xi
-yi, Xj = -yJ and x 1+l = YJ+b the first and the last term of
the sum above both equal 4. Hence, xk - Xk- 1 Yk - Yk- 1 for i + 1 ::; k ::; j and so,
if i + 1 ::; m ::; j, then

Hence, Xm - Ym
infer that fori+

rn

m

k=i+l

k=i+1

Xi - Yi

1::; m::;

2xi for i + 1 ::; m ::; j. As
j,

Xm =Xi

and

Ym =-xi

Xm

and

Yi·

0

Ym

are in { -1, 1}, we

Note that Theorem 7.4.2 implies that words of equal weight cannot have Euclidean
distance one, confirming Proposition 7.4.1.
The following lemma answers the question whether words can be added to the
set of words of weight l~J without reducing its minimum Euclidean distance. In
order to improve readability, we will use in the remainder of this section the alphabet
Q
{0, 1} instead of the alphabet <I>= {-1, 1}.

Lemma 7.4.3 A word of weight w has Euclidean distance at least two to all words
of weight v if and only if v=f.w and it does not have a run of at least

w - v consecutive ones if w > v
{ v w consecutive zeroes if v > w
Proof. Let x be a word of weight w. We only consider the case w > v, the other case
being similar. Theorem 7.4.2 implies that d2 (x, y) ;:::: 2 for all vectors y of weight v if
x does not have a run of at least p = w- v ones. Conversely, suppose x does contain
a run of at least p consecutive ones, say Xi = 1 fori= a, a+ 1, ... , a+ p- 1. The
wordy having zeroes in the same positions a, a+ 1, ... , a+ p -1 and agreeing with
x in the other positions, has weight v and, according to Theorem 7.4.2, distance one
to x. o
In the following example, we use Lemma 7.4.3 to construct, for certain values of
n, sets of words of length n that can be added to the set of all words of weight L~ J
without reducing d~in.
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Example 7.4.4 We use notation (a 0 , ab ... , am) for the vector 1ao01a1 0 ... 1am.

Here, as usual, IP denote a string of p ones. This vector has weight 2::~ 0 ai and
length m + 2::~ 0 ai. Its maximum 1's runlength is the maximum of the numbers
Take n
11. The words (3,3,3) and (2,2,2,2) have Euclidean distance at least
two to all words of weight 5. As their mutual distance is larger than one, we have
11
F(ll) 2: ( )
2 = 464.
5
Taken= 13. The following words have Euclidean distance at least two to all words
of weight v = 6.
w = 11: (4,4,3), (4,3,4) and (3,4,4).
w = 10: (3,3,3,1), (3,3,1,3), (3,1,3,3) and (1,3,3,3); (3,3,2,2), (3,2,3,2), (3,2,2,3),
(2,3,3,2), (2,3,2,3) and (2,2,3,3).
w = 9: (2,2,2,2,1), (2,2,2,1,2), (2,2,1,2,2), (2,1,2,2,2) and (1,2,2,2,2).
It is easy to check that all 18 words listed above have Euclidean distance at least two
to each other; hence they can all be added to the set of words of weight six without
1
lowering the minimum Euclidean distance. \Ve conclude that F(13) 2: ( : ) + 18 =
1734.
Similarly, consider the case n = 14. The following words have Euclidean distance
at least two to all words of weight v=7.
w=lO: (2,2,2,2,2);
w=ll: (3,3,3,2), (3,3,2,3), (3,2,3,3), and (2,3,3,3);
w=12: (4,4,4).
Also the complements of these words have Euclidean distance at least two to all
words of weight seven.
Again, it is easy to check that all these twelve words have Euclidean distance at
14
least two to each other; consequently, F(14) 2: ( ) + 12 = 3444.
7
Unfortunately, two words at distance at least two from all codewords of fixed weight
can have distance one to each other. For example, the words (2,2,2,2,2,0) and
(2,2,2,3) have Euclidean distance one, but both words have Euclidean distance at
least two to all words of weight seven. However, the set of words of weight v can
be extended with all words of a fixed weight w that have distance at least two to
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all words of weight v without lowering d?n,in. By combining Lemma 7.4.3 and the
following proposition, it is easy to count the number of such words.
Proposition 7.4.5 The number of words of length n and weight w without any run
of mor-e than p ones equals the coefficient of xw in (1 + x + x 2 + · · · + xP)n-w+l.
Proof. The set of such words equals the set of words of the form
1aomal .. . man-w

with

o:::; ai:::; p and

n-w

2:: ai =

w.

o

i=O

By virtue of Lemma 7.4.3 and Proposition 7.4.5, we can determine the number of
words of weight w that can be added to the set of words of weight L¥- J without
lowering the minimum distance of that set (the case v > w in Lemma 7.4.3 can be
handled by taking complements). Using a software package to expand the appropriate power series in Proposition 7.4.5, we obtained the results shown in Table 7.2.
The table lists that value of w that maximizes the number of words that can be
added.
It appeared that for n :::; 10 and n = 12, no words could be added, a fact that
can also be proved analytically. For n
11, 13 and 14, the number of codewords
that can be added is 2,18 and 12, respectively see Example 7.4.4.

7.4.2

An upper bound on F(n)

For deriving an upper bound on F(n), we will define a mapping f from nn to
itself such that d2 (x,y)
1 whenever f(x)
f(y). Clearly, for each xE nn, any
code with d~in ~ 2 has at most one element from the set {yE nn I f(y) = x}.
Consequently, F( n) is at most the cardinality of the range of f, that is,
F(n) :::; I{f(x)

vVe now proceed to define

IX

E nn} I.

f. Let xEnn. We write lxO as
m

la 1 0b 1

••

(7.10)

·lamobm' where

ai

~ 1, bi ~ 1 and

z)ai
i=l

bi) = n + 2.
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Table 7.2: Number of words that can be added to weight

words

n

w

number of words

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

11
12
12
13
13
15
14

65
35
336
216
1554
1246
6728

We define M=M(x) = max { (ai+bi) I 1 ::s; i ::s; m }, and j as the smallest integer
such that aj+bj=M. The vector .f(x) is given by the equation
1.f(x)O = 1a1

•••

0bj-11QM-11 ai+l

•••

obm.

The vectors y such that .f(x) = .f(y) are the vectors satisfying
1y0 = 1a 1

•• •

Qbj-l1a0b1ai+ 1

• •

·Obm

with a 2:: 1,b 2:: 1 and a+ b

Af.

Consequently, words with equal image have Euclidean distance 1. Moreover, M(x)-1
vectors are mapped onto .f(x), from which we conclude that

I {.f(x) I X

E

nn}

I = xeJn
L I'vf( X~- 1

=: Sn.

(7.11)

We give an efficient procedure for computing Sn, the sum in (7.11). To this end, we
define
(7.12)
s(n, r) I {x E nn I M(x) ::s; r + 1} I·
\Vith (7.12), we have
1

Sn =

n+11

L ----:----:--- = L
xEnn

-

1

r=l

-(s(n, r)
r

s(n, r- 1)).

(7.13)
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Clearly, we have
s( n, 0) = 0 and s( n, r) = 2n if r

~

n

1.

(7.14)

Moreover, the words X in nn with M(x)=n + 2 are on,l0n-l, ... ,1n-lo and ln, so
s(n, n + 1) s(n, n)
n + 1. Finally, s(n, 1) = 0 if n is odd and s(n, 1)
1 if
n is even: the unique word with M(x)=1 is 0101· · ·01. We now proceed with a
recurrence formula for s( n, r ).
Theorem 7.4.6 If r::::; n, then s(n, r) =
lfr~n+1,

thens(n,r)

n+l+

(n - l - 1)s(l, r).
(n - l - 1)s(l, r).

Proof. Let XE nn be such that M(x)::; r + 1. vVe write

where ai
We have

~

1, bi

~

1 and

E~ 1 ( ai

+ bi) = n + 2. We first consider the case m > 1.

It is easy to see that M(x)::; r + 1 if and only if a1 + b1 ::::; r 1 and M(y)::; r 1.
The length l of y equals n- (a1 + bl); hence, if M(x)::; r + 1, then l ~ n r- 1. As
a1 ~ 1 and b1 ~ 1, lis at most n 2. If n- r 1::::; l::::; n- 2, there are (n - l 1)
choices for (all b1) and s( l, r) choices for y.
Clearly, m 1 exactly if M(x)=n+2. As there are n+ 1 vectors x with M(x)=n+2,
the case m = 1 has no contribution if r + 1 ::::; n 1, and its contribution equals
n + 1 if r + 1 ~ n + 2. D
For n
we evaluated Sn with (7.11), (7.13), (7.14) and Theorem 7.4.6. The
results are shown in Table 7.3. For comparison, we also listed a lower bound to
F(n). For n ::::; 10 and for n
12, the lower bound equals the number of words of
weight l!nJ (cf. Propostion 7.4.1). For n =11, 13, and 14, the lower bounds are
taken from Example 7.4.4. For n ~ 15, the lower bound follows from Table 7.2. The
rightmost column of Table 7.3 lists the quotient of upper and lower bound. From
this table, we see that the upper and lower bound are close for small n. For large
n, the upper bound seems to diverge from the lower bound.
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Table 7.3: Bounds on codes with cf~in = 2

n upper bound
4
6
5
10
20
6
7
36
70
8
133
9
10
256
11
494
12
960
1861
13
3632
14
15
7091
16
13872
17
27185
53352
18
19
104825
206202
20
21
405998
22
800138
1578118
23
24. 3114816

lower bound quotient
6
1.000
10
1.000
20
1.000
1.029
35
70
1.000
126
1.056
252
1.016
1.065
464
924
1.039
1734
1.073
3444
1.055
1.091
6500
1.075
12905
1.103
24646
1.092
48836
1.116
93932
186002
1.109
360591
1.126
1.123
712572
1390243
1.135
2741236
1.136
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Asymptotics of Sn

For fixed r, the generating function sr(z) is defined by sr(z) =
Theorem 7.4.6, we find

As s(n, r) = 2n for r

~

(1- z) 2
( ) , where qr(z) 1- 2z + (r
qr z
n + 1, it follows from (7.13) that

Sn

=

L

1+

00

r=l

1
r

00

1)zr+2- rzr+3.

r=l

Consequently, the generating function S(z) =

S(z)

s(n, r)zn. \Vith

f: r(rs(n, r)1) .

1 )] =

[s(n, r)- s(n, r

2:::~= 0

1

00

LL (

n=O r=l T T

+1

I::~=O

Snzn satisfies
1

00

)s(n,r)zn=L (
r=l

r r

/r(z)

+1

and so
(7.15)
In a private correspondence, our colleague A.J.E.::VL Janssen applied techniques from
complex analysis to (7.15) to obtain the asymptotical behaviour of Sn, namely

Sn

I

rv 2n+ 1 log n

'

n ........

00

Hence, asymptotically, Sn is far from the asymptotical form of the lower bound

(lrnJ)

rv

2nj

ffn (cf.

Proposition 7.4.1).

Remark. Codes with minimum squared Euclidean distance larger than one may
prove useful on a bursty unidirectional channel.
In the classical binary symmetric channel model, both symbols 1 and -1 have equal
probability of being corrupted. In the unidirectional channel model, only one of the
symbols 1 and -1 can be corrupted but it is not known which one. It is well known
[9] that the words of length n and weight r~l form a code of maximal cardinality
for detecting all unidirectional errors.
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With Theorem 7.4.2, it is readily verified that a code has minimum squared
Euclidean distance larger than one if and only if it detects all single bursts of unidirectional errors. In [10] and [11], systematic codes are constructed that detect
all bursts up to a given length. It seems that non-systematic codes that detect all
single unidirectional burst errors have not been studied before.

7.5

Codes with small cardinality

In this section, we give explicit constructions of codes with small cardinality. Specific
instances of these codes will be detailed in the next section.
Clearly, the word of length n with i-th component
1)i has distance 2n 1 to
its complement. Hence, there is a code of length n with two words with distance

dTnin = 2n - 1.
Next, we construct a code with four words. Let p, q, and r be integers and let
the vectors a, b, c, and d of length n p + q + r be defined as follows.

-{ (-l)i+ 1 ifl$i$p+q
and di ( -1 )i
otherwise.
It is easy to verify the following table.

x,y
a,b
a,c
a,d
b,c
b,d
c,d

d2 (x,y)
2q + 2r- 1
2p + 2r- 2
2p + 2q -1
2p + 2q- 3
2p 2r--: 2
2q 2r- 3

Consequently, the minimum squared Euclidean distance of the code equals min{2q+
2r- 3, 2p 2r- 2, 2p + 2q 3}. Given n, this minimum is maximized by choosing
p = r and q as close to p as possible. That is, choose

• p

q

r

= 31 n

.f n

1

0 (mod 3); dTnin =

3
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• p

=r =

l~J, q = 1~1 if n

• p

=r=

I~ l , q = l ~ J if n

1 (mod 3); d~in

=

4l~J - 2

=2 (mod 3); d~in = 4l ~ J - 1.

Summarizing these results, we find that a code of length n exists with cardinality
four and d~in = n + l~J - 3.
After discarding word c, we obtain a 3-word code whose minimum squared Euclidean
distance equals min { 2q + 2r - 1, 2p + 2q - 1, 2p + 2r - 2}. The minimum distance
is maximized by choosing p = I~ l and q = l ~ J . The minimum distance of the code
so obtained equals n- 2 + li(n + 1)J, i.e. the minimum distance of the code with
four words of length n + 1 constructed above.

7.6

Enumeration

In this section, we will list the cardinality of code sets achieving a prescribed Euclidean distance. The constructions described in the previous section will be used to
provide lower bounds to the cardinality. In order to get some insight into the particular properties of optimal codes, we have conducted exhaustive computer searches.
The results of the search programs are listed in Table 7.4. The figures are underscored if they relate to unique sets. Several observations are imminent from
Table 7.4.
The computer searches revealed that, for n even and n ::; 6, (the maximum
codeword length for which exhaustive searches were made) zeroth order spectral
null codes are maximum (and unique) sets that have a minimum distance of two.
For n odd and n ::; 6, the sets of fixed-weight codewords of weight (n + 1)/2 or
(n- 1)/2 are optimum sets with a minimum distance of two.
We will describe codes whose main parameters are listed in Table 7.4. For
notational convenience, we will use the alphabet { 0,1} rather than the alphabet
{-1,1}.
The optimal set of length n=4 and distance d~in = 3 is unique, and it is a subset
of S6, namely {0101, 0110, 1001, 1010}. The other codes of cardinality 4, as well as
the codes of cardinality 2 and 3, are constructed in the previous section.
The optimal set oflength n=6 and distance d~in = 3, obtained in Example 7.3.10,
is unique. A 5-word code of length five and d~in = 3 can be constructed by taking
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Table 7.4: Maximum

ISnl

with prescribed d'?nin(Sn)

6

7

8

Q 10 20
3 2_ 2 1
5 10
4
2 2
3
5
2_ 2
5
3
4
6
2
2
3
2_
7
2
2
8
2
2

::::: 35

70

8

::::: 18
> 10

5

>8

2

2

10

2

2

11

2_

2

d'?nin
2

9

2

3

2

3

4

5

2_

4
3

>4

2

12

2

13

2_

:::::3

(n)
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the five words of the latter code that end with a zero, and subsequent deletion of
this symbol.
The code of length 8 with 8 words and d~in 5 is obtained by concatenation of
the hi-phase code and the binary [4,3,2] code- see Example 7.3.6. Adding the words
11001100 and 00110011 to this code, we obtain a code with 10 words and d:nin 4
~see Corollary 7.3.9. Adding these two words to the concatenation of the hi-phase
code and the binary [4,4,1] code, we obtain a code of length 8 with 18 words and
d;nin=3- again we used Corollary 7.3.9.
An example of a code with n = 7, d:nin 5 is {100100,1010010,1010101,0100010,010010
An example of a code with n = 7, d:nin = 4 is provided by the set
{0010101,0100100,0101001,0110011 '1000110,1001101 '1011011,1101010}.
A code of length n 6 with d:nin 4 can be obtained from the latter code by taking
the five words ending in a one and subsequently discarding the last symboL

7. 7

Conclusions

We have investigated Euclidean distance properties of bipolar block codes in conjunction with simple partial-response channels with transfer function (1 =F Dm),
m = 1, 2,.. .. Lower bounds to the cardinality of sets with prescribed minimum
Euclidean distance have been provided. Matched spectral null codes of zeroth order
are constructions offering large code sets, for small word length even optimal sets.
Spectral null codes of higher order, K ~ 1, are far from optimal for the small values of the codeword lengths that have been investigated. Upper and lower bounds
have been furnished to the size of codes with minimum squared Euclidean distance
greater than unity.
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Chapter 8.

Diamond Codes

8.1

lntrod uction

Massive amounts of digital information are currently stored on magnetic or optical
media. From an error-correction coding perspective, storage channels can be characterized as bursty defect channels, having a rather large symbol alphabet [1, Ch.
4]. Algebraic codes like Reed-Solomon codes can be used effectively for such storage
channels. Cooperating algebraic codes, such as product codes, can even be more
beneficial. Cooperating codes are extremely powerful for correcting long bursts [2]
and combine a large correction power with a limited decoder complexity. Also for
random errors and multiple short bursts, these type of codes can be very powerful,
provided one uses proper decoding strategies such as for instance iterative decoding
[3],[4]. Cooperating codes are known to correct many error patterns that exceed the
guaranteed error correction capabilities of the code. The analytical assessment of
their performance, however, is complicated, cf. the second chapter of this thesis.
The complexity of decoders of contemporary cooperating algebraic coding schemes
mainly resides in the memory that must be used for the deinterleaving between the
successive decoding stages. For instance, in the case of a product code as shown in
the left hand side of Figure 8.1, the size of the deinterleave memory between C 1 and

!I
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deinterleave

C2 word

memory
Cl word
input

output

Figure 8.1: Product Code Format and Decoder

C 2 decoding equals the number of symbols of a product codeword as indicated in
the right hand side of Figure 8.1.
In the Compact Disc (CD) system, another cooperating coding scheme is used,
aimed at minimizing the deinterleave memory, while retaining most of the correction power attainable with the given component codes. The code is called a Cross
Interleaved Reed Solomon Code (CIRC) [5], [1, Ch. 4]. Conceptually, a CIRC word
can be viewed as a strip where each slant line in the upper n- p rows corresponds to
a C2 -word and each column of length n corresponds to a C 1-word, as shown in the
left hand side of Fig. 8.2. The decoder for CIRC is shown in the right hand side of
Fig. 8.2. Note that only a "triangular" delay network is required for implementing

C2 word

1

n

1~

Cl word

output

Figure 8.2: CIRC Code Format and Decoder

the deinterleave function between successive decoding stages, which is about half
the storage required for a product code with similar component codes and burst
error correcting capabilities. This type of interleave structure, due to Ramsey [6], is
also known as a periodic or convolutional interleaver [7].
In CD, consecutive user data are spread out on the disc because of the interleaving
operation with encoding. This has the effect that a large uncorrectable defect on
the disc is spread out in time after the deinterleaver at the decoder, so that audio
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output

Figure 8.3: Decoding formats

samples represented by symbols affected by this defect very likely have correct audio
samples as neighbors. The audio samples of such a defect then can be reconstructed
with interpolation techniques [5],[1, Ch. 4]. With computer data, or source coded
audio or video, interpolation techniques are much less useful. It is then in fact better
that user data are not spread out on the medium, in order that the effect of a defect on disc lasts as short as possible. For recording applications, there is a second
reason for not dispersing data on disc: independently generated data blocks can
then efficiently be concatenated. Therefore, if a product codeword or a CIRC-like
codeword is read in C1 order from the disc, the user data should preferably also be
in C 1 order. Note that if data should be delivered in C1 order to the destination, we
again have to (de)interleave after C2 decoding (Fig. 8.3). Once having invested the
second interleaver, we might as well perform a second C 1 decoding, thus applying
the idea of iterative decoding, for enhancing the performance of the cooperating
codes.
However, the benefits of iterative decoding are compromised for a CIRC-like
coding scheme because not all symbols are checked by both component codes. As
indicated in Figure 8.2, the bottom p symbols are not checked by C 2 . The Diamond
code construction resolves this problem and aims at combining the best of both
worlds, i.e., the full performance of a product code with iterative decoding, and the
reduced deinterleave memory requirements of CIRC.
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In the next section, we explain the basic construction of Diamond codes. In
Section 8.3 we discuss distance properties and decoding algorithms exploiting these.
In Section 8.4, we introduce systematic Diamond codes and their encoding. In
Section 8.5, we discuss block variations of Diamond Codes, and in the final section
we draw conclusions and discuss the results.

8.2

Diamond Code Construction

The Diamond code construction calls for two codes C1 and C2 of equal length n
and defined over the same alphabet. The Diamond code C consists of the one-sided
infinite strips with all columns in C 1 and all diagonals in C 2 , as shown in Figure 8.4.
Conceptually, strips are extended with zeros at the left hand side. Note that in

Cl words

Figure 8.4: Diamond code format

contrast to CIRC, all symbols of a strip are checked by both codes. This property is
attractive for iterative decoding (C 1 -C 2-C 1 ... ) .
The name "Diamond code" refers to the important special case that C 1 and C 2
both are linear shortened cyclic codes with generator polynomials a(x) = I:f=o aixi
· and b( x)
bixi, respectively. Then C contains a diamond-shaped codeword as
depicted in Figure 8.5 (the zeros surrounding this codeword are not shown). Such
•a special codeword is called an elementary diamond. The weight of an elementary
diamond equals the product of the weights of the generator polynomials; its number
of non-zero rows is at most p + q + 1.
By definition, shifting the elementary diamond in horizontal direction results in a
word of C; so does shifting vertically, but now because C 1 and C 2 are shortened
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aoo
albo
azbo

aob1
albl

.'
aobq

<ipbo

apbl
' '

.

<ipbq

Figure 8.5: Elementary Diamond codeword

cyclic codes. The fact that shifted elementary diamonds are in C will be of prime
importance in an encoding procedure that will be discussed in Section 8.4.

8.3

Distance properties and Decoding Algorithms

In this section, we give lower bounds on the minimum distance of C, and present
decoding algorithms that realize the error correcting capabilities guaranteed by these
bounds. In fact, we are interested in two distance concepts: the Hamming distance,
discussed in Subsections 8.3.1 and 8.3.2, and the track distance, as discussed in
Subsections 8.3.3 and 8.3.4. Throughout, the minimum (Hamming) distances of C 1
and C2 are denoted by d 1 and d2 , respectively.
For decoding, we will use error-and-erasure decoders for C 1 and C 2 . The decoder
for Ci retrieves the transmitted codeword if the number of unerased errors, t, and
the number of erasures, p, satisfies
2t + p ::; di - 1.
If this inequality is not satisfied, there are two possibilities. Either the decoder

fails, i.e., it reports that there is no codeword differing from the received word in at
most ~(di - 1 - p) unerased positions, or, if such a codeword happens to exist, it
makes a miscorrection by decoding the received word to a codeword different from
the transmitted one.
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We index the rows of a strip with the integers 1,2, ... ,n. The top row carries the
index '1', the bottom row carries the index 'n'. The columns are indexed with the
non-negative integers. Conceptually, the strip is extended with all-zero columns
indexed with the negative integers. We label the diagonals with integers: position
(i, j) is on the diagonal j z.

8.3.1

Hamming distance properties

In this subsection, we give a lower bound on the Hamming distance of C. Examples
show that the bound in general is not sharp.
Theorem 8.3.1 Let XEC, YEC. If Xij =J. Yij for some i, 1~ i ~ n, and integer j,
then X and Y differ in at least d1d2 positions in the columns indexed by the integers
from U={j-i+1,j-i+2, ... , j--i+n}. Also, X and Y differ in at least d 1 d 2 positions
in the diagonals crossing the j-th column, i.e., in diagonals labeled by the integers
from the set V ={j - 1, j - 2, ... , j - n}. Consequently, d( C) 2: d 1d 2 .
Proof. The entries of the diagonal through (i,j) are situated in the columns indexed by the integers from U. In this diagonal, X and Y differ in at least d 2 positions;
hence X and Y differ in at least d2 columns indexed by integers from U. In each of
these columns, X and Y differ in at least d1 positions.
Similarly, X and Y differ in at least d1 positions of column j, so in at least d 1 diagonals hitting column j. In each of these diagonals, that all are indexed with elements
of V, X and Y differ in at least d 2 positions. 0

Theorem 8.3.1 states that two different words of C build up a Hamming distance at
least d1 d2 within a set of n consecutive columns, and within a set of n consecutive
diagonals.
Proposition 8.3.2 If C1 and C2 are shortened cyclic codes with generator polynomials g1 and g2 , respectively, then d( C) ~ wt(gl)wt(g2 ), where wt(gi) denotes the
number of non-zero coefficients of gi.
Proof. As remarked in Section 8.2, the elementary diamond has weight wt(.g 1 )wt(g2 ).
0
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Corollary 8.3.3 If C1 and C2 are shortened cyclic codes with generator polynomials
g1 of weight d1 and gz of weight dz, then d(C) = d1d2.
Proof. Direct combination of Theorem 8.3.1 and Proposition 8.3.2. O

As an example to Corollary 8.3.3, if C1 and C2 both are shortened Reed-Solomon
codes, then d(C)=d 1d2.
The following proposition characterizes low weight words of C and is similar to
Theorem 2.2.2 of this thesis, in which low weight words of a product code were
characterized.
Proposition 8.3.4 Let X and Y be two different words in Cat Hamming distance
w < d 1d 2 + min(d 11 d2 ). Then w = d1 d2 , X and Y have d1 different diagonals, in
each of which they differ in d 2 positions, and d 2 different columns, in each of which
they differ in d1 positions.
Consequently, if d(C)

d 1 d 2 , then d(C) 2::: d 1 d 2 + min(d 1 , d 2 ).

Proof. Consider a diagonal in which X andY differ, and suppose that they differ
in w 2 positions of this diagonal. In each column corresponding to such a position,
X and Y differ in at least d1 positions, so

(8.1)
As w < d1 d2 d1, w2 is at most d2. Obviously, w 2 2::: d 2 , so w2 = d 2 . Consequently, in
any diagonal, X and Y differ in either 0 or d2 positions. Similarly, in every column,
X and Y differ in either 0, or d 1 positions. 0
The lower bound on d( C) from Theorem 8.3.1 is derived in a manner similar
to the derivation of the minimum distance of a product code. A product code of
linear codes always contains words with weight equal to the product of the minimum
distances of the constituent codes; in a diamond code, however, such words need
not exist, as the following examples show.
Example 8.3.5 Let C 1 be the binary [4,2,2] shortened cyclic code with generator
polynomial g1 (x) = 1 + x + x 2 , and let C 2 be the binary [4,3,2] code. According
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to Theorem 8.3.1, d(C) ~ 4. Suppose X is a word in C of weight 4. As the nonzero weights of C 1 are 2 and 3, and each column of X is in C1, X has two non-zero
columns, each of weight two, and so both equal to (1001)f. The diagonal passing the
rightmost non-zero column in the top row only contains a single one, contradicting
the fact that X has an even number of ones in each diagonal. So C has no word of
weight four. Proposition 8.3.4 implies that d( C) ~ 6. As the elementary diamond
has weight 2x3 6, d(C) 6.
Also if C 1 and C 2 both are MDS codes, but not shortened cyclic codes, d( C) may
exceed d1d2.
Example 8.3.6 Let IF' be a field with at least 4 elements, and let a be a field element
different from 0,1 and -1. Let C 1 be the code with parity check matrix [a, a, -:l],
and let C 2 be the the code with parity check matrix [1, 1, 1]. Clearly, C 1 and C 2
both are [3,2,2] codes, so according to Theorem 8.3.1, d(C) ~ 4. We will show that
d(C) equals six.
From Proposition 8.3.4, we know that C has no words of weight five. Furthermore,
d( C) is at most six, as the following matrix is in C:
1 0 0 0 ... )
-a 0 -1 0 0 . . . .
(
0 a -a 0 0 ...
a

Now suppose X is a matrix inC of weight four. The bottom position of its leftmost
non-zero column must contain a zero. As all the elements on a diagonal sum to zero,
X is of the following form:

X

(

0 ... 0 X 0
0 ... 0 y -x

...

0 ... 0 0

...

)

.

As all columns of X must be in C1, (x, y, O)EC1 and (0, -x, -y)EC1. These two
conditions imply that x = y = 0, so C has no codeword of weight four.
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8.3.2

Decoding combinations of burst errors and random
errors

Decoding C up to the error correcting capabilities guaranteed by Theorem 8.3.1 can
be done similarly to the decoding of product codes [8]. \Ve start by describing the
decoding algorithm. Next, we give a class of patterns that are decoded correctly by
the algorithm.
Let a word from C be transmitted, and let c denote its j-th column. Consider
decoding y, the j-th column of the received matrix. For i = 1, 2, ... , n, let Yi be
the received diagonal (labeled by) j
i. We decode Yi with a bounded distance
error-and-erasure decoder for C 2 . \Ve denote the number of erasures in Yi by Pi, and
the number of errors corrected by the decoder by wi. The 'reliability' ai is defined
as
if diagonal j
(2wi + Pi)/d2 otherwise.

i could not be decoded,

(8.2)

Now we apply Forney's generalized minimum distance decoding scheme [9] to r,
which is column j after diagonal decoding. First, all positions of r with minimum avalue are erased and error-and-erasure decoding is applied. Next, also the positions
with smallest-but-one a-value are erased and error-and-erasure decoding is applied,
etc. In this way, decoding proposals x(l), x( 2), ... , x(m) are generated. As definite
decoding, we select the proposal that minimizes Da (x(j), r), where
n

oa(x(j),

r)

L

aidH(x~j), ri) where dH denotes the Hamming distance.

i=1

As shown by Forney, the correct word c is retrieved whenever 0 ::; ai ::; 1 for all i
(which is so in our case) and
(8.3)
In Chapter 3 of this thesis, Condition 8.3 was relaxed as follows. Let f denote the
number of symbols with a-value 0 (in our case, f equals the number of diagonals
that could not be decoded). Generalized minimum distance decoding retrieves the
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transmitted codeword if

f < db and

L

r(ci, ri) < (dt

(8.4)

f)/2

iEP

for each (d1

-

f) set P with no elements with a-value 0.

Condition 8.4 for successful decoding is described with the parameter "'/, that,
according to (8.3), is based on ai. The parameter ai, in its turn, is based on Pi, the
number of erasures in Yi, and wi, the number of errors observed by the C 2-decoding
of Yi· We wish, however, to give a guarantee for correct decoding based on the
actual number of errors. Let vi denote the actual number of errors in Yi· We give
an upper bound on 1( ci, ri) that involves vi.

Lemma 8.3.7 For all i E {1, 2, ... , n}, r(ci, ri) S min(1, (2vi

+ Pi)/2d 2 ).

Proof. Let 15 i:::; n. As
ai S 1, we obviously have that r(ci, ri) S 1.
Suppose that Yi was decoded correctly. Then c and r agree in position i, and
so r(ci, ri) = ~(1 - a.i)
(2wi + Pi)/2d2 = (2vi
Pi)/2d2. Changing an error
pattern of weight vi in Wi positions moves it to an error pattern of weight at
most Wi 1/i. Two words from c2 that differ in diagonal j
i differ in at least
d2 Pi unerased positions. So if Yi is miscorrected, then wi +vi :2: d2 - Pi and so
"'I(Ci, ri) S
+ ai) (2d2 2wi- Pi)/2d2 S (2vi + Pi)/2d2. D

!(1

By combining (8.4) and Lemma 8.3.7, we obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 8.3.8 Suppose that I:iEP min(d2, vi !Pi) < ~d1d2 for each d1-subset P
of {1,2, ... ,n}. Then the above algorithm retrieves c.
Proof. If diagonal j i could not be decoded, then 2vi Pi :2: d2. Combining this
inequality with the hypothesis of the theorem, we see that f, the number of erased
diagonals, is less than d 1 . Next, let Q be a (d1 - f)-set of non-erased positions, and
let F denote the set of erased positions in column j. As Q U F has size d1 , and
2vi + Pi :2: d2 for all i E F, we have
1

-pi)·
2
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Consequently, using Lemma 8.3. 7, we see that

So (8.4) is satisfied and hence the correct codeword is retrieved.

D

Of course, while decoding, columns are processed sequentially. When decoding
1, only the diagonal j needs to be decoded: the other diagonals have
column j
been decoded previously.

Remarks
1. Note that a local condition guarantees correct decoding of column j: we only
impose restrictions on errors in the diagonals that hit column j. This agrees with
Theorem 8.3.1 that states that Hamming distance is built up locally.
2. The decoding capabilities can be increased by decoding the same diagonal
more than once. If the definite column decoding changed a symbol in r, the output
of the corresponding diagonal decoder was apparently wrong. This diagonal may
either be decoded again (hopefully yielding a correct decoding), or it may be erased,
as it contained too many errors to be decoded correctly. Also, assuming that all
previous column decoding results were correct, we can correctly retrieve the d1
bottom symbols from a column by erasures-only decoding.
3. We could reverse the order of decoding by starting with column decoding,
followed by generalized minimum distance decoding in the diagonals. Then a transmitted diagonal is decoded correctly if for all d 2 -subsets P of indices of columns
hitting this diagonal we have: I:jEPmin(d 1 ,f-.lj + ~aj) < ~d 1 d 2 , where /-Lj and O"j
denote the number of errors and erasures, respectively, in column j.

8.3.3

Track distance properties

This subsection and the following one are inspired by [10], [11] and [12]. In these
references, codes are proposed for use on magnetic tape 1 . A strip is considered as
1

The codes from [11] and [10] may be seen as very simple diamond codes, viz. with binary
[n, n 1, 2] codes as constituent codes.
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a representation of the magnetic tape, and its rows represent the different tracks
of the tape. These tracks are possibly read out by different heads. Such a head
may be (temporarily) out of order, which causes a row-oriented burst error. In
this situation, a figure of merit of a code is its minimum track distance, that is,
the minimum number of rows in which any two different codewords differ. We will
denote the minimum track distance of C by dr(C).
Theorem 8.3.9 dr( C) ~ d1

+ d2 -

1.

Proof. Let X andY be two different words in C. Let j be the minimal index of the
columns in which X and Y differ. \Ve define

In column j, X and Y differ in at least d1 positions, all with row index at most i.
In diagonal j i, X and Y differ in at least d2 positions. Due to the minimality of
j, the row indices of these positions all are at least i.
We conclude that X andY differ in at least (d 1 1) rows with index smaller than i,
in position (i, j), and in at least (d2 -1) rows with index larger than i. Consequently,
X and Y differ in at least d1 + d2 - 1 rows. D
Let us consider the proof of Theorem 8.3.9 more closely. Diagonal j - i reaches
the bottom in column (j - i) + n. Consequently, the track distance d1 + d 2 - 1 is
built up in the columns j, j + 1, ... , n- i + j, so in n i 1 columns. As X andY
differ in at least d1 positions in column j, i ~ d1 and so a track distance d1 + d 2 - 1
is built up in at most n - d1 + 1 consecutive columns. Similarly, it can be shown
that this track distance is built up in n d2 1 consecutive diagonals.
Proposition 8.3.10 If C1 and C2 are shortened cyclic codes with dimensions n- p
and n q, respectively, then dr( C) :::; p + q 1.
Proof. As remarked in Section 8.2, the elementary diamond has at most p + q + 1
non-zero rows. D

By combining Theorem 8.3.9 and Proposition 8.3.10, we obtain that dr( C)
d1 d2 - 1 = p + q + 1 if C 1 and C2 both are shortened Reed-Solomon codes.
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Decoding track errors

According to Theorem 8.3.9, the minimum track distance of Cis at least d 1 d2 -1.
We present a decoding algorithm that realizes the error correcting capabilities guaranteed by this bound. For the special case that C 1 and C 2 both are the binary
[n, n- 1, 2] parity check code, algorithms for decoding a single erroneous track or
two erased tracks are described in [11].
We explain how to decode a received word around pivot (i,j). The set T(i,j) is
the shaded area in Figure 8.6, so

Figure 8.6: The set T( i, j)

T(i,j) = {(u,v)

11 s; v < j,j- is; (v

u)} U {(u,v)

IJ s; v s; n,j- i > v- u}.
(8.5)

We assume that T(i,j) only contains unerased and correct symbols; this is surely
so if (i,j)=(n,O). Let v1 and p1 be the number of errors and erasures, respectively,
in {(k, j) I 1 s; k s; i - 1}. Similarly, v2 and p2 denote the number of errors and
erasures, respectively, in {(i + k,j + k) I 0 5 k:::::; n- i}. We assume that
(8.6)
As with decoding for random errors, we have a local condition on the error pattern,
corresponding to the local building-up of track distance as pointed out immediately
after Theorem 8.3.9.
Two decoding actions are performed. We perform C 1 error-and-erasure decoding
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in column j, where we erase position (i,j) as well. We also perform C2 error-anderasure correction in the diagonal through the pivot.
We define reliabilities 81 and 82 of the respective decoding similar to the reliability
ai with decoding random errors, (8.2). That is, if CI correction failed, then 81 := 0;
otherwise, 61 := di- 2w1 (PI+ 1), where w1 is the number of changes proposed by
the C 1 decoder outside the erasures. Similarly, if C2 correction failed, then 82 := 0;
otherwise, 82
d2 - 2w2 - p2 , where w2 denotes the number of changes proposed
by the C2 decoder outside the erasures.
Proposition 8.3.11 At least one of the decoding actions yields the correct result.
Proof. As all positions in column j below the pivot are in T(i,j), no errors and
erasures reside there. Consequently, when column j is decoded, there are vi errors
and p1 + 1 erasures and so correct decoding takes place if 2v (p1 1) :::; d1 - 1.
Hence, if vertical decoding does not yield the correct result, then

Similarly, if diagonal decoding does not yield the correct result, then

So if both vertical and diagonal decoding would not yield the correct result, then,
by adding the two inequalities above, we see that our assumption (8.6) would not
hold. D
As a consequence of Proposition 8.3.11, we see that if one decoder failed, then
the other one delivered the correct result.
Let us now assume that neither decoder failed.
Proposition 8.3.12 If diagonal decoding was incorrect, then 82

:::;

81

-

1.

Proof. Suppose diagonal decoding was incorrect. The transmitted diagonal and
the received diagonal can differ in at most v2 w2 unerased positions. As these two
words of C 2 differ in in at least d2 p2 unerased positions, we have
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As a consequence,
62

= d2

2w2 - P2 ::; 2v2 - d2

+ P2·

According to Proposition 8.3.11, vertical decoding is correct, whence v1 = w 1 and
so
Consequently,

where the final inequality follows from (8.6). D
Similarly, we can prove Proposition 8.3.13.
Proposition 8.3.13 If vertical decoding was incorrect, then 61 < 152

-

1.

Based on Propositions 8.3.11-8.3.13, we arrive at the following decoding
algorithm.
• Decode the column through the pivot (i, j) with (i, j) (additionally) erased
and decode the diagonal through the pivot.
Let {JI and b2 be defined as before.
• Accept the decoding proposal with largest 6-value. In case of a tie, both
decoding proposals can be accepted.
• If both decoding proposals are accepted, the new pivot
is (i, j + 1).
If only the vertical decoding proposal is accepted, the new pivot
is (min(n, i + 1),j + 1).
If only the diagonal decoding proposal is accepted, the new pivot
is (max(1, i 1),j).

Theorem 8.3.14 If (8.6) is satisfied and the set T(i,j) contains no errors or
erasures, then
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1. the above algorithm generates at least one decoding proposal
2. the accepted decoding proposal( s) is (are) correct, and
3. if we denote the new pivot by (i',j'), then T(i',j') contains no errors and no
erasures.

Proof. According to Proposition 8.3.11, at least one of the decoders did not fail,
so 1. holds. Proposition 8.3.11 implies that the generated decoding is correct if
one of the decoders failed. The propositions 8.3.12 and 8.3.13 imply 2. if 81 > 0
and b2 > 0. Claim 3 is true as T(i, j) contains no errors and no erasures, and the
positions in T( i', j') are either in T( i, j) or were decoded correctly when decoding
around the pivot (i,j). 0
The decoding algorithm above gives a correct result if (8.6) is satisfied and all
positions in the set T( i, j) contain correct symbols. The condition on T(i, j) is
automatically satisfied with pivot (i,j)
(n, 0). So if we start decoding around
pivot (n, 0) and the sum of twice the number of tracks in error and the number of
erased tracks is less than d1 + d2 1, then a correct decoding result is obtained. That
is, the decoding algorithm realizes the track error correcting capabilities guaranteed
by the bound dr(C) ;::: d1 + d2- 1.
Remarks
1. If the pivot is close to the upper row, only few errors can reside in the

column and so vertical decoding surely is correct. Let us be more precise. None of
the positions (1,j), (2,j), ... ,(i-1d) can contain both an error and an erasure, so
v1 p1 :S: i 1. Consequently, if 2i :S: d1 + p1 1, then

so incorrect decoding is impossible. That is, if 2i :S: d1 p1 +1, then the vertical
decoding proposal can be accepted irrespective of its reliability 81 . Similarly, the
diagonal decoding result can be accepted whenever 2(n- i + 1) ::; d2 + p2 •
With this modification, the decoding algorithm more often accepts two decoding
proposals and hence is faster.
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2. If decoding is started around a pivot (i,j), with set T(i,j) not completely
free of errors and erasures, then the decoding algorithm does not necessarily yield
the correct result, even if (8.6) is satisfied. For example, take for C 1 and C2 the
binary [3,2,2] code, and assume the received strip R has only ones in its top row,
and zeros elsewhere. As dr(C)=3, and R has track weight 1, R should be decoded
to the all-zero strip. Now assume that we start decoding around pivot (3,2). The
diagonal decoder detected an error. With vertical decoding, the pivot is erased and
subsequently decoded to a '1'. The new pivot is (3,3), and we are in the same
situation: position (3,3) will be decoded to a '1', the new pivot is (3,4), and so on.
3. The algorithm may be modified by erasing a row as soon as an accepted
output makes a change in it. In this way, erroneous rows are gradually erased. If we
start this modified algorithm in pivot (n, 0), it certainly correctly decodes all error
patterns with v erroneous rows and p erased rows satisfying 2v + p :::; d1 + d2 2.
The original algorithm, however, is also able to cope with error patterns for which
the set of erroneous tracks differ columnwise, provided that the local condition (8.6)
is satisfied everywhere.

8.4

Systematic Diamond Codes

In this section, we restrict ourselves to the case that C1 and C2 both are linear codes
oflength nand have dimensions n
and n-q, respectively. The code C 1 imposes p
linear restrictions on the rows of the strip. Similarly, C2 imposes q linear restrictions.
Hence, the n rows of the strip should satisfy p+q (not necessarily independent) linear
n-p-q rows. In this
restrictions, and we should be able to store information in s
section, we assume that C1 has its parity symbols in the positions s 1, ... , s + p,
and that c2 has its parity symbols in the final q positions.
In the first subsection, we show that in this case the s top rows can be used for
storing information unaltered. An encoding procedure, consisting of alternate C1
and C2 encodings, will be outlined. With this encoding procedure, a finite number
of non-zero information symbols may generate an infinite number of non-zero parity
symbols. In the second subsection, we show that this unpleasant phenomenon does
not occur if C1 and C 2 both are shortened cyclic codes.
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Systematic Encoding of Diamond Codes

If cl and c2 satisfy the assumptions described before, information can systematically
be encoded in the s top rows. The remaining rows then are parity rows. Encoding
can be performed with alternate C 1 and C2 encodings. A simple example explains
how this is done.
11010] , and let
[ 00101
1. We claim that the codeword

Example 8.4.1 Let C 1 be the binary code with generator matrix

C2 be the [5, 4, 2] code. So s
with top row 1000 ... is

= 1, p

3 and q

data

=

1000000000...
1000000000 .. .

C 1 -parity positions

0100101010 .. .
1000000000 .. .

C2-parity position

0100101010 ...

(Left from the vertical line, one should imagine only zeros.)
Indeed, consider the leftmost bottom position. This C 2-parity position should be
zero, as the other entries on the diagonal through it all are zero. Now we know
how to complete the first column: we simply compute the C1-parities. Next, we
know four entries on the diagonal through the position in the second column and
the bottom row; hence we can compute the C 2-parity symbol over there, which turns
. out to be a one. Next, we can compute the Crparities in the second column, and
i so on. Note sufficiently far to the right, columns are alternately 0 and (00101)t ad
, infinitum.

!

1

1

In Example 8.4.1, the s top rows uniquely determine the parity rows. This is so in
general.
Theorem 8.4.2 Suppose C2 is an [n, n

q] code with its parity symbols in the

final q symbols, and C1 is an [n, n p] code with its parity symbols in the positions
{s + 1, s 2, ... , n- q}, where s n- p- q. If X andY are words of C that agree
in their s top rows, then X= Y.
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Figure 8. 7: Systematic Diamond encoder

Proof. Suppose X# Y. Let j be the index of the leftmost column in which X andY
differ (as X and Y both have only zeros in columns with sufficiently small index, j
is well-defined). Let i 2: n- q + 1. The minimality of j implies that on the diagonal
through (i,j), X andY agree in all positions with column index smaller than j, and
hence in all positions with row index smaller than i. But then, as (i, j) is a C 2 -parity
position with respect to the diagonal through it, X and Y agree in position (i, j) as
well. So X and Y agree in the q bottom positions of column j. By assumption, X
and Y agree in the s top positions of column j as well. As the s top positions and
the q bottom positions of column j are an information set for C 1 , X and Y agree in
column j, a contradiction. 0
In general, encoding with alternating C1 and C2 encoding can be realized by the
structure indicated in Figure 8. 7. For simplification, we have shown the encoding
of a Diamond code using a [15,13] code C 1 and a [15,12] code C 2 . The small boxes
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represent delay elements.
The data to be encoded are fed to the C 1 encoder, together with properly delayed
parity symbols of the C 2 encoder. The C 1 encoder generates C1 parity symbols
which, together with the data symbols, are fed into the upper delay network. The
output of the upper delay network is fed into the C2 encoder, which generates the
C 2 parity symbols. The C 2 parity is fed into the lower delay network, that forms
a feedback path in the encoder. The memory contents should be set to zero before
the first data is fed into the encoder. The symbols immediately after the C 1 encoder
correspond to columns of the Diamond code C, that are written to the channeL Note
that both in the encoder and in the decoder, processing starts with C 1 followed by
C2 • Finally, we remark that the structure of Figure 8.7 is an infinite impulse response structure, due to the feedback in the encoder. Indeed, in Example 8.4.1, a
single information symbol generated infinitely many non-zero parity symbols.

8.4.2

Finite impulse response

We say that the encoder of Figure 8.7 has the FIR (finite impulse response) property
if it generates a finite number of non-zero parity symbols for any finite number of
data symbols, provided that its memory contents are initialized to zero.
We claim that the encoder for C has the FIR property if C1 and C2 both are
shortened cyclic codes. Instead of providing a formal proof, we will give an example
from which the general proof should be clear. We choose s
2, p = 4 and q
3. vVe assume that the vectors (1, a, b, c, d, 0, 0, 0, 0) and and (1, e, J, g, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
correspond to the generator polynomials of C1 and C 2 , respectively. As C 1 and C 2
are shortened cyclic codes, the diamond-shaped word X below is in C.
0
0

0
0
a
0
0
b
0
c
d
0
de
bg
0
0
0
cf
0 0 df cg 0 0
0 0 0 0 dg 0 0

0
0
0
0
X= 0
0
0
0

0
1

0
0
e
0
ae f
0
be af g 0
ce bf ag 0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
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The number of non-zero columns of X equals q + 1 4. Obviously, shifting X one
position to the right again yields a codeword, Y. Because C 1 and C 2 are shortened
cyclic codes, shifting X one position upwards also yields a codeword, Z.
0 1 0
0 a e
0 b ae

0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
f
0 c be af g 0
Z= 0 d ce bf ag 0
0 0 de cf bg 0
0 0 0 df cg 0
0 0 0 0 dg 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0

The codeword X' := Z - aX - EY is of the following form, where
possibly non-zero symbol.

X'=

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

* denotes

a

1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

*
*
*
*
0

*
*
*
*
*
0

0
0 0

*
*
*
*
*
*
0

0 0 0
* 0 00
* * 0
* * 0
* * 0
* * 0

* *

The number of non-zero columns now equals q + 2. Note that X, X' and their
2 rows. By
right-shifted versions have a single non-zero symbol in the upper 8
taking suitable linear combinations of these codewords, we can make a word of C
with arbitrary symbols in the 8 top rows. In this way, a finite number of non-zero
symbols in the 8 top rows gives rise to a word of C with a finite number of non-zero
parity symbols. According to Theorem 8.4.2, the s top rows uniquely determine
the parity rows, and so the same parity symbols would have been generated by
the encoder in Figure 8. 7. Consequently, the encoder from Figure 8. 7 has the FIR
property.
More generally, a non-zero symbol in row s- i (i = 0, 1, ... , s- 1) can only
make non-zero its own column and the next q + i columns. This can formally be

f
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proved by induction on i, using a kind of Gaussian elimination with shifted elementary diamonds as we have done in the previous example. Consequently, if C1 and
C 2 both are shortened cyclic codes, a data symbol influences its own column and
at most the next q + s 1 columns. So if C 1 and C2 are shortened cyclic codes,
the encoder from Figure 8. 7 results in a codeword of the form depicted in Figure 8.8.

Figure 8.8: Systematic Diamond codeword

The following example shows that the encoder from Figure 8.7 can have the FIR
property if neither code is a shortened cyclic code.
Example 8.4.3 Let a E JF4 be such that a + a 2 1. Let C1 and C 2 be the [4,3,2]
codes with parity check equations c0 + c1 + c2 + ac3 = 0 and a 2 c0 + ac1 + c2 + c3 0,
respectively. As 1010EC 1 , but 0101~Cb C 1 is not a shortened cyclic code. Similarly,
as a010EC 2 but Oa01~C 2 , C2 is not a shortened cyclic code.
Although neither C 1 , nor C2 is shortened cyclic, the encoder from Figure 8. 7 does
posses the FIR-property. This is so as C contains

(01 0
0 0
0 00 . .''')
.
1 a 0 0 ...
0100...

I

8.5

and

(1000
1 a
01

0 00
0 0 "')
...
a2 0 0 ... ·
a
00 ...

Block Variations of Diamond Codes

The Diamond code C is very well suited for applications involving long, continuous
data streams, but not for rewritable, block-oriented applications. The problem is
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that changing a data symbol may yield a change in parity symbols outside the block
in which the data symbol is situated. The challenge is to find a block code that
shares many features with C, which allows us to share much of its encoding and
decoding hardware with the hardware for C. Throughout this section, we assume
that cl and c2 both are shortened cyclic codes of length n with dimensions n - p
and n - q, respectively. The s = n - p - q top rows of the strip can then be used as
information rows for C and hence C has rate R s / n.
A very simple method for transforming C into a block code consists of using
"merging blocks" between data blocks. In a merging block, no information may be
written, but only parity symbols due to data symbols from previous blocks. The

merging block

+-

s+q-1

-+

Figure 8.9: Using merging blocks

analysis of C in the previous section (cf. Figure 8.8) implies that merging blocks
should contain s + q -1 columns. The drawback of this solution is obvious: less data
can be stored on disc. To be more precise, if data blocks consist of ms symbols (which
we will assume throughout this paper), introduction of merging blocks reduces the
effective code rate with a factor rnf(m s + q 1).
In the remainder of this section, two other solutions are discussed. The first one
leads to a smaller rate loss than the application of merging blocks, while the rate of
the code from the second solution is even equal to the rate of C. However, codewords
from the first solution (conceptually extended with zeroes at the left and right hand
sides) are also codewords from C, while codewords from the second solution are not.
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Scorpion Codes

With the code of this section, ms data symbols are encoded into a word of C with
(m q) non-zero columns. Hence, we obtain a block code with rate msjn(m + q).
So the rate loss compared to C is a factor m/(m + q), which is much smaller than
the rate loss factor m/ (m + s + q - 1) with merging blocks, especially in the typical
case that s » q.
Each of the m initial columns contains s data symbols in its s top positions; the
subsequent q columns are called parity columns. The resulting structure, as depicted

m

1><11 1>

q

Figure 8.10: Scorpion code format

in Figure 8.10, shows much resemblance to conventional product codes. 2
Encoding as indicated in Figure 8.10 is indeed possible. To see this, consider
the elementary diamond in Figure 8.11. Remember that moving the elementary

0

0

Figure 8.11: An elementary Diamond code word

diamond horizontally and vertically results in a word of C. Hence, by taking a
2

The name Scorpion code is due to the form of the parity area in Figure 8.10; the final q parity
Isymbols form a tail of a scorpion.
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suitable linear combination of shifted elementary diamonds, we obtain a word of C
that has the m8 data symbols unaltered in the 8 top positions of the m leftmost
columns. As the width of an elementary diamond is q + 1, we can do with q parity
columns.
Encoding can be accomplished efficiently in two steps. First, the 8 top positions
of the parity columns are computed, as follows. In the q x q upper right triangle,
zeroes are placed. For each of the s rightmost diagonals containing data symbols,
the q symbols in the parity columns are computed such that appending trailing
zeroes yields a word of C 2 . This is possible as every q consecutive positions in the
shortened cyclic code C 2 form a set of parity positions. In the second step, the
encoder for the Diamond code C in Figure 8.7 computes the parity rows with as
input the m8 data symbols and the computed entries in the s top positions of the
parity columns. This results in the structure of Figure 8.10.
A very simple special case of this construction, viz. with binary parity check
codes (p = q = 1), was reported in [11].

8.5.2

Cylindrical Diamond Codes

With the code Cc of this section, ms data symbols are encoded into an n x m array.
Hence the rate of Cc equals sjn, the rate of C. As depicted in Figure 8.12, each
column in a word from Cc is in C 1 and each diagonal, when folded back cyclically, is
in C2 . For explaining the construction, we consider a word A of C that is periodic

p
q

Figure 8.12: Cylinder code format

in its information positions, so looking like

...
...

)'

I
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where Dis an s x m matrix containing the information symbols and P 1 , P 2 , .•. are
(n s) x m matrices containing the parity symbols. The codeword B, obtained by
taking the difference of A and A shifted over m positions to the right, looks like
B

fori ?::2. As C 1 and C 2 both are shortened cyclic
codes, the only columns of B that can be non-zero are the columns of D and the
subsequent (s+q-1) columns. Consequently, Qi = Oifi?:: i 0
1+f(s+q 1)/ml
That is, Pi
Pi-l = P for i ?:: i 0 • So the submatrix A* of A that starts in block
i 0 - 1 looks like
* - ( D D D D .. ·)
A
pppp ....

Clearly, every column of A* is in C1 and, sufficiently far to the right, each diagonal
is in C2 .
Now we consider one block of A*, namely the n x m matrix X( D) := (

~

) .

Clearly,

each column of X(D) is in C1 and each diagonal, folded back cyclically, is in C 2 .
Note that the parity block P satisfies
io-1

P

Pio

= 2::: Qi.
i=l

So P can be determined directly from the codeword B, that is, from encoding D
followed by (i 0 - 2) blocks of zeros.
·with the notations introduced above, we are finally in a position to define the
code Cc: it equals {X(D) I Dis an s x m matrix}.
Remark All words of Cc are n x m matrices with all columns in C 1 and all diagonals, folded back cyclically, in c2. It is of mathematical interest to study the
cylinder code Ccyl, consisting of all such matrices. In general, Cc:f:Ccyl· For example,
take for cl and c2 the binary [3, 2, 2] parity check code. The 3 X m matrix with
only zeroes in its top row and only ones in its two bottom rows is in Ccyh but not
in Cc. This is so as the all-zero matrix is the only matrix in Cc with only zeroes in
its top rows. Properties of Ccyl will be discussed in a forthcoming paper.
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Conclusions and discussion

Diamond codes combine the error correcting power of product codes and the reduced
memory requirements of CIRC. They are well suited for storage or transmission of
long, continuous data streams. We have developed block variations of Diamond
codes that are better suited for block-oriented, rewritable applications.
Like the cross-parity check codes in [10], a Diamond code can be considered
as a "geometrically inspired'' convolutional code. For obtaining a description as a
convolutional code, the i-th row of a strip X is represented as the formal power series
xi(D) = 'L.f=oXi,jDi, and the vector x(D) is defined as
x(D) = (x1(D),x2(D), ... ,xn(D)).
Let H 1 and H 2 be parity check matrices for C 1 and C2, respectively. The requirement
that each column of X is in C 1 is equivalent to the condition

x(D)H[

0.

The requirement that each diagonal is in C 2 is equivalent to the condition
x(D)A(D)Hj = 0, where A(D) is the diagonal matrix diag(Dn-l, nn- 2 , ... , D,1).
The matrix A(D) takes into account the fact that we are considering diagonals. In
other words, the strip X is inC if and only if its corresponding vector x(D) satisfies

x(D)HT(D) = 0, where H(D) = (H1IHzA(D)).

(8.7)

Concepts that we dealt with previously in an intuitive, geometric fashion are in fact
well-known concepts with convolutional codes. Cylinder codes, for example, can be
seen as tail-biting convolutional codes [13, 14]. Using merging blocks is equivalent
to what is called the "zero-tail" method in [14].
We saw in Section 8.4 that the s top rows can serve as information rows if C 1
and C2 both are shortened cyclic codes. By prescribing zeros in all information rows
but the top one, we obtain a non-zero word of C with at most n - (s - 1) non-zero
rows. Consequently, we have
dr( C) :::; n - s + 1.

(8.8)
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\Ve can view (8.8) as an analogue of the Singleton bound. Codes for which equality
holds in (8.8) can be called MDS codes [12, 10]. According to the remark after
Proposition8.3.10,dr(C)=d 1 +d2 1 (n-p+l) (n-q+1) 1 n-s+lif
C1 and C 2 both are shortened Reed-Solomon codes, so C is an MDS code in this case.
For all strips in C, columns with negative index are all-zero. We now consider
C*, the set of strips for which all columns are in C 1 , all diagonals are in C 2 and all
columns with sufficiently small index are zero. The vector x(D) of a word of C*
also satisfies (8.7); the entries of x(D), however, need not be polynomials, but are
Laurent series [12, 10], that is, they are of the form
00

L

fiDi for some r E Z.

i="r

As the Laurent series, endowed with conventional addition and multiplication, form
a field, we can use results from linear algebra to analyze C*. For example, the
dimension of C* equals n-rank(H(D)) 2:: n- (p q). ·This observation formalizes our reasoning at the beginning of Section 8.4 that s = n-p--q rows should be
able to carry information. As dr( C*) coincides with the minimum Hamming distance of C*, when considered as a code over the field of Laurent series, dr (C*) ~
1+ rank(H(D)) ~ p + q + 1 (this is in fact the Singleton bound over the field
of Laurent series, [12, 10]). Reasoning as in Theorem 8.3.9, we can show that
dr(C*) 2:: d1 +d 2 1. Combining these two inequalities, we see that dim(C*) p+q
and dr(C*) n- p- q 1 whenever C 1 and C2 are MDS codes. In other words,
C* is an MDS code over the field of Laurent series if C 1 and C 2 both are MDS codes.
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Samenvatting

Foutcorrigerende codes zijn essentieel voor de betrouwbaarheid van digitale opslagen transmissiesystemen. Dit proefschrift behandelt samenwerkende foutcorrigerende
codes. De bedoeling is om eenvoudige codes te combineren tot een krachtige code
die met een geringe complexiteit kan worden geencodeerd en gedecodeerd.
Het proefschrift bestaat uit een inleidend hoofdstuk, gevolgd door zeven hoofdstukken waarin verschillende aspecten van samenwerkende codes aan bod komen.
In het tweede hoofdstuk bespreken we verschillende foutcorrigerende eigenschappen van de produktcode CP, bestaande uit alle matrices met alle rijen in een lineare
rijcode Cr en alle kolommen in een lineare kolomcode Cc. Door het aantal woorden
van laag gewicht in CP uit te drukken in het aantal woorden van laag gewicht van
Cc en Cn laten we zien dat zeer veel foutpatronen met weinig fouten door Cp goed
kunnen worden gedecodeerd. Met behulp van voorbeelden tonen we aan dat de
volledige gewichtsverdeling van CP niet te bepalen is uit die van Cc en Cr. We geven
een klasse aan van foutpatronen, bestaande uit een combinatie van onafhankelijke
en gecorreleerde fouten, die door CP kunnen worden gecorrigeerd.
In het derde hoofdstuk tonen we aan dat "generalized minimum distance decoding" (gmdd) veel meer foutpatronen corrigeert dan tot nu toe bekend was. We
passen onze resultaten toe op produktcodes en gegeneralizeerde geconcateneerde
codes en vinden dat gmdd, toegepast op produktcodes, de foutpatronen van hoofdstuk 2 corrigeert.
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In het vierde hoofstuk geven we een bovengrens aan de kans dat een foutpatroon
met tenminste d- t fouten aanleiding geeft tot een vector op afstand t van een
van het verzonden woord verschillend codewoord. (Hier is d de minimum Hamming
afstand van de gebruikte code, en t < ~d.) De bovengrens was bekend voor ReedSolomon codes, toegepast op een kanaal met onafhankelijke fouten, maar is geldig
voor alle codes en voor een veel ruimere klasse van kanalen. De grens kan worden
gebruikt als een maat voor de betrouwbaarheid van een decodeerresultaat als er t
fouten zijn geobserveerd. Bij het decoderen van samenwerkende codes kan betrouwbaarheidsinformatie die is verkregen uit het decoderen van de ene code worden
gebruikt bij het decoderen van de andere.
In het vijfde hoofdstuk bespreken we een bekende versnelling van het BerlekampMassey algorithme voor het decoderen van BCH codes. Het aantal geobserveerde
fouten bij het decoderen volgens deze versnelling geeft een minder goede indicatie
voor de betrouwbaarheid van het decodeerresultaat dan bij de standaard methode,
wat desastreuze gevolgen kan hebben bij het decoderen van samenwerkende codes.
Door bekende codes te combineren worden in het zesde hoofdstuk codes geconstrueerd die, gegeven hun lengte en dimensie, een grote minimum afstand hebben.
De resultaten voor binaire codes zijn reeds eerder verschenen, en sommige zijn inmiddels verbeterd; de resultaten betreffende quaternaire codes zijn nieuw.
In hoofdstuk 7 geven we constructies voor blokcodes voor het Partial Response
(PR) kanaal, een veel gebruikt model voor bepaalde magnetische opslag kanalen.
We leiden onder- en bovengrenzen af voor de maximale grootte van een code voor
het PR kanaal met minimum afstand tenminste 2 en geven grenzen aan de maximale
grootte van codes met een kleine lengte en een voorgeschreven minimum afstand.
In het laatste hoofdstuk introduceren we "Diamond codes". Een woord uit een
Diamond code is een strip waarvan iedere kolom een woord is van een kolomcode, en
iedere diagonaal een woord van een diagonaalcode. Diamond codes combineren de
foutcorrigerende capaciteiten van een produktcode met de gereduceerde eisen aan
het (hardware) geheugen zoals bij de CIRC code uit het Compact Disc systeem. We
bespreken het encoderen en decoderen van Diamond codes en eigenschappen van
hun minimum afstand. We geven verschillende varianten op Diamond codes aan die
geschikt zijn voor blok-georienteerde toepassingen.

Summary

Error-correcting codes are essential for the reliability of digital systems for storage
and transmission. This thesis describes cooperating error-correcting codes. The aim
is to combine simple codes into a powerful code that can be encoded and decoded
with low complexity. The thesis consists of an introductory chapter, followed by
seven chapters dealing with various aspects of cooperating codes.
In the second chapter we discuss various error-correcting capabilities of the
product code CP, consisting of all matrices with all rows in a linear row code Cr
and all columns in a linear column code Cc. By expressing the number of low
weight words of Cp in the number of low weight words of Cc and Cn we show that
CP can correct very many error patterns with a few errors. By means of examples
we show that the full weight distribution of CP is not determined by those of Cc
and Cr. We indicate a class of error patterns consisting of a combination of random
errors and clustered errors, that can be decoded correctly with Cp.
In Chapter 3, we show that generalized minimum distance decoding (gmdd)
correctly decodes a much larger class of error patterns than was known up to now.
We apply our results to the decoding of product and generalized concatenated codes,
and obtain that gmdd correctly decodes the class of error patterns from Chapter 2.
In the fourth chapter, we give an upper bound on the probability that an error
pattern of weight at least d - t results in a vector at distance t from a codeword
different from the transmitted one. (Here, d is the minimum Hamming distance of
the applied code, and t < ~d.) The bound was already known for Reed-Solomon
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codes, when applied on a channel with independent errors, but it is valid for all
codes and for a much wider class of channels. The bound can be used as a measure
for the reliability of a decoding result in which t errors have been observed. When
decoding cooperating codes, reliability information obtained from decoding one code
can be exploited in decoding the other code.
In the fifth chapter, we discuss a well-known modification for speeding up the
Berlekamp-Massey algorithm for decoding BCH codes. The number of errors observed during decoding with this modification is a poorer indication for the reliability
of the decoder output than with conventional decoding. This can have detrimental
consequences for the decoding of cooperating codes.
In Chapter 6, we combine well-known codes and obtain codes with a large minimum distance, given their length and dimension. The results for binary codes have
been published before and some of them have been improved upon; the results for
quaternary codes are new.
In Chapter 7, we present constructions for block codes for the Partial Response
(PR) channel, a popular model for certain magnetic storage channels. We derive
upper and lower bounds on the maximum size of a code for the PR channel with
minimum distance at least 2. We give bounds on the maximal cardinality of codes
with small blocklength and a given minimum distance.
In the final chapter, we introduce Diamond codes. A word of a Diamond code
is a strip with each column in a column code and each diagonal in a diagonal
code. Diamond codes combine the error-correcting capabilities of product codes
with the reduced memory requirements of the CIRC code applied in the Compact
Disc system. We discuss encoding and decoding of Diamond codes, and discuss their
distance properties. We give several variations on Diamond codes that are suited
for block-oriented applications.
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Stellingen
behorende bij het proefschrift

Cooperating 'error-correcting codes
and their decoding
van

L.M.G.M. Tolhuizen

I
Zij C een [2k, k] code over GF(2 12fk) en zij Been binaire basis voor GF(2 12fk).
Als C(B), het binaire beeld van C ten opzichte van B, de [24,12,8] Golay code
924 is, dan is k gelijk aan 4,6 of 12. Uit [1] en [2] volgt dat er voor deze drie
waarden van k inderdaad codes C en bases B bestaan zo dat C(B) = 924 •
[1] I.I. Dumer and V.A. Zinoviev, "Some new maximal codes over GF(4)", Probl.
Inform. Transm., Vol. 14, No.3, July-September 1978, pp. 174-181.
[2] G. Pasquier, "The binary Golay code obtained from an extended cyclic code
over GF(8)", European J. Combinatorics, Vol. 1, No. 4, December 1980, pp. 369370.

II
Subgroup subcodes zijn een aantrekkelijk alternatief voor algebrai'sche meetkunde
codes.
J.M. Jensen, "Subgroup subcodes", IEEE Trans. Inform. Th., IT-41, No.3, May
1995, pp. 781-785.
M. Hattori, "Subspace Subcodes of Reed-Solomon codes", Ph. D. thesis, California
Institue of Technology, May 1995.

III
Een binaire [2m, 2m- m- 1, 4] code kan niet tegelijkertijd alle enkele fouten
en aile burstfouten van lengte twee corrigeren.

IV
De door Elia en Taricco in [1] beschreven codes kunnen eenvoudig worden
gedecodeerd met Stevens' methode [2].
[1] M. Elia and G. Taricco, "On a class of reversible binary cyclic codes and their
algebraic decoding", Journal of Information & Optimization Sciences, Vol. 15, No.
1, 1994, pp. 97-115.
[2] P. Stevens, "Error-erasure decoding of binary cyclic block codes, up to a particular instance of the Hartmann-Tzeng bound", IEEE Trans. Inform. Th., IT-36,
No. 5, September 1990, pp. 1144-1149.

v
De lengte van een binaire k-dimensionale code met state complexity ten
hoogste k 3 en minimum afstand d is tenminste 2d + 2 · f~l - 1. Codes
waarvoor gelijkheid geldt kunnen het woord bestaande uit aileen enen niet
bevatten.

VI
Een binaire [15,7,5] code heeft state complexity tenminste 4; gelijkheid geldt
voor de code met generator matrix

000000011111000
000000000011111
111110000000000
000111110000000
000001101010100
001010101100000
010000111000010

VII
De minimum afstand van een foutcorrigerende code is minder belangrijk dan
de nadruk daarop in de coderingstheorie doet vermoeden.

VIII
Voor veel digitale opslag- en transmissiesystemen is 'bit error rate' geen
geschikte kwaliteitsmaat.
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L. Tolhuizen, H. Hollmann and T.A.C.M. Kalker, "On the Realizability ofBiorthogonal, m-Dimensional Two-Band Filter Banks", IEEE Trans. Sign. Proc., Vol. 43,
No. 3, March 1995, pp. 640-648.
P.M. Cohn, "On the structure of the GL2 of a ring", Inst. Hautes Etudes Sci. Publ.
Math., No. 30, 1966, pp. 365-413.

X
Het verdient aanbeveling dat research managers vertrouwd zijn met de theorie van dynamische systemen, omdat ook daar observeerbaarheid, oncontroleerbaarheid en autonoom gedrag een belangrijke rol spelen.

XI
Een zwaarwichtige schrijfstijl voorkomt dat een proefschrift wordt aangezien
voor een doktersroman.

